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Smart power generation

Foreword

I have always been fascinated by electricity. It is a form of energy that can 
be used in so many ways: light, heat and motion but equally bits and bytes, 
TFT’s, LED’s and other marvels of modern electronics. Electricity has 
given us the freedom to use power when we want, where we want, and in 
the form we want.

But electricity is still only a media; it has to be generated from other 
sources of energy like fossil fuels, hydro, wind and nuclear. And at every 
moment we must generate the same amount of electricity as we con-
sume.  Today, most of our electricity is generated from fossil fuels and, 
regardless of whether you look it from the point of “cup half full” or “cup 
half empty”, the hard truth is that there is only a limited amount of fossil 
fuels on our planet. So it makes sense to make it last as long as possible.

That is why Europe is pushing towards 20-20-20 vision for renewable 
energy and why some consider nuclear power as the large scale energy 
for the future. This is also why smart grids have become a discussion 
point for morning coffee. Saving energy and finding new ways to gen-
erate electricity, that is the quest.

This book introduces a new way of reaching those goals, and it is 
called Smart Power Generation, which is all about attaining capacity man-
agement in the most efficient way. It is all about using dedicated power 
generation facilities that can optimise system efficiency and enable us 
to use all possible ways to generate electricity. And, ultimately, it allows 
everyone to use electricity whenever they need it. 

I would like to thank the authors of this book, Markus Hotakainen 
and Jacob Klimstra, for their colossal efforts in creating this book for us 
to read.

Enjoy. 

Vesa Riihimäki
Group Vice President,
Wärtsilä Power Plants







introduction
World of energy

by Markus Hotakainen

Our world is electric. Ever since the early experiments 
on electricity, it has become increasingly important 
in all areas of our society. And today it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, to imagine a world without 
electricity.

Producing the ever-increasing amounts of electri-
city needed in everyday life – from the most common 
domestic appliances to the vast demands of  industry 
– is a challenge that needs to be met. At the same 
time, several other big issues must be taken into 
account:  population growth, climate change, and 
dwindling fossil fuel reserves.

Flexibility is the key ingredient in finding a solution 
for the production of electricity . It has been important 
in the past with examples of both having it and lacking 
it. We have to make sure that we will  have it in the 
future. 
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The Sun, March 9, 1989

Our Sun was approaching the maximum of its 11-year activity cycle. 
Astronomers observed a gigantic solar flare on the gaseous surface 
of the Sun, an instantaneous eruption of electromagnetic energy, the 
amount of which could be in excess of 10 percent of the total energy 
output of the Sun in one second. 

The next day another, even more powerful, eruption hurled a vast 
cloud of plasma into space. Several billion tons of charged particles, 
protons and electrons, moving with velocities up to millions of 
kilometers per hour made their way into the interplanetary space. 
They carried with them a strong magnetic field sizzling with energy,  
creating a deadly storm in space. Unfortunately, there was a tiny 
obstacle in their path: the Earth.
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The Earth, March 13, 1989

The night skies of our planet were covered with curtains of light and 
color: green, red, blue… They moved rapidly, changed shape, disap-
peared, only to be replaced with vast bundles of rays stretching all the 
way from the zenith to the horizon and back. Aurorae! 

But this magnificent display of one of the greatest phenomena of 
nature was just the tip of the iceberg. In all its beauty, it was a sign of 
an exceptionally strong geomagnetic activity caused by the charged 
particles launched from the Sun four days earlier. 

Just as many ancient civilizations believed, the bright aurorae 
were an omen of an impending doom. The charged particles that were 
exciting the atoms and molecules of the Earth atmosphere to emit 
auroral light were also creating powerful electric currents, so powerful 
that the protective relays of the power grids tripped. 
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Millions of people in the northern parts of the North America 
were left without electricity for hours with the outside temperature 
almost minus ten degrees centigrade. People woke up in their 
chilling homes and houses into stone age – to exaggerate only a 
little. Modern society, with all its comfort and safety, proved to be 
extremely vulnerable – only because of a lack of electricity.

A Very Short History of Electricity

Electricity has made modern society what it is today. Travelling, 
cooking, communicating, heating… You name it, we will tame it – with 
electricity. And without? Our living would come practically to a com-
plete halt.

The world has not always been like that. Actually, the history of 
electricity as a commodity is rather short – despite it having always 
been present inthe most spectacular natural phenomena from thun-
derstorms to aurorae. 

An electric charge is a property of some subatomic particles, and 
the movement of these charged particles creates electric current, the 
very basics of our electric world. As early as 5000 years ago, electric 
fish were known to exist, and methods to produce static electricity by 
rubbing certain materials like fur and amber against each other were 
discovered more than 2500 years ago. 

However, the foundations for the universal usage of electricity – 
currently so self-evident – have been laid only since the 18th century. 
Benjamin Franklin, Luigi Galvani, Alessandro Volta, André-Marie 
Ampère, Georg Ohm, not to mention Nikola Tesla, "the man who 
invented electricity" with his vast array of inventions and innovations, 
are among the pioneers of the research, and many of them are familiar 
to us, if not as scientists, but as names of units of measurement of 
electrical properties. 

Electricity was found to be permeating nature, both living 
creatures and inanimate phenomena. Wherever scientists turned their 
gaze, they seemed to find electricity. A major breakthrough was the 
discovery of the close relationship between electricity and magnetism: 
electric and magnetic phenomena are just two sides of a single funda-
mental interaction, electromagnetism. 

Electricity was no longer a mere object of scientific curiosity nor 
merely something with which to make fascinating tricks. It became 
an essential ingredient and a strong symbol of the second industrial 
revolution, paving the way for the next major upheavals, first the 
information and then the digital revolution. 
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In the pioneering days, however, it was not obvious that electricity 
would become essential to human life and modern society. As late 
as mid-19th century, Michael Faraday, discoverer of many electrical 
phenomena and inventor of several electrical devices, was visited by 
William Gladstone, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, later the Prime 
Minister of the United Kingdom. 

Gladstone was impressed by the experiments and demonstrations 
made by Faraday in his laboratory, but asked what is the practical 
worth of electricity. Faraday replied, with one of the biggest under-
statements in the history of science, ”None, sir, whatsoever.” 

As with so many other famous stories classifiable as urban legends, 
there is an alternative version to this discussion, making Faraday a 
great visionary instead of a short-sighted academic. According to this 
variant, Faraday allegedly said to Gladstone: ”Why, sir, there is every 
probability that you will soon be able to tax it!” 

And was he right about the possibility to collect taxes? Yes, very 
much so, and not only that. Electricity made it possible to develop a 
great variety of useful appliances both for domestic and industrial use, 
from ovens and irons to heavy machinery. Especially after World War 
II, the usage of electricity increased rapidly in all areas of society. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, there was a period of a fast growth in the 
number of coal plants to meet the ever growing demands for elec-
tricity, especially in industry. This was followed by the fast emergence 
of nuclear power in the 1970s, only to be temporarily interrupted by 
the the Chernobyl accident in April 1986 – and perhaps the same 
will happen because of the events in Fukushima in March 2011. At 
the same time, the importance of gas increased, which has been a 
common tendency ever since.





1
The challenges

of the future
by Markus Hotakainen
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1.1 The shape of things to come

The future has always had a strong appeal to the human mind, both 
individually and collectively. Ever since the dawn of humanity, there has 
been a multitude of efforts to foresee it through a variety of methods, 
always without much success, but never without a strong faith in the 
predictions made. And yet, the future has always managed to surprise us. 

For more than a century, science fiction, or speculative fiction, has 
given us glimpses of the possible future – or futures – but now we are 
living in a world beyond the wildest futuristic dreams of the literary 
pioneers. For example, a revolution in communications has turned the 
vast world into a global village with almost instantaneous access to 
almost all the information ever acquired on any topic.

The basis for this revolution has been energy, especially electricity. 
At the time of the first tiny and wary steps into the world of electro-
magnetism, it was not appreciated nor did it receivemuch more than 
an academic interest. But, as we have seen, the situation was to be 
changed – and when it did, it changed for good. There is no going 
back: our world is a world of electricity. 

We are still lacking the means to foresee the future, but we are 
now more capable than ever to make choices, decisions, inventions 
and innovations to help create a future most beneficial and sustain-
able. The future is no longer something mysterious, something forced 
upon us, something we have no say in. 

The future is there waiting for us – and sooner than we think, 
it will be here – and it will be based on our actions of today. What 
we will do is up to us. We can make the choices – and we will. Just 
like President John F. Kennedy said half a century ago in his famous 
speech on going to the Moon: ”Not because it is easy, but because it is 
hard.”

We will not only face easy choices, we will face difficult ones, too. 
But in the second decade of the new millennium, humankind is both 
intellectually and technically better equipped than ever before to 
tackle even the most demanding of the challenges and make the right 
choices. 

We will encounter a number of big issues, the solving of which will 
demand a lot of effort. In many cases, it will also demand re-evaluation 
of our current ways and standard of living. Many things now taken 
for granted will not remain the same. In some cases we will be able to 
decide for ourselves what is important to us and what is not, in other 
cases there will be only one possible – and sensible – choice.

However, one thing will surely be part of the future, whatever the 
direction our choices will take us: the need for energy and, especially, 
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the need for electricity. In the rip tide of climate change, population 
growth, and dwindling reserves of fossil fuels, fulfilling the need for 
energy and electricity will be one of the big challenges of the future. 

But there are solutions to be found. Just like the world we are 
living in today, the future we will have will be electric. 

1.2 Facts about the future 

There are a number of issues that demand global attention now and in 
the future. Some of these challenges have already been tackled with suc-
cess, some of them are still under debate: what to do, how to do it, and 
when. Making decisions concerning a whole planet is not an easy task, 
while the search for choices is still in progress.

The challenges listed below are not placed in order of importance 
or urgency. To sort them out would be difficult, if not impossible, 
because of their different scales and many of them being tightly 
intertwined with each other. Because of this intertwining, they might 
seem to be even more difficult to solve, but the situation could also 
be just the opposite. Finding a solution to one problem could help 
finding it to another problem, too. 

1.2.1 Population growth

Generally the growth of population is not a problem because of lack of 
space, even though it is easy to see it that way. There is plenty of surface 
area on Earth – despite the fact that more than 70 percent of our planet 
is covered with water. The whole population of the world, all the more 

Figure 1.1: The estimated size of world 
population since 10,000 BC.
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Figure 1.2: The annual growth rate of 
world population since 1950.

than 6 billion men and women, boys and girls, young and old, could 
easily – though not very comfortably – fit on the isle of Corsica or the 
Island of Hawaii. And the crowd would be a far cry from that of the 
rush hour in most metropolitan subway trains. 

This example might appear as naive, perhaps even surreal, but it 
reifies the point: there is room enough for all the people on Earth. 
The real problem is the shortage of resources like food and fresh 
water. The problems related with ever faster population growth has 
been known for decades. The human population has grown continu-
ously for the past 600 years – ever since the end of the Black Death 
that wiped out more than 20% of the world’s population – but it 
started to increase rapidly about a century ago because of advances 
in technology, medicine and agriculture. The growth rate of the 
population was the largest around 1970 with 2,1% per annum; at the 
moment the rate is 1,2%.

Since then the total rate has been decreasing, but it is still high 
in Latin America, the Middle East, and Sub-Saharan Africa. And the 
annual growth of the number of humans continued to increase until 
1989, when it was 88 million. At the moment it is 74 million, and it is 
estimated to decline to about 40 million during the next four decades. 
In 2025 the total population is projected to be 8.1 billion, and in 2050 
about 9.2 billion, while in 2009 it was 6.8 billion. 

To feed a larger and larger population is a continuous battle 
between positive and negative effects. The Green Revolution in agri-
culture, caused by the development of high-yielding grains, fertilizers, 
pesticides, and irrigation systems, have helped to constrain famine 
and malnutrition, but the number of undernourished people is still 
more than one billion. 
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Figure 1.3: The annual growth rate in 
percent.

However, the production of energy needed for the Green Revolu-
tion has been – and still is – based on fossil fuels. And as the fossil 
fuel supply is running low and the production level is starting to 
decrease, and, even more important, the existing reserves are increas-
ingly expensive to get in use, the population growth linked with food 
shortage could cause a ”perfect storm” by 2030, when the estimated 
demand for food, energy, and water will be as much as 50% larger 
than today. 

Finding new methods for producing energy, and especially finding 
new combinations of production with both fossil fuels and renewable 
sources of energy, is of utmost importance in tackling the problems 
related with the world population growth. 

Figure 1.4:  The population statistics for 
each continent.
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Figure 1.5: Domestic electricity 
consumption.

1.2.2 Rising standard of living

With the developing countries becoming more and more developed, 
the standard of living is rising, and, at the same time, the demand for 
energy is increasing. Higher standard of living – and especially higher 
level of education made possible with that – is connected with decline 
in population growth, but it is also setting new demands on the produc-
tion of electricity. The more material prosperity there is, the larger part 
of commodities are dependant on electricity.

The developing countries rely heavily on the fossil fuels in their 
energy production, so the demands for more electricity will increase 
the amount of fossil fuels burnt to produce it. In many cases, it is 
difficult to find alternative sources of energy either because of natural 
conditions – for example lack of rivers to harness for hydropower, or 
alternating periods of floods and drought making potential hydro-
power unreliable – the economic situation, or political unrest. 

The proportion of renewable energy is increasing worldwide – for 
example, wind power has a growth rate of about 20% – and it is 
im portant to maintain the trend because of the increased demand for 
electricity in the developing countries. The solution is not to restrict 
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Figure 1.6: The global usage of energy.

that demand, but to try to make the role of fossil fuels less dominant. 
It will be difficult, and it will have to be a common effort.

There is no universal solution, no single and simple answer to be 
found. All the efforts to help the developing countries to adjust their 
production of energy and electricity to the higher standard of living 
has to take into account the local conditions. That is the only way to 
resolve the problem in a sustainable way, in a way acceptable to all 
involved, and in a way that will have the most benefits both locally 
and globally. The stakes are high, not just for us, but for the genera-
tions to come. 

1.2.3 Climate change 

Longer and warmer summer, and milder and shorter winter – how 
does that sound? Perhaps tempting for people living from mid- to high-
latitudes of the Earth, but not so much for people in tropical environ-
ments. How about more searing heat, more severe storms, and more 
catastrophic floods? All of these consequences will be with us in ever-
increasing numbers. The climate is changing globally. And we are to 
blame. But because of that, we also have means to affect the change. 

Figure 1.7: Global average surface 
temperature in 1880–2009.
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Figure 1.8: Global warming according to 
different scenarios.

The climate has always been changing, it is not a big news. 13 000 
years ago, most of Europe and North America were covered with 
ice – kilometres of ice – blanketed with glaciers similar to that on the 
Antarctica now. What makes the current change so dramatic is the 
speed it is advancing. 

While the global average temperature during the coldest times of 
the Ice age all those thousands of years ago was 6 degrees centigrade 
lower than the current one, according to the worst case scenarios of 
the climate change the global average temperature will be 6 degrees 
centigrade higher than the current one – in less than one hundred 
years from now.

Climate change is not a matter of opinion, referendum, or political 
conviction. It is a scientific fact. The problem with convincing 
people of this is that the climate is not the same as weather, and the 
consequences of the climate change will not be globally similar nor 
simultaneous. 

Even though the global avegare temperature is rising, there will 
still be very cold winters and cool summers at high latitudes. How-
ever, because the global average temperature is rising, the number of 
mild winters and very hot summers will increase. One of the effects 
of the climate change is the increase in the amplitude of climatic 
variations. Extreme phenomena will become more common, whether 
in relation to temperature, wind speed, rainfall, snow cover…
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 There is still much scepticism about climate change and global 
warming, but the sooner we accept the facts and take the necessary 
steps in trying to slow it down and to adapt to the consequences, the 
better chance we will have of avoiding a climate catastrophe in the 
future.

The excess atmospheric CO2 is causing an enhanced greenhouse 
effect, which is increasing the absorption and emission of infrared radi-
ation in the atmosphere, thus warming it. The biggest source of this 
CO2 is the use of the fossil fuels: in industry, in energy production, in 
traffic. The reserves of fossil fuels will eventually be exhausted, but as 
to the climate change – setting aside the other problems related with 
it – this will not happen soon enough. 

Figure 1.9: Variations of CO
2

, the 
temperature and dust in an Antarctic ice 
core during the past 450,000 years.
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The climate change and global warming might sound like over-
whelmingly vast problems – and they are vast – but there is an example 
of tackling a problem on a smaller scale but still a global one with 
success: the ozone depletion. In the 1970s, it was first observed to affect 
the stratospheric ozone layer both around the world but especially over 
the polar regions of Earth.

Ozone is essential for life on Earth because of its ability to absorb 
harmful ultraviolet radiation. The depletion was caused by chemical 
compounds called freons and halons. Both of these had been released 

Figure 1.10: Trends in ozone-depleting 
gases.
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into the atmosphere as a result of human activities. This made it pos-
sible to make an effort to slow down the depletion by restricting the 
use of these compounds. An international treaty, the Montreal Pro-
tocol, entering into force in 1989 and ratified by 196 states, set goals 
first to decrease and then finally to end the use of the compounds. 
Currently it is estimated that the ozone layer will recover by 2050.

So there is a chance of finding solutions, and we should use it. 
The combination of population growth, rising standards of living, 
climate change and the use of fossil fuels has all the ingredients for a 
catastrophe. However, we are aware of this, and we have the means to 
mitigate the consequences, and these means will be closely related to 
energy production in the future. 

1.2.4 Increasing importance of electricity 

The total dependence of our society on electricity is obvious – but 
at the same time surprisingly easy to forget. The role of electricity in 
modern society is so inherent, that we do not even think about it. It 
is self-evident that all the appliances at home and at the office, all the 
communications, heating, air-conditioning, lighting, many modes of 
transportation, and so on…just work. But they would not if there was 
no electricity. 

The need for electricity might seem to be easily fulfilled – all it 
takes is to put a plug into a socket – apprehending what it takes to 

Figure 1.11: This bubble map shows the 
global distribution of electricity output 
in 2005 as a percentage of the top 
producer (USA – 3,979 tera watt hours).
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produce that electricity might be difficult. With the cordless tech-
nology relying on batteries being used all the time more commonly, 
this comprehension is becoming even more difficult. 

However, electricity has to be produced, and for the most part 
it has to be produced now, right at this moment. Surely electricity 
can be stored, for example in the use of hydro power, when large 
reservoirs of water contain ”electricity” available for the future use. 
However, this a very restricted type of storage. So in general, storing 
electricity is possible, but not very efficiently, nor for very long periods 
of time, nor in large amounts – at least not in any practical way fitting 
for the main electric power needed by modern society.

It is only during a power outage that our almost complete depen-
dence on electricity becomes obvious. Without electricity there is no 
light, no heat, no warm food or water. There is no communications, 
no music, no movies. Practically nothing we have been used to utilise 
at work and in leisure. 

Some of the problems brought about by the lack of electricity can 
be solved with solutions like fire for light and warmth, batteries for 
communications and entertainment, cars with combustion engines 
for transportation instead of public vehicles like trams, subways, and 
trains – but all these are more or less temporary solutions, and in 
many cases eventually dependent on electricity, too.  

And the development is towards an even more profound depen-
dence on electricity. Electrical appliances are more and more fre-

Figure 1.12: The synchronous power 
grids in Eurasia.
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quently used for tasks nobody would have dreamed of only few years 
ago. While many – if not most – electrical devices are not essential 
for leading a life, some of them are vitally important, without which 
people’s lives would be in danger. This is putting an ever-increasing 
pressure on reliable power plants and grids. 

1.2.5 Increasing importance of energy efficiency

The reserves for the fossil fuels are limited and, what is more important, 
it is impossible to make use of all of those reserves. At the current rate 
they will not be exhausted for a few decades, but they will become a 
more and more marginal source of energy. Even prior to that, the price 
of using the fossil fuels will substantially increase because of the higher 
costs for acquiring them and the carbon taxes levied on burning of 
them. 

There is a limit for the available amount of many non-combustion 
and renewable energy sources, too. The rivers suitable for hydropower 
plants are in many countries already harnessed for energy production. 
Wind and sunlight are practical only in areas having strong winds and 
a lot of sunshine. Nuclear fission power contains potential risks, in 
the long run because of the radioactive waste and, more imminently, 
because of accidents. And the situation of the deployment of nuclear 

Figure 1.13: The progress of energy 
efficiency in Europe since 1996.
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Figure 1.14: The production of energy in 
the world in 1989–1999.

fusion power is more or less the same as it has been for the past 
decades: still some 30 years in the future. 

All these potential and real problems mean that a sustainable 
solution for the problem of meeting the increasing need for energy, 
and especially electricity is imperative. It is impossible for the solu-
tion to be just increasing the production of electricity with potential 
increase in the severity of the problems. Whatever the method, there 
is no possibility for an exponential growth. There are limits set by 
technology, economics, and resources. 

An obvious solution is to use energy more efficiently. Much has 
already been done. The energy efficiency of electric appliances has 
vastly improved. With the same amount of energy – or electricity 
– their output is much larger. Because of rising standard of living 
the total number of appliances in the world will inevitably and 
continuously increase, so this would also help to decrease the need 
for increased production of electricity. 

Energy efficiency – and energy conservation – is also helping us 
to lessen the dependence of our society on electricity. With efficient 
use of electricity, it is also possible to make the modern society 
less dependent on the fossil fuels. This would have a large impact 
on diminishing the emissions of CO2 into the atmosphere, which 
is essential in the efforts for slowing down the climate change and 
global warming. 
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Figure 1.15: The energy consumption per 
capita in the world.1.3 Making the connection

1.3.1 Aiming at flexibility

The need for flexibility is the key issue in developing future power sys-
tems. 65 million years ago, at the end of the Cretaceous Period, a lack of 
flexibility permanently changed the face – and the future – of the Earth. 

An asteroid with a diameter of about 10 kilometres hit the Earth 
with a velocity of tens of kilometers per second. The impact released 
energy equivalent to 100 000 000 megatons of TNT. In a blink of an 
eye, a huge explosion engulfed everything within a radius of hundreds 
of kilometers in a super hot cloud of vaporized rock. Gigantic tsunamis 
with a height of hundreds of meters washed away all that was left of 
living things, everything that had survived the blast, on the coastlines 
of the ancient world. Further away, torrential forest fires raged for days, 
weeks, perhaps even months, spewing smoke and ash high into the 
atmosphere – along with the dust spread wide by the impact itself. The 
day turned into a night, and the summer into a winter that would last 
for years.

The site of impact is nowadays known as the Chicxulub Crater on 
the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico. The crater created by the cosmic col-
lision is more than 180 kilometres in diameter: it is one of the largest 
impact structures known on the Earth.
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According to a popular and very plausible theory, this event had 
far-reaching consequences. A large part, perhaps as much as 75 percent 
of the flora and fauna, of the plant and animal species of that period, 
became extinct both on land and in the oceans. The extinction was not 
immediate, but took some time because of the gradual collapse of the 
food chains finally affecting those on the top of those chains. 

The blow was most severe on the dinosaurs, the dominant super 
order of species in the Cretaceous Period. The rulers of that ancient 
era were unable to adapt to the new conditions after the global 
catastrophe: they did not have enough flexibility. Most of them were 
so specialized that they lacked it completely. The dinosaurs vanished 
altogether – albeit birds are thought to have evolved from some of the 
avian dinosauria species – making way for mammals.

Despite the success of the most prominent of the mammalian 
species, homo sapiens, humanity has been in dire straits, too. One 
of the most severe plights faced by the human race occurred some 
75 000 years ago. An eruption of a volcano brought humankind to 
the verge of extinction. A supervolcano later named Toba in Sumatra, 
Indonesia, erupted, having consequences very similar to those of 
the Chicxulub impact: smoke, ash, and dust hiding the Sun for a 
prolonged period of time. The global temperature plummeted, at 
minimum 3–5 degrees, but possibly as much as 15 degrees centigrade. 
The eruption and the phenomena related with it severely affected the 
climate and caused a “volcanic winter” lasting as long as a decade. It 
could have even initiated an ice age. 

This chain of events – along with a thick layer of ash deposited 
over large parts of the Earth – possibly destroyed most of the food 

Figure 1.16; Cosmic collisions have had a 
major impact on life of the Earth.
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supplies of humans, which in turn would have resulted in the human 
population being rapidly reduced to perhaps only 2000 individuals. 
It might have also caused the extinction of several other hominid 
species. According to the genetic analysis, all humans living today are 
descendants of this very small population surviving the aftermath of 
one of the biggest volcanic events in the history of the Earth. It was a 
very close call!

However, the Toba Catastrophe, as it is called, was followed by 
a rapid increase in population because of innovation, progress and 
migration, possibly lack of competition, but most of all – because of, 
in one word, flexibility. 

Figure 1.17: The amount of ash spewed 
into the Earth atmosphere by the 
eruption of Toba was almost 100 times 
larger than that of Mount Pinatubo in 
1991.
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The flexibility or adaptability – capability to adapt to changing 
circumstances and conditions – has been our “secret” in the past 
millennia. First in outpacing other hominid species, the last of them 
being the Neanderthals, and later in the ever-accelerating process of 
the population growing from mere thousands of people to almost 
seven billion men, women, and children inhabiting almost every 
corner of our planet today. In only 75 000 years.

This story of survival gives us hope for the future and faith in our 
capabilities. In the beginning of the new millennium, our knowledge 
is vastly superior to that of all the preceding generations, and we have 
means – science and technology – to increase that knowledge faster 
than our ancestors could have ever imagined. We are more capable 
of meeting the requirements of the future than ever. It is only up to 
us to do that. And just as flexibility has been a key to our success as a 
species in the past, it will be an essential asset in times to come.

If not a megatrend, flexibility is certainly one of the keywords for 
the future. For some time, it has been heard in all areas of life: educa-
tion, employment, administration, technology… People must adapt, 
adjust, conform. 

The way of human life has changed very much in only few 
decades. Children no longer follow in the footsteps of their parents 

Figure 1.18: Lack of flexibility caused the 
extinction of dinosaurs some 65 million 
years ago.
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when it comes to  occupation, place of residence, or leisure activities. 
And while it was usual only a couple of decades ago to build a career 
working for a sole employer, nowadays that kind of approach to 
earning one’s living is a rarity: partly because of what is wanted by the 
employers, partly because of what they want themselves. 

And the same goes with the society. The world is changing ever 
more rapidly, and all the aspects of modern society are prone to these 
changes. The ”dinosaurs” will become extinct – just like they did 65 
million years ago – whether in politics, industry or technology.

Energy production is not immune to these demands for 
flexibility. When it comes to energy, the world is also changing. 
Diminishing reservoirs of fossil fuels and the impact of their usage 
on the climate change, not to mention the public opinion of them 
and several other energy sources as well – which is something the 
politicians and decision makers are compelled to take more and 
more into account – will require innovative approach to fulfil the 
growing demand for energy and electricity. And because of different 
circumstances, conditions, and resources in different parts of the 
world, this innovative approach has to have flexibility as one of its 
intrinsic features.

Figure 1.19: Attempts to find a 
Philosopher’s stone has always been 
equally popular and futile.
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1.3.2 There’s no single, simple solution

All through the history of humanity, the most optimistic – or greedy – 
natural philosophers have been trying to find a method to make gold of 
less valuable elements. These predecessors of scientists were convinced 
that there must be a Philosopher’s stone, an alchemical substance, 
which would be capable of turning more or less worthless lead into that 
shining, yellow, precious metal. They were wrong. 

Anyone thinking that there is a similar kind of mystical “sub-
stance”, a modern Philosopher’s stone, to solve the problems we are 
facing in the future, is equally wrong. Despite the globalization in 
economics, industry, culture, and so on, in several respects the condi-
tions in different societies, countries, and continents are very different 
from each other. 

What is good for us, might not be good for you, and could be 
bad for someone else. The strive for flexibility is the key issue also in 
the future of energy and electricity production. A country with large 
amounts of hydropower – perhaps some of it still unharnessed – has 
different options from those of a country with large amounts of 
geothermal energy or solar energy to tap.

The same goes for the demands for the production of electricity in 
terms of variability according to the time of day and year. The condi-
tions – and the demands – in the countries with cold winters or hot 
summers are very different from those in countries with more or less 
constant weather and identical seasons. All this has to be taken into 
account in trying to find the best solution. 

Figure 1.20: The northern and 
southern Europe are climatically very 
different from each other making also 
the demands for the production of 
electricity very different.
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To find a single, simple solution to be adapted globally is practi-
cally impossible. But before we can embark on our journey of explora-
tion to find the set of solutions to be applied in different situations, we 
must figure out what kind of a future we are aiming at. 

1.3.3 Future – a matter of choice

What kind of future we – and especially, our children, grandchildren, 
and great grandchildren – will have is up to us. Of course, the wealth 
and power in the world is not equally divided, but as a whole, as man-
kind, it is us who can and have to make the choices.

When encountering problems, people tend to look for someone 
(else) to blame. While seemingly a built-in quality of a human nature, 
it is not a productive way to tackle problems. 

Take for example the Apollo 13 mission to the Moon in 1970. 
After the explosion of an oxygen tank in the service module, the 
crippled spacecraft had to be powered down to save the batteries for 
re-entry into the Earth's atmosphere, and the lunar module had to be 
turned into a lifeboat. 

While on return-trajectory to Earth – with no certainty of the 
outcome – Fred Haise and Jack Swigert, the pilots of the Lunar and 
the Command Modules respectively, got into a heated argument on 
who did what: who was to blame. Jim Lovell, the mission commander, 
cut in and said: ”We’re not bouncing off the walls for ten minutes 
because we’ll just end up with the same problems!” 

Figure 1.21: The key to the successful 
salvation of Apollo 13 was defining 
the problems and finding solutions 
for them, not looking for someone to 
blame.

Figure 1.22: No matter the shape of the 
future, our civilization will depend on 
electricity.
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That is the situation with the problems we all are facing at the 
moment and even more so in the future. It is natural to try to find out 
who’s guilty, but that’s not going to solve any problems. And as with 
the case of Apollo 13, some of our biggest problems have to do with 
power, with the production and consumption of electricity.

The Earth as a planet has been a strong symbol of many things 
ever since the first images of our cosmic home were taken from the 
outer space. When it comes to producing energy and electricity to the 
increasing population of the world, the three alternative futures can 
be characterized by this same symbol in three different colors: Green 
Earth, Blue Globe, Grey World. 

These scenarios are different from each other in terms of politics, 
economics, technology, and especially production of electricity. 
Whether we use the technology we have today and will have in the 
future to diminish the problems or we just ignore those problems, is 
the main issue: it will make all the difference. 

To have all the scenarios related with our planet, the Earth, will 
keep our focus on the fact that we are in this together. We are to 
blame or we are to appraise.

Figure 1.23: The Grey World is heavily 
dependent on fossil fuels and nuclear 
energy.
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1.3.4 Grey World

The Grey World is ruled by governments. Scarcity of resources and energy 
security are major issues. Governments try to make the scarce supplies last, 
leading to considerable changes in society. Political tensions run high due 
to the uneven geographical distribution of energy resources. Natural gas 
is increasingly important energy source, and climate change has virtually 
dropped off the political agenda.

Just like the color of the Grey World, the future it is representing 
is a bleak one. The scarcity of natural resources and the uncertainty 
of the energy security are major issues for all the governments of the 
world.

It would be a world based on gas – and ruined because of it. 
To prevent or at least decelerate the climate change, CO2, a gas the 
increase of which is strengthening the greenhouse effect, was tried to 
be stored, but it proved to be an unsuccessful and futile effort. 

Because of the public opinion, severe technical problems and 
major accidents, nuclear power is no longer developed and, because of 
the life-time of the old plants coming to an end, it is no longer used, 
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Biofuels

First-generation biofuels like ethanol and 
biodiesel are currently produced from crops 
such as sugar cane, corn and vegetable oils. 
These energy sources are controversial as 
the crops could also be used for food and 
animal feed. Second generation biofuels are 
produced from a broad range of non-edible 
feedstocks including the cellulose in energy 
crops, forestry waste and food by-products. 

Biofuels could have a role in improving 
energy security, lowering greenhouse gas 
emissions and supporting rural develop-
ment. However, it is difficult to assess the impact of related risks, such as deforestation, water 
management and food security issues. Biofuels are expensive and primarily suitable for the 
transportation sector.
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either. An important energy source is natural gas. However, because 
of its uneven distribution, there is great unrest in the world. Political 
tensions are in danger of escalating into military conflicts. 

Because of the unreliable supply, the developed countries with no 
resources of natural gas, rely more on renewable energy sources such 
as biofuels, but in developing countries this option is less affordable, 
so they must continue burning coal. It is bad for them, and it is 
bad for everyone. The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere will keep 
increasing, and, with the accelerating greenhouse effect, the global 
climate change will make the situation ever worse.

The global average temperature will keep rising. The glaciers will 
disappear, the sea level will rise, the coastlines will become deluged. 
The weather patterns will change, the deserts will expand, the arable 
lands will shrink, and the forests will die. Gradually some areas of 
Earth will become practically uninhabitable, making the situation all 
the worse in areas still having essential resources like fresh water. The 
world will be grey, if not dark. 

1.3.5 Blue Globe

The Blue Globe is a market-oriented, prosperous world. Utilities power our 
lives with a focus on large-scale coal and nuclear plants. Policy is driven 
by two key factors: the need for economic growth and curbing emissions. 

Wind power

The continuous growth of turbine size, development of materials and advances in engineering 
make wind power a competitive source of energy, especially onshore. 

However, the vast majority of the world’s wind potential is located out at sea and developing 
the optimal floating structures needed to position wind turbines is still a work in progress. The 
intermittency and the difficulty of forecasting the winds are also challenging. Different wind 
patterns affect the availability of power, the questions 
being how well this coincides with high demand. Yet, 
wind power is growing rapidly, and global capacity 
factor is expected to be typically 20–30%.
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Carbon capture and storage has become the key solution, allowing us to 
keep using coal in existing and new plants. Transportation has been electri-
fied and thus transport has less impact on the environment. The subsequent 
reduction in oil demand has led to a restructuring in geopolitical networks.

The demands in the Blue Globe scenario are somewhat contradic-
tory: maintain the economic growth, but, at the same time, curb 
emissions. Ever since the beginning of industrialization, economic 
growth has been possible because the environmental issues were not 
considered important. Only after the awareness of the impending 
disaster for the environment increased and the public opinion turned 
increasingly in favor of protecting the nature, did the situation 
change. No more pollutions, no more emissions. At least not as much 
as earlier. 

To achieve this goal, there is a four-point action programme:
• Clear caps on greenhouse gas emissions with flexibility on how to 

reach them.
• Active development of carbon trading markets.
• For coal-based power generation, only CCS-capable ultrasuper-

critical plants permitted to be built.
• Cross-border task force to speed up the commercialization of CCS.

Electric vehicles

Electric vehicles (EV) and hybrids as transi-
tion phase can help in solving many prob-
lems, but only if the heart – the battery – is 
strong enough. Electric vehicles with lithium 
batteries are energy-efficient, increase energy 
security and reduce emissions (even though 
most electricity is created with fossil fuels). 
They could also create a virtual storage for 
energy, which allows us to use more renew-
ables like wind and solar. 

Electric vehicles are not perfect yet, 
however. They are still expensive, and they 
may replace the addiction to oil with an 
addiction to lithium. In addition, using the 
EVs as virtual energy storage will require 
a billion dollar smart grid.
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Carbon capture and storage

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) from coal power plants has considerable potential in terms of 
cutting carbon dioxide emissions, as coal accounts currently for about 40% of global electricity 
generation. 

Making CCS fully functional still requires much work both in the capturing process itself 
and the requirements set by it. Challenges in installing CCS include massive costs for building 
infrastructure, a potential decrease in the efficiency of a plant, an increase in water consump-
tion and finding suitable locations for storage. It is clear that scientists have their work cut out 
for them in forthcoming years.

Various pilot projects are in the pipeline and the first commercial applications could be 
seen in 2020.

Maintaining economic growth requires cheap energy, and it 
is acquired with the increased use of coal. The downside of this is 
increased emissions, but they have been eliminated with carbon 
capture and storage. In addition to coal, important energy sources are 
nuclear power and wind energy. Together they fulfil the increasing 
demand for electricity, which is widely used also in transportation. 
This, in turn, is diminishing the emissions of the vehicles previously 
one of the biggest sources of CO2. 

1.3.6 Green Earth

The Green Earth scenario is shaped by individual citizens, consumers and 
voters. Natural disasters associated with climate change have shown us that 
the consumers must do something about the changing climate. Using natural 
gas as a transition fuel, focus is on renewables such as wind and solar power. 
The world economy grows at a modest sustainable pace and the geopolitical 
situation is stable. People accept the scarcity of resources and live sustainably 
– not unwillingly.

On the Green Earth living is thought anew. The awareness of 
the environment and especially of the reality and severity of climate 
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change has made people to change their way of living and consuming. 
Instead of striving for the cheapest possible products, people value 
environmental-friendly, energy-efficient and sustainable production. Both 
products and services have life-cycles less harmful for the environment. 
Rapid or exponential economic growth is no longer the key issue or 
the ultimate goal; world economy is still growing, but at a modest and 
consequently sustainable pace. 

Energy-efficiency reduces the demand for cheap energy – coal – and 
the development and use of renewable sources together with mass trans-
portation and electric vehicles reduce demand for oil. Electricity is pro-
duced in lesser amounts in big, centralized units, and in larger amounts 
locally with wind, solar power and other renewables. With new smart 
technology, households are capable of optimising their use of electricity, 
and have a real impact on the market. 

Third world, the countries with scarce resources of their own to realize 
these demands, will be aided by the Western world with technology 
transfer and aid packages. This will emphasize the fact that it is up to us 
all to make the best possible future – for us, for our children, and for their 
children. Everywhere on the Earth, the Green Earth.
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Solar power

The Sun is the ultimate source of energy and life on earth. It provides us with a potentially 
unlimi ted amount of free, albeit intermittent energy without emitting CO2. Thus far, exploiting 
solar energy has not been cost-effective, but rapidly expanding supplies of high-grade silicon, 
growing production capacity and new advanced technologies are making solar energy one of the 
solutions for the global energy 
challenge.

For large-scale generation, 
concentrated solar plants (CSP) 
have been the norm but recently 
multi-megawatt photovoltaic 
(PV) solar plants have become 
more common. With technolo-
gies suitable for both large and 
small scale production, solar 
power may revolutionise our 
perception of energy.
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Electricity is the very basis of our civilization. After the first fumbling 
experiments it began to permeate  society. Currently we are facing 
a future of ever-increasing demand for electricity. And this demand 
must be fulfilled, keeping in mind the other big issues of the future. 
Fortunate for us, at the moment we are equipped with more profound 
scientific knowledge and better technological capabilities than ever 
before.  

Both human history and the history of life on Earth in general is 
filled with examples of the importance of flexibility – and especially of 
consequences caused by the lack of it. 

The strive for flexibility is the key issue in the future of energy and 
electricity production. 

There is no Philosopher’s Stone to solve the problems we are 
facing in the future. And there is no single, simple solution. Despite all 
the globalization the conditions in different societies, countries, and 
continents are very different from each other. This has to be taken into 
account in trying to find the best solution for each case.

And there are solutions to be found, a set of solutions to be applied 
in different situations and in different conditions. We have to figure out 
what kind of a future we are aiming at, and then make the right choices.

SummarySummarySummarySummary





Electric energy is a crucial ingredient for creating wealth 
and comfort. Demand for electric power will therefore 
drastically increase in the world during the next decades. 
The skill is in producing electricity in a sustainable and 
economic way. That is why the search for affordable 
renewable resources and efficient processes continues. 
This chapter discusses the role of electricity in the 
economy and the possible sources of primary energy for 
power generation.

2
Electricity highly

in demand
 by Jacob Klimstra
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2.1 The role of electricity in the economy

Electric energy creates wealth in the world by powering factories and 
services. It is electricity that drives automatic manufacturing processes, 
resulting in a wide range of quality consumption products. Electric 
tools provide craftsmen with ample power, as with electric drills and 
saws, thus drastically increasing their productivity. In addition, electric 
energy is consumed because of wealth: it increases comfort in homes 
by powering lighting, air-conditioning, cookers, washers and dryers. 
For the individual consumer, electricity is a unique energy source for 
popular entertainment as offered through television, the internet and 
musical instruments. The vacuum cleaner is a simple example of how 
electricity tremendously supports human beings. Powered by a two 
kilowatt electric motor, a modern vacuum cleaner has about 40 times 
the power capacity of a person using a dustpan and brush. Moreover, 
cleaning with a dustpan and brush has never been fun, is not healthy 
and not as effective as a vacuum cleaner. The electric energy needed for 
half an hour of vacuum cleaning might cost only between 10 and 30 
eurocents. One might rightly state that in this case, electricity substan-
tially increases the productivity of the cleaner at very low costs. Unfor-
tunately, at this moment about 1.4 billion people in the world have no 
access to electricity. 

A close relationship exists between a country’s electricity use and 
its wealth level. Economists often use the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) per capita to express wealth level. The GDP per capita is by 
definition the monetary value of the amount of goods and services 
produced per person per year in a country. The US dollar generally 
serves as the common monetary unit when comparing the GDP of 
different countries. There is, however, a complication: the buying 
power of the US$ varies considerably from country to country. As 
an example, the price of a standard bag of groceries if expressed in 
US$ is about five times lower in India than in the USA. That is why 
the GDP is often expressed in the local purchasing power of the US$. 
This is the so-called GDP in Purchase Power Parity, the GDP (PPP). 
The GDP (PPP) per person is a much better indicator of the standard 
of living than just the GDP per person. Using the GDP (PPP) as an 
indicator of economic activity helps to relate the GDP to wealth level 
based on things, on products and services, rather than on just money 
expressed in the US$. 

It will be clear now that a higher GDP (PPP) is connected with 
a higher electricity supply. Figure 2.2 shows the electricity use and 
the GDP (PPP) per capita of a number of countries for the year 
2008. The red line in the figure gives the trend if the average of 

Figure 2.1: Productivity increase at 
home by using electricity.
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electricity use and GDP (PPP) for all countries in the world (= 9549 
US$ in GDP (PPP)/capita and 2782 kWh/capita in 2008) is linearly 
expanded. Poorer countries, with a GDP (PPP) lower than 5000 
US$ per capita, do not follow this trend between electricity use and 
GDP (PPP). Also wealthy countries show large deviations from this 
trend. This is because electricity consumption per person can be 
relatively high when primary energy is abundantly and cheaply avail-
able. Relatively high electricity consumption is also the case if local 
ambient temperatures are extremely high or low. Finland for example 
has long, cold, winters, operates energy-intensive industries and uses 
electricity extensively for heating. The United Arab Emirates are hot 
and need much cooling power in summer. Countries such as Turkey 
and Argentina use relatively little electricity because of good climates 
and much income from trade and services instead of heavy industry. 
In very poor countries, such as Afghanistan and Pakistan, as well as 
Africa south of the equator, electricity use per person is close to zero. 
South Africa is with its 10,900 US$ of GDP (PPP) and 4800 kWh/
capita in 2008 clearly an exception on the African continent. In 
Russia, electricity is cheap, which is why limiting its use does not 

Figure 2.2: Electricity use in relationship 
with GDP (PPP), data year 2008.
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yield much financial savings for a customer. Contrary to public belief, 
China closely fits the global trend of electricity use versus GDP 
(PPP). Although GDP (PPP) and electricity use are not really linearly 
related, the positive correlation between the two quantities is clear. 

The red line in figure 2.2 represents by definition the average elec-
tricity intensity of the world’s economies. This electricity intensity can 
be expressed in kWh/US$, in kWh/€, in kWh/Yuan or whatever one 
prefers. One might say that following the red line means that, on the 
average, putting one extra kilowatthour (kWh) of electric energy into 
the economy results in a GDP (PPP) increase of 3.5 US$ (US$ value 
year 2000). This number applies at least for the year 2008. The cost 
of electricity for industries and commercials varies roughly between 
5 and 15 US$ cents per kWh in the world. The connected economic 
leveraging factor of electric energy is therefore huge, ranging between 
23 and 70. 

An example will be used to illustrate the amount of energy 
represented by one kilowatthour (1 kWh). To generate one kWh, an 
average person has to drive a 100-watt generator with his legs for 10 
hours. The 100 watt is about the maximum that a person can yield 
during such a long time span. To extend the example: an annual elec-

Figure 2.3: A person has on the average a 
‘leg power’ of about 100 watt
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tricity consumption of 8000 kWh averaged per citizen, common in 
countries such as Japan and Germany, would require about 10 people 
per citizen pedalling on a home-trainer generator permanently around 
the clock. This illustrates the large scale of assistance humankind 
receives from electricity. It goes even further: nobody can continu-
ously work around the clock. Therefore, with a more realistic eight 
hours of work per day, a pedalling crew of at least 30 people would 
be needed to produce the electricity consumed by one person in 
those countries. If no other resources than manpower were available, 
an average household of four persons in the developed world would 
require some 4  30 = 120 ‘energy slaves’ to produce the electricity 
for keeping the economy going. And this still excludes the other forms 
of energy use. If all energy use is included, an average British citizen 
needs 45 ‘energy slaves’ working 24/7. This totals 4  3  45 = 540 
‘energy slaves’ per family of four when the slaves work only eight 
hours per day. It is therefore a huge advantage for humankind to 
have non-human energy resources for producing electricity and other 
energy needs. 

A large part of the electric energy supplied in developed countries 
is used for industrial production processes. In 2008, the world’s 
industries consumed 42% (7.8 PWh) of all electricity supplied. 
Transport, primarily electric trains and trams, used only 1.5%. The 
rest of electricity consumption was roughly equally divided between 
services (e.g. hospitals, offices, schools) and the domestic sector. 
This is in sharp contrast with common belief that households are the 
largest consumers of electric energy. The pattern may of course differ 
somewhat for individual countries, depending upon the nature of 
the economy and the climate. Especially the service sector benefits 
largely from electricity; using computers and electronic data exchange 
can increase an employee’s productivity by more than a factor 1000 
compared with traditional calculation and data-handling methods. 

Global electricity use shows an almost constant growth with 
time. Nowadays, most of this growth occurs in expanding economies. 
Developing countries therefore receive an increasing portion of 
electricity. This is a good sign, since the unequal distribution of 
wealth in the world as illustrated in figure 2.2 is not fair and not 
sustainable. In 2008, the OECD countries, which cover only 18% of 
the world’s population, used 54% of all electricity produced. Ten years 
earlier the OECD countries used still 62%, so there is fortunately a 
positive trend towards a better wealth distribution. Expectations and 
hopes are that most people in the world will ultimately have access 
to a reasonable amount of electric energy. The second reason for 
an increase in global electricity consumption is population growth. 
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Figure 2.4 shows the development in population, in total GDP (PPP) 
as well as in electricity use in the world and in the OECD countries 
during the years 1997 to 2008. The number 100 in figure 2.4 counts 
as the reference value for the year 1997. The data for the world as a 
whole show again the solid relationship between GDP (PPP) and 
electricity use. At the end of the past decade, the OECD countries 
had an obvious deviation between the trends in GDP (PPP) and 
electricity use. Two effects caused this. One is the occurrence of 
temporarily overvalued economies, especially due to the house-price 
bubble, which led to exaggerated values of GDP. The other is a shift 
of energy use to countries such as China and India to produce goods 
for the OECD consumers. If the current trends in population growth 
and in economic growth do continue, the need for electric energy will 
continue to increase substantially. 

Figure 2.4: Recent trends in population,  
GDP (PPP) and electricity use ( year 
1997 = 100). 

The Energy Information Administration (EIA) of the USA 
estimates that annual electricity use in the world will reach 33 PWh 
by the year 2030, with a continuing upward trend, as shown in figure 
2.5. This 33 PWh is a substantial 65% more than the 20 PWh in 2010. 
The International Energy Agency (IEA), based in Paris, released iden-
tical figures, somewhat depending, however, on scenarios on how the 
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world will develop. A 2011 Exxon scenario predicts global electricity 
demand to reach 28 PWh by 2030. 

For Europe, Eurelectric, the Union of the Electricity Industry 
representing the sector on a pan-European level, closely follows the 
OECD line as given in figure 2.5. However, for the further extended 
time span from 2010 until 2040, Eurelectric foresees a growth in 
electricity use in the EU of 45% in case of their Baseline Scenario, or 
even 60% in case of their Power Choices Scenario. This means that 
although primary energy demand in the EU might decrease because 
of efficiency measures, electricity use in the EU will further grow 
and might cover 45% (4.8 PWh) of final energy demand by 2050. 
Currently, in 2010, only 20% (3.1 PWh) of final energy demand in 
Europe is covered by electricity. This makes it very clear: within a few 
decades, much more electric energy will be used and economies will 
primarily be powered by electricity. 

The trend of electricity becoming the preferred and dominant 
energy carrier of the future has a couple of causes. Firstly, tightening 
legislation for insulation of buildings makes that energy demand for 
heating in houses and offices will drastically decrease. Electric heat 
pumps are then a better option than the now-so-common oil-fired 
and gas-fired boilers. Heat demand will simply be too small to justify 
the costs of connecting homes to a gas grid and investing in gas-fired 
boilers. Heat pumps in combination with solar water heaters and 
photo voltaic cells can provide the required comfort in an energy-
efficient way. 

Figure 2.5: Past and projected global 
electricity use in the world according 
to the US Energy Information 
Administration. 
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The second reason for an increase in electricity use is the 
predicted rapid advent of electric vehicles. Oil, currently the main 
source of energy for vehicles, will rapidly increase in price because of 
higher global demand and decline of easily accessible resources. Next 
to that, electric vehicles do not produce local emissions. Fuel-based 
power stations producing the electricity for the vehicles will still have 
emissions, especially greenhouse gas emissions. If carbon capture 
and storage will work in an economic way, the emission of those 
greenhouse gases could be reduced. 

The third reason for higher electricity demand is related with 
society’s desire for electronic gadgets. All popular communication and 
entertainment activities run on electric energy. Figure 2.6 shows the 
expected global trends in electricity use for television, mobile phones 
and the internet. In 2010, already 5% of global electricity use went to 
these communication devices. By the year 2030, the electricity con-
sumption of such applications is expected to reach almost 2000 TWh. 

Figure 2.6: History and prediction 
of energy use by electronic gadgets 
according to the IEA (Gadgets and 
Gigawatts report)

The recent past already showed a substantial growth in the role 
of electricity in final energy consumption in the world. In 1973, 
electricity was responsible for only 6.5% of final energy demand, but 
that doubled to 13% in 2008. Unfortunately, the average energetic 
efficiency of the electricity sector, including production, transmission 
and distribution, is still only 37%, notwithstanding improvements in 
fuel efficiency of power stations. Therefore, more than a third of the 
world’s total primary energy supply (TPES) is currently needed for 
electricity production. Expectations are that by the year 2030, 40% 
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of TPES is needed for electricity production and by the year 2050 up 
to 50%. 

In summary, the consumption pattern of energy will drastically 
change, with an increasing dominance of electricity. By the end of 
the 21st century, only power stations and industries that produce 
fertilisers, plastics, base metals and chemicals might use primary fuels 
directly. Electricity will cover almost all other energy needs. This 
means that the role of the electricity sector will continue to grow 
substantially in importance in the global economy. 

Figure 2.7: Personal communication 
devices and electricity use, situation 
2010. 
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2.2 Production of electricity

Famous names such as Thomas Alva Edison, George Westinghouse and 
Nikola Tesla are forever connected with the advent of electric energy. 
Around 1890, some small power stations started to produce electricity, 
which was distributed via networks of limited size. Reciprocating steam 
engines and gas-fuelled internal combustion engines generally provided 
the driving power for the generators. Distribution grids were not inter-
connected, had different frequencies and sometimes used direct current 
(dc) instead of the now common alternating current (ac). Gas turbines 
and combined cycles, where the hot exhaust gas of gas turbines is used 
to produce steam for steam turbines, only became common practice 
long after the Second World War. 

An interesting example of an early power plant is the neo-classical 
building in the Inner Harbour of Baltimore, MD, USA. This coal-fired 
plant was built between 1900 and 1909 and served initially as a power 
source for the city’s electric street railways. Later, it supplied electric 

Figure 2.8: Former glory: an example of 
an early power plant in Baltimore, MD, 
USA .
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energy into the local grid and provided steam for heating of nearby 
buildings. The plant became obsolete in the 1970s, was first turned 
into a nightclub and is now a bookshop. 

Coal has always been the dominant energy source for electricity 
production, as is shown in figure 2.9. In 1973, the share of coal was 
38%; in 2008, it was about 40%, albeit with a much higher amount of 
energy. The role of natural gas is rising. In 1973, gas covered only 12% 
of fuel use in power plants and was primarily burned in steam-based 
power plants. By 2008, natural gas covered 21% of the fuel supply for 
electricity while gas-turbine-driven combined cycles are state-of-the 
art. Renewable sources such as wind, solar PV and biomass covered 
only 3% of global electricity production in 2008, notwithstanding 
all efforts of stimulating sustainability. Hydropower showed a rising 
trend till 2000 but stayed fairly constant afterwards. Finding new 
sites for large hydroelectric plants is not easy due to social and 
environmental costs. The Three Gorges in China is an interesting 
example of big new hydropower project that was finished by 2011. Its 
maximum output is 22.5 GW, and it can produce 100 TWh per year. 
Building this power plant was a huge enterprise, taking about 15 years 
for completion. It can cover 3% of China’s current electricity demand, 
which is about 0.5% of global demand. The project’s costs were the 
equivalent of about 23 billion € or slightly more than 1000 € per kW 
of capacity. When the plant is in full operation, the capital investment 
is said to be recovered in 10 years time.

Figure 2.9: Electricity production by 
primary energy source, interpolated 
data for the years 1973, 1997 and 2008.
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The Chinese Three Gorges hydro plant was much cheaper to 
build than a modern nuclear power plant. An example of a new 
nuclear project is the 1600 MW ‘Olkiluoto 3’ plant in Finland. 
Because of environmental concern of citizens, it needed a huge lead 
time for obtaining the necessary permits. The process took eight 
years this far: three for planning and five for building. The estimated 
investment costs of the plant of 3750 €/kW are quite high, but some 
see this as a learning process. Expectations are that future nuclear 
plants of this type will cost about 3000 €/kW, depending however on 
the technology used. Nuclear plants are based on a steam cycle: their 
fuel efficiency is generally taken as only about 36%. In comparison, 
gas-fuelled combined cycle plants cost about 750 €/kW. Some 
sources state that coal-fired plants without carbon capture might cost 
about 1500 €/kW but other references mention figures as high as 
2700 €/kW. 

2.3 Elements determining the kWh costs

In a competitive electricity market, the production costs per kWh 
determine the opportunities for profit of a power plant. These produc-
tion costs are the sum of costs originating from capital investments, fuel 
use, operation and maintenance, insurance, final demolition, as well as 
emission (NOX , CO2) dues. Elaborate models exist to determine the 
production costs. Chapter 4 will go into more details about the costs. 

For a decision maker of a new power plant project, proper long-
term projections of developments in capital costs and fuel costs are 
very important. Eurelectric expects that the price of natural gas can 
triple in 40 years time, while the price of coal might only increase 
by 40% during that time. Other sources predict that abundant 
resources of gas, especially with the current production possibilities 
of unconventional gas sources, will keep the gas price relatively stable. 
A problem with coal is its high CO2 emission per kWh. In many 
countries, policy makers introduced CO2 trading to stimulate power 
generation with low greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, they have 
considered caps on carbon emissions as well as taxes. If carbon cap-
ture and sequestration does not work out for coal-fired power plants, 
the emission costs might be so high that coal use will not be the 
right option. This uncertainty might cause preference to be given to 
nuclear power plants, notwithstanding their high investment per kW 
and uncertainties about long-term storage of nuclear waste. Nuclear 
fuel costs only about 1 €/GJ, although this price could go up with 
increasing demand. It will be clear that reaching the right decision 
regarding investments in new power plants will not be easy, especially 
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Figure 2.10: The Three Gorges hydro 
power dam.

since the payback time and return of investments can exceed 25 years. 
Business leaders and policy makers might go for the short-term solu-
tion, ignore the future and retire as soon as reality starts to differ from 
expectations. A reliable and affordable electricity supply is essential 
for the economy, and, therefore, it is crucial that the best long-term 
decisions are taken. 

The overview of current fuel resources and their expected decline 
in figure 2.12 partly explains the reason for uncertainty with respect 
to fuel prices. Oil has a high volumetric energy density, which makes 
it very convenient as a fuel for transportation purposes. Demand for 
oil could easily outpace production, especially since the more easily 
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accessible resources are dwindling. Recent studies show that demand 
for oil might still increase from the current 70- 80 million barrels per 
day, to 110 million barrels per day in 2030. The extra demand for oil is 
especially coming from China, India and oil exporting countries. The 
amount of 110 million barrels per day is equal to 220 EJ of energy per 
year. Natural gas can partly replace oil, e.g. in transportation and as 
a feedstock for the chemical industry, but its resources are also finite. 
The advent of relatively easy accessible unconventional gas has now 
increased the sum of proven and newly to be found global gas reserves 
to an estimated 17,000 exajoule. That could cover global gas demand 
deep into the 21st Century, at least if the current consumption level 
is maintained. Unconventional gas consists of shale gas, tight gas and 
coal-bed methane. Shale gas is trapped in easily fractured shale layers. 
Tight gas sits in hard rock formations and coal-bed methane is found 
in coal layers. One has to take into account that great uncertainties 
exist about the amount of economically recoverable unconventional 
gas. The total estimated gas reserves are also shown in figure 2.12. 

The World Energy Outlook 2010 of the IEA predicts a possible 
steady increase in gas use from 3100 Gm3/year in 2010 to 4500 
Gm3/year (= about 160 EJ/year) in 2035. The Exxon 2010 scenario 
estimates gas use at 5000 Gm3/year already by 2030. Most of the 
gas resources are in the Middle East (30%), Russia (20%) and North 
America (18%). Many rapidly developing and industrialised countries 

Figure 2.11 : The various elements 
determining the costs of electricity. 
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in the world will compete for this gas. Areas with indigenous gas 
resources will have the huge advantage of possessing a reliable and 
relatively clean energy source. There is however a risk that because of 
the large gas resources, many developments aimed at replacing fossil 
fuels will be either reduced or postponed. One has to bear in mind 
that renewable resources such as wind and solar power are intermit-
tent in character and often need back up from fuel-based generators. 
Saving the gas reserves for use as a back-up fuel is a better option than 
burning it all as quickly as possible. 

2.4 Renewable energy sources

2.4.1 Solar radiation

With the exclusion of nuclear and geothermal energy, most energy 
resources on and in this world originate from the sun. The sun can be 
seen as a huge nuclear reactor with a radiating power of 300 million 
exawatt. When this is fully written out, it is 300 000 000 000 000 000 
000 000 000 watt. The surface of the earth, being just a very small part 
in the total radiation sphere of the sun, receives only about a half of a 
billionth of this energy, equalling some 160 PW.  In the year 2008, the 
total primary energy supply to the world’s economies was 12,267 mega-
tonne oil equivalent, equalling 514 exajoule. Averaging this amount of 
energy over a full year means a continuous energy flow of 16.3 terawatt 
(TW). This is only 0.01% of the 160 PW of energy that the surface of 
the earth receives from the sun. Suppose that with a fair distribution 
of wealth, all habitants of the world would use the same amount of 

Figure 2.12: Estimated reserves of the 
major fossil fuels in the world and their 
depletion.
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energy as the average US citizen uses today. In that case, the total pri-
mary energy input to the world should be four times as high as today. 
That would mean that capturing slightly less than 0.05 % of the energy 
radiated from the sun to the surface of the earth would be sufficient for 
providing everyone with plenty of energy. The fact is that capturing this 
amount of energy is not easy. Geologists have calculated that it took the 
earth some million years to build up the fossil fuel resources that are 
used now in one year. The current use of fossil fuels resembles a rapid 
discharge of the earth as a battery, while charging it took an aeon. 

The sun: 300 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 W (300 106 EW)

Radiates to the earth: 160 000 000 000 000 000 W (160 PW)

‘World power use’: 16 300 000 000 000 W (16.3 TW)

1 year of current fossil fuel use (year 2008) took the earth one million years to store.

Vegetation has a low efficiency of capturing solar energy. Forests 
and wheat have a capturing efficiency of only 0.25%, while straw is 
relatively much better with about 2%. Everybody will agree that even 
2% is still a very low number since one cannot cover the world with 
straw producing plants. As an illustration, if all grain produced in the 
world would be converted into liquid bio fuel, it would cover only 
10% of all current petrol use. In this respect, photo voltaic cells with 
their solar-energy capturing efficiency of 10 to 15% perform much 
better than most plants. However, plants will reproduce, whereas 
solar cells must be replaced regularly. A major problem in producing 
electricity from direct solar radiation is the unpredictability and vari-
ability of sunshine. Countries in the higher latitudes, such as Canada 
and Finland, lack the necessary sunshine at those times of the day 
and year when electricity is needed most. Fortunately, in areas such 
as the Middle East and Mexico, the peak in solar radiation practically 
coincides with the maximum need for cooling buildings. 

Transporting electric energy via high voltage lines from sunshine 
countries to darker and colder countries is still prohibited by the 
required massive investments. Let us use an illustrative example. The 
distance from the sunny Sahara to northerly Finland is some 5000 
kilometer. An ac transmission line of this length would be unstable 
because of the phase shift between voltage and current and would 
introduce energy losses of about 10% per 1000 km. An emerging 
alternative is using high-voltage dc lines. Such dc lines lose about 
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4% energy per 1000 km, so roughly 20% would be lost during the 
5000 km trip. Scientists carry out investigations with high-tempera-
ture superconducting dc lines that might have a much higher power 
capacity for a given wire diameter. That is however something for the 
future. Literature sources mention that a ‘conventional’ high-voltage 
dc connection with a maximum capacity of 1600 MW covering 
the 5000 km might require an investment of about 1200 M€, or 
750 €/ kW. That seems relatively cheap compared with the estimated 
costs of the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear power plant of 3750 €/kW mentioned 
earlier. The photovoltaic power plant in the Sahara that will feed its 
power output into the dc line should not have a peak output of more 
than 1600 MW, otherwise the transmission line cannot handle the 
output. Even in the Sahara, the averaged output of PV-based power 
plants will not be more than 20% of the peak output, with most of 
the energy produced in the hours around noon. During the night, PV 
cells produce nothing. Therefore, the power supplied into the high-
voltage dc transmission line averaged over a day will only be 20% of 
1600 MW = 320 MW. That turns the specific capital investment of 
the dc high-voltage line into 750/0.2 = 3750 €/kW, by coincidence 
the same amount as the specific investment of the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear 
plant. However, because of the 20% losses in the transmission line, 
only 320  0.8 = 256 MW reaches Finland on the average. To cover 
for the time that insufficient energy is produced by the solar plant in 
the Sahara, Finland should secure pumped hydro storage capacity in 
Norway or Sweden, with a peak pumping capacity of about 1000 MW, 
costing probably 1000 €/kW (peak) including the additional trans-
mission lines. This energy storage will also introduce further losses of 
at least 15%. Based on the average resulting power from the storage 
system of (1.00–0.15)  256 MW = 205 MW, the averaged specific 
storage investment might be 1000/205  1000 € ≈ 5000 €/kW. The 
solar power plant itself might cost 2000 €/kW (peak), turning into 
10,000 € per effective kW because of its capacity factor of 20%. The 
2000 €/kW (peak) is still quite optimistic since in December 2010, 
the Wall Street Journal announced an Israeli PV project of 5 MW 
(peak) costing about 4000 €/kW (peak). Ultimately, the total capital 
investment of this so-called renewable solution of supplying Finland 
with Sahara PV power would be close to 20,000 €/kW. The resulting 
electricity costs would be much too high to be deemed economically 
sound. 

Notwithstanding the disappointing economics of producing 
electricity for Finland with solar systems in the Sahara, using 
electricity from solar PV systems directly at the location where the 
cells are located might be a good option. This is the case especially 

Figure 2.13: A high-voltage direct-
current transmission line of 1 GW 
capacity
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if otherwise peaking power had to be installed for covering daytime 
peaks around noon. Expectations, or at least hopes, are that due to 
technological developments and competition, the price of PV cells 
will drop to below 1000 €/kW (peak). In Spain, the annual average 
solar radiation intensity is about 5100 Wh/m2 per day (see figure 
2.15). In London and Helsinki, the number drops to about 3100 Wh/
(m2day). The correlation between light intensity and the season in 
figure 2.15 is obvious. In the darker seasons, the irradiation from the 
sun is substantially lower than in summer. In December in London, 
only 1000 Wh/(m2day) is received versus 5800 Wh/(m2day) on a 
summer day. In Helsinki, the difference is even larger. The daily pat-
tern in solar irradiation results in an averaged level that at maximum 
reaches roughly 30% of the peak level. In practice, the variability in 
solar irradiation including cloud effects make that the capacity factor 
of a PV cell at the mentioned locations will never reach a value higher 
than 20% over the year. In countries with a latitude higher than 50°, 
a capacity factor of 10% or less is a more realistic figure. 

Another option for capturing solar energy is using solar radiation 
for steam production. This technology is called Concentrated Solar 
Power and uses mirrors to concentrate the solar radiation from over 
a large area on a small plane to create a high temperature. Part of the 
heat captured will be used directly for steam-turbine driven genera-
tors to generate electricity, while another part will be stored in special 
molten salts for use when the sun is not shining. This means that 
such a concept could also produce electricity during the night. Issues 
are still present with capital costs of at least 4000 €/kW and with 
reaching a good efficiency.  

Figure 2.14: Investments per kW for 
generating electricity for Finland with 
photovoltaics in the Sahara.
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 Figure 2.15: Typical characteristics 
of solar energy irradiation at three 
different locations + solar power in 
Madrid on sunny days.

2.4.2 Wind power 

Wind, a renewable energy source indirectly caused by solar radiation, 
also has problems of variability. At an optimum location, generally 
offshore, a wind-mill-driven generator will only run at its nominal 
(= name plate) power during 30% of the time, while at most land-based 
locations that will take place may be 20% of the time. An example 
of the dependence of the output of a wind turbine on wind speed is 
given in figure 2.16. Because wind speed varies in time, the output of 
a wind park can have a distribution during the year as shown in figure 
2.17.  A capacity factor of 25% to 35% is the best that can be expected. 
Figure 2.16 reveals that during a large part of the year, individual wind 
turbines have no output at all. Therefore, wind parks always needs back-
up power. Although 24-hour wind level forecasts are quite accurate, 
wind speeds can change quickly and unpredictably so that the back-up 
capacity should have the ability to react very fast. Table 2.1 compares 
the wind speed expressed in m/s with knots and the Beaufort scale, 
since the latter scale is more familiar for most readers. 

Difficult situations arise especially when a wind park is operating 
at its nominal output and the wind speed suddenly increases to values 
where the wind turbines have to be shut down to prevent damage. 
That happened for instance in Denmark on January 8, 2005. As a 
result, electricity production by wind power dropped from 2000 MW 
to about 200 MW in a very short time. Such an event happened on 
a smaller scale in the North Plain of Germany on August 23, 2010, 
when a severe storm passed by. The arrays of wind mills were initially 
spinning at maximum capacity when they had to be stopped due to 
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Table 2.1: Comparison of wind speed units

wind description beaufort knots m/s

calm 0 0–1 0–0.5

light air 1 1–3 0.5–1.5

light breeze 2 4–6 2–3

gentle breeze 3 7–10 3.5–5

moderate breeze 4 11–16 5.5–8

fresh breeze 5 17–21 8.5–10.5

strong breeze 6 22–27 11–13.5

near gale 7 28–33 14–16.5

gale 8 34–40 17–20

strong gale 9 41–47 20.5–23.5

storm 10 48–55 24–27.5

violent storm 11 56–63 28–31.5

hurricane 12 63 ++ 31.5 +++

Figure 2.16: Output of a modern wind 
turbine adapted for high wind speeds 
depending upon wind speed, with a 
nominal output of 2 MW.
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Figure 2.17: Typical power output 
distribution of a wind-mill-driven 
generator at an optimum location (blue) 
and a standard location (red) during a 
year (= 8760 hours). 

the high winds. At the same time, it became dead dark so that lighting 
had to be switched on in a wide area, meaning a substantial increase 
in electricity demand. Such events require a substantial amount of 
rapid back-up generating capacity. 

2.4.3 Solid bio fuels

In 2010, about half of the world population, roughly 2.7 billion people, 
still used bio fuels for preparing meals, often with polluting stoves in 
poorly ventilated huts. It is estimated by the IEA that more people die 
from this pollution than from malaria. Cow dung, wood from the forest 
and residues from agricultural crops are the fuels those people com-
monly use. Bio fuels are estimated to cover about 10% of all energy use 
in the world. Their contribution to electricity production is still neg-
ligible. Although the solar energy capturing efficiency of vegetation is 
low, the advantage of bio fuels is that they can be harvested and stored 
for later use. Next to that, using bio fuels in power plants can help to 
reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and to decrease dependency 
on fossil fuels. 

An easy and proven way of using biomass is the co-firing of it in 
coal-fired power plants. Replacing up to 20% of coal by biomass does 
not create problems for fuel feed-in, combustion and emission treat-
ment systems. Untreated biomass can have a six times lower energy 
content per unit of volume than coal. With thermal pre-treatment, 
so-called torrefaction, this can be reduced to a just two times lower 
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volumetric heat content than coal. Still, the raw material has to be 
transported to the power plant. If no convenient bulk transport 
infrastructure, such as based on ships or barges, is present, the 
low volumetric energy density of solid biomass can be prohibitive 
economically. Local use of biomass, either as solid pellets in wood 
burners, or turned into biogas with digesters and gasifiers, might 
then be a better option. 

Figure 2.18: Solid biomass after being 
processed by torrefaction.

2.4.4 Liquid bio fuels 

Many liquids of biological origin contain much energy and can there-
fore serve as fuels. Their energy content varies slightly depending 
upon the crop and type of oil, but averages between 34 and 33 MJ/
litre (lower heating value). The density of these oils is about 0.9 kg/
litre. Using these liquid bio fuels in diesel engines of cars requires some 
treatment; the resulting fuel is called biodiesel. If we take jatropha as an 
example: the fruit of one hectare (ha) of jatropha plants can produce 
about 1700 kg or 1900 litre of oil per year. That means that one ha 
stores about 65 GJ of energy originating from the sun per year into a 
liquid. Such stored energy can have high economical value, since it can 
be used for many purposes at will, even when it is dark. Its energy den-
sity makes it very suitable as a transportation fuel. The product should 
however be affordable and competitive. 

It is interesting to compare the energy that different types of bio 
fuels capture from radiation energy that the land receives from the 
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sun. In sunny countries such as Spain, India, Mexico or Australia, the 
average annual solar irradiation is about 5 kWh/m2 per day, equalling 
18 MJ/m2 per day. Therefore, one ha of land receives 365  10 000 
 18 ≈ 65 TJ of sunshine per year. The jatropha crop captures just 
65 GJ per hectare so its efficiency in capturing solar energy is only 
0.1%. According to the diagram of Figure 2.19, palm oil plantations 
capture twice as much solar energy per hectare than jatropha planta-
tions. The energy needed for planting, fertilising, irrigation, reaping 
and handling has not been taken into account here. That energy can 
be significant and some experts say that the net energetic yield of 
growing plants for bio fuel is very low. To illustrate the labour inten-
sity, one person can handle the jatropha fruit picking of about three 
ha. Growing plants for fuel oils seems a futile activity compared with 
the energy output of a solar PV system, which could generate may be 
100 times more energy than the jatropha plant from the same area. 
However, covering 1 ha with PV cells might cost 5 million € while 
relatively poor quality land needed for jatropha might cost less than 
100 €/ha in many areas in the world. 

Typical good quality farmland may cost between 500 and 30,000 
€/ha, depending upon the location. Planting sunflowers on such land 
will yield about 800 kg of oil per hectare per year, with a total energy 
content of 30 GJ. The farmer might receive a third of a possible con-
sumer price of 1 €/kg for the liquid bio fuel, and taking into account 
the costs of planting, fertilising and harvesting, he might end up 
with an income of 10 €cents/kg or 80 €/ha. That might be more than 
enough in case of cheap land in countries with low income levels, 

Figure 2.19: Annual yield of different 
liquids of biological origin.
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Figure 2.20: The jatropha plant with 
fruits.

but is by no means sufficient for expensive fertile land in developed 
countries. 

Worldwide, about 120 million tonne of bio oils is already pro-
duced per year. Figure 2.22 shows the different types of oil that make 
up this total. It is already a huge amount of bio oil, but its total energy 
content is less than 3% of that of the roughly 4100 million tonne of 
mineral oil used in the year 2008. Expectations by the International 
Energy Agency (IEA) are that the world needs between 4250 and 
5000 million tonne of fuel oil per year by 2030, the highest value 
being connected with the reference scenario of business as usual. If 
even 20% of that demand has to be covered by conventional bio oils, 
the required plant area required will increase from the current 150 
million ha to 1250 million ha. The total arable area in the world where 
crops can be grown without irrigation is estimated by the FAO (Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) at 3850 million 
ha (see table 2.2: 1 km2 = 100 ha). Currently, 1463 million ha are 
already in use. It will be clear that replacing a substantial fraction of 
the demand for mineral oil by traditional bio oils will result in heavy 
competition with food production. 
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Figure 2.21: Sunflowers can produce 
bio oil. 

Researchers are therefore looking for alternative crops with 
a much higher energy yield per hectare. The Energy Biosciences 
Institute (BSI), a co-operation between the Universities of Illinois 
and California, believes that the solution for producing useful fuels 
from biomass lies in special energy crops. Plants such as miscanthus 
and switch grass have at least a factor four higher irradiation catching 
efficiency than traditional food crops. Miscanthus can reach a height 
of 4 to 5 meter per season; the interesting thing is that at the end of 
the growing season, the liquids inside the plants move back to the 
soil, thereby taking along the nutrients based on minerals (mineral 
recycling). This means that hardly any mineral-based fertilizer needs 
to be added; proof of this is given by a miscanthus field that has been 
in production for ten years now. Another positive side effect is the low 
mineral content of the end product and therefore very low residual 
ash. The annual crop yield of miscanthus is 10 to 60 metric tonne 
per hectare, depending upon the land quality and rainfall. This yield 
is very high compared with the crops shown in figure 2.19, where 3 
tonne per ha is a typical maximum. The very dry miscanthus crop can 
be burned directly although economically it is more attractive to con-
vert it into liquid fuels. The challenge is the conversion of the ligno-
celluloses of this crop into easily applicable fuels. BSI is working on a 
chemical process where organic salts and a synthetic catalyst demolish 
the strong lignin bonds. In March 2011, the researchers announced 
that a genetically modified microbe, Clostridium Celluloyticum, can 

Figure 2.22: Global bio oil production in 
million tonne per year. 
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Figure 2.23: Harvesting miscanthus 
(elephant grass).

Table 2.2: Areas in the world for agricultural use.

Area Gross potential arable Percent Percent Net potential arable Utilized arable area in 1994 
 area (rainfed) km2 protected built area (rainfed) km2 (including irrigation) km2

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 11,194,920 4.3 1.9 10,500,830 1,576,080

North Africa & 
Near East 500,170 4.0 6.4 448,150 715,800

North Asia, 
east of Urals 2,868,000 1.5 2.3 2,759,020 1,755,400

Asia & Pacific 8,125,510 4.7 3.9 7,426,720 4,777,060

South & Central 
America 10,480,710 5.3 1.2 9,799,460 1,433,520

North America 4,639,660 4.9 2.1 4,314,880 2,332,760

Europe 3,631,200 5.0 5.8 3,239,030 2,043,220

World 41,440,170 4.4 2.6 38,488,090 14,633,840

produce iso-butanol from organic material in just one step. That will 
result in an energy efficiency of producing liquid fuels of over 90%, 
which is a factor two better than with fermentation processes. Such 
energy crops can become an effective and attractive source of income 
for farming. It is said that oil from miscanthus will cost about 110 €/
barrel or 70 €cents per litre in the future. 

Algae are another source of liquid bio fuels that is attracting 
much attention. Many investigations are being carried out by 
recognised research institutes as well as individual farmers. Airline 
companies announced that they hope to fly on algae-based fuels 
within a few years. The civil aviation sector used about 250 Mtonne 
of oil in 2010, equalling about 6.5% of total global oil consumption. 
Algae have the property that they grow very fast and they have 
high oil/fat content. In comparison, algae consist of up to 50% of 
fats, while palm trees have only 5%. Algae have this property since 
they need no support and internal transport mechanisms such as 
the stems of land-based plants. Moreover, even in a high-latitude 
country such as The Netherlands, up to 70 tonne of algae might 
be produced per hectare. To fully cover the current fuel demand 
of civil aviation by oil from algae, seven million hectare of algae 
production are required. 

Some researchers claim however that algae production is 
not suitable for making liquid fuels because of the high specific 
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additional energy use in the growing process. The production of 
1 kg of algae might require some 35 MJ in energy use, next to 
the captured solar energy, in order to maintain optimum growth 
conditions. Notwithstanding the need for much sunlight, the water 
temperature has to stay relatively cool. This is the same issue as with 
global warming; if the oceans get too warm, the CO2 catching algae 
there cannot survive. Consequently, artificial cooling in special 
algae production facilities is required during a large part of the 
year. Next to that, water recirculation and aeration consume much 
energy. Currently, the production costs of one litre of fuel from 
algae range from 12 to 15 €. Anyhow, algae production might have 
a good future, but may be not for fuel oil. The end product contains 
a high amount of vitamins and useful antibiotics. In addition, it has 
excellent properties for feeding fish and pigs, as it improves the meat 
quality (unsaturated fats). It can also be used for cosmetics. Tests 
are already being carried out where exhaust gases of combustion 
processes are fed into a liquid in which the algae live. The algae 
consume both CO2 and NOX from the exhaust gas, thus also reduce 
polluting emissions. 

Considering the implications and costs of liquid bio fuels, it is 
expected that they will primarily be used for crucial applications 
such as long-distance transportation – aviation, shipping – where 
using electric energy is no real option. Nevertheless, crops vary in 
yield from year to year and the durability of bio oils is much lower 
than that of mineral oils. There will be many occasions that surpluses 
of bio oil will enter the market; converting these with efficient fuel-
flexible machinery into electricity rather than wasting them is an 
excellent option. 

2.5 Nuclear fuel

Much has been written in books, magazines and newspapers about 
the pros and cons of nuclear energy. It goes beyond the purpose of 
this book to repeat that. The current low price of nuclear fuel justifies 
the high capital investment required for nuclear power plants only if 
the power plant will be used primarily for base load. The advantage 
of nuclear power plants is that they produce hardly any greenhouse 
gases. However, there are the ongoing issues of disturbing the environ-
ment by fuel mining and by radiation from nuclear waste. Citizens fear 
occasional accidents that release harmful radiation. Examples of such 
events are Three Mile Island in the USA, Chernobyl in the Ukraine and 
Fukushima in Japan. Moreover, a large-scale increase of the number of 
nuclear power plants might lead to escalating nuclear-fuel prices. 
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Electric energy has wonderful properties for improving living 
conditions, for creating wealth and for providing widespread 
communication facilities. Electricity literally gives power to the people. 
That is why demand for electric energy will continue to increase. 
Most electric energy is still produced from fossil fuels with their finite 
resources and the associated greenhouse gas emissions. It would be 
wrong to continue the traditional burning of fossil fuels at a high pace 
until they are depleted. Those carbons and hydrocarbons also provide 
valuable ingredients for the petrochemical industry. Renewable energy 
sources have a long way to go before they can fully replace the use 
of fossil fuel. Most renewable electricity sources from wind, solar 
radiation and biomass have properties that make them less attractive 
from an availability and flexibility point of view, at least compared 
with traditional power plants. It is therefore crucial to develop smart 
power generation and distribution facilities that can support electricity 
generation from renewable sources. Such smart power generation units 
have to make optimum use of the available fuel resources at possibly 
minimum costs and minimum impact on the environment. 

SummarySummarySummarySummary





This chapter discusses in quite some detail the 
stability issues of the electricity supply system 
caused by power demand variations as well as by the 
variability of the output of renewable power sources. 
It also compares possible energy storage technologies 
that might help in balancing electricity production 
with demand. Every country appears to have different 
challenges. The reader needs this information for a 
proper understanding of the solutions needed for 
an effective balancing of electricity production and 
demand.

Electricity 
generation – matching 

production with 
demand

 by Jacob Klimstra
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3.1 The tasks of a generator

Electricity is a swift energy carrier. Electric energy travels fast but it 
is very difficult to store. That is the reason that production of electric 
energy by the generators has to follow variations in demand rapidly; 
otherwise, the total electricity supply system will collapse. As soon as 
electricity demand exceeds the driving power of the generators, the 
diffe rence will result in energy being drawn from the rotating mass, the 
inertia, of the generators so that their rotational speed will decrease. 
If the speed of the generators drops, the frequency of the voltage and 
current waves decreases. A frequency change has an immediately effect 
on sensitive equipment such as large electric motors driving produc-
tion processes, electric clocks and special types of illumination equip-
ment. Next to that, the power capacity of a generator decreases when 
its rotational speed goes down. Keeping the system frequency close to 
constant is therefore the main goal in an electricity supply system. A 
constant frequency is by itself a perfect indicator for balance between 
electricity production and demand. 

The voltage at the point of use has also to stay within a certain 
range. Power consumption of equipment running on electric energy 
is directly proportional with the square of the voltage supplied. Too 
high a voltage will result in overload while too low a voltage will lead 
to underperformance of equipment. Generators can control their 
output voltage precisely by adjusting their magnetic field. However, 
electric lines have resistance, or rather impedance, which lowers the 
voltage, especially for high loads. Transformers in the distribution 
system can adjust their output voltage in proportion with demand and 

Figure 3.1: Example of an alternating 
voltage sine wave, with an amplitude of 
325 volts (effective value = 230 V) and 
a period time of 20 ms. It repeats itself 
50 times per second; the frequency f  is 
therefore 50 hertz (Hz). 
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consequently adjust for the drop in voltage caused by the line losses. 
Transformers cannot adjust the system frequency: the running speed 
of the generators fully determines the frequency. 

In the traditional system of central power generation with distrib-
uted customers, electric energy flows like water in a river, in only one 
direction. Measurement of the electrical current at the various distri-
bution points gives then information about the energy flow through 
supply lines and transformers. This provides the information needed 
to correct the output voltage of transformers for the load-dependent 
losses. Deviations in the energy balance inform the system operator 
about disturbances, faults and failures in the system. Nowadays, 
with the advent of solar PV systems and micro-cogeneration units 
for private houses, buildings can act as a local power source. They 
then send energy into the public electricity distribution grid. That 
creates a complete paradigm shift compared with the one-directional 
energy flow approach in former electricity distribution systems. Local 
electricity generation acts like water in a river flowing upwards. 

Backflow of energy into the electricity distribution grid is however 
nothing new. Since the 1980s, after the oil crisis, policy makers 
became aware of the fact that fossil fuel resources are finite. They pro-
moted the use of energy efficient cogeneration of electricity and heat 
with direct subsidies or with fiscal incentives. Using the waste heat 
of power stations for district heating was already common practice in 
some countries. Cogeneration implies the positioning of electricity 
generators at a location where the heat is needed, such as hospitals, 
dairy product factories, chemical plants and greenhouses. The fuel 

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a central 
power plant, with transmission lines, 
transformers, distribution lines and 
customers: the traditional system. 

Figure 3.3: A Senertec micro 
cogeneration plant based on a gas 
engine with hot water storage. The set 
produces 5 kW of electricity and 12 kW 
of heat. 
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utilisation efficiency of cogeneration can reach values of over 90%, 
which is much better than producing electricity and heat separately. 

In countries such as Denmark and The Netherlands, cogeneration 
installations produce more than 40% of electricity consumed. This 
is the result of a large government-backed promotion scheme in the 
1980ies. Initially, many utilities, that were still integrated companies 
then, feared of instability and disruption of the electricity supply 
system because of many local generators. However, the opposite 
appeared to be true. Statistics show that in The Netherlands, the total 
combined duration of power outages per customer per year is just 20 
minutes, while in Denmark it is only 30 minutes (data year 2007). All 
other countries in the world have higher total outage duration. It is 
therefore safe to state that areas with multiple local generating units 
can have the highest reliability and availability of electricity supply. 
Therefore, there is no need to fear that local feed-in of dispatchable, 
that is controllable, electric energy will reduce the reliability of 
electricity supply. 

Failure in supplying electricity for even one hour per year can 
result in high financial losses for sensitive applications. In developed 
countries, the aim is to reach an availability of at least 99.99%. That 
corresponds with a loss of electricity supply of 0.01% of the time, 
equalling 53 minutes per year. Uninterrupted supply of electricity is 
required especially for data handling centres and operating theatres 
in hospitals. For such applications, special measures are taken with 
battery-backed supply systems and local emergency generators. 

Next to keeping frequency and voltage within narrow limits and 
having high fuel efficiency, generators have to produce electricity 
at the lowest possible costs with maximum reliability. The previous 
chapter explained already that electricity use is an important factor in 
creating wealth. Roughly speaking, the creation of 4.5 US$ or 3.5 € 
in gross domestic product, expressed in purchase power parity of 
year 2010 money, requires on the average about one kWh. Industry 
pays now between 5 and 10 €cents/kWh. Electricity acts therefore as 
an effective lever for the economy. Consequently, higher kWh prices 
for industry and commercial applications will lower competitiveness. 

Figure 3.4: Examples of power 
availability depending upon supply 
reliability.

Supply Power
reliability: availibility:

99% 3.7 days per year no electricity
99.9% 9 hours per year no electricity
99.99% 53 minutes per year no electricity
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At first sight, even a tripling of the electricity costs would hardly 
be relevant compared to the positive result of electricity use for 
the economy. Many politicians and even economists support that 
presumption and put priorities on lowering greenhouse gas emissions 
and security of supply without keeping the costs in mind. It is very 
important to know that a higher electricity price will make almost 
every element in the economy more expensive, including costs of 
doing the laundry at home, the costs to bake bread in the bakery, 
the costs to run electric trains and the costs to make any product in 
industry. Increasing energy prices stimulate inflation and reduce eco-
nomic growth. Therefore, decisions about the way electricity should 
be produced have a wide-scale impact on society. 

3.2 Electricity demand

Daily, weekly, as well as seasonal patterns in electricity demand differ 
from country to country. That is one of the reasons that different coun-
tries have different generation portfolios. Some lucky countries can 
produce all their electricity needs with hydropower. Other countries 
use indigenous coal resources or rely on nuclear power plants. Natural 
gas is often used in power stations that cover the variability in demand. 
Differences from country to country make it very difficult to define 
general conclusions and recommendations for the optimum method 
for balancing production and demand of electricity and for integration 
of renewable energy resources. The following will show a number of 
examples of electricity demand patterns to illustrate that each situation 
can ask for a dedicated solution. 

The United Arab Emirates, Finland, Kuwait and the USA rank 
highest in electricity use per capita from non-renewable sources. As 
a reference, in the year 2008 the average annual electricity consump-
tion per person in the world amounted to 2782 kWh. IEA data show 
that in 2008 the electricity consumption in the UAE averaged per 
citizen was 16895 kWh/capita, while Finland used 16351 kWh/capita 
and the USA 13647 kWh/capita. Electricity consumption in Norway 
was almost 25 MWh/capita and in Iceland 50 MWh/capita, but most 
of that electricity came from renewable hydropower and geothermal 
power and is relatively cheap. Haitian annual electricity consumption 
averaged per citizen was only 23 kWh per year, which is the absolute 
minimum in the world. 

Demand for electric energy changes continuously, depending 
upon the time of day, day of the week and the season. After midnight, 
demand generally minimises because of reduced human activity. 
In the morning, when people wake up, they switch on appliances, 
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railway systems intensify running, offices open up, shops will start 
business and factories increase their power demand. That creates the 
so-called morning ramp up. In many hot countries, air conditioning 
is a major consumer of electricity. In such hot countries, electricity 
demand peaks after noon when the effect of solar irradiation reaches 
its maximum. However, typical power demand patterns differ very 
much from country to country. The following paragraphs will give 
some examples. 

3.2.1 Power demand pattern in Abu Dhabi

The daily pattern of electricity demand in Abu Dhabi (United Arab 
Emirates) for a summer’s day and a winter’s day is given in figure 3.5. 
Air conditioning primarily causes the higher demand in summer. The 
hottest time of the day is in the early afternoon and that creates a 
slight peak of 5.4 GW in total demand. At 5 pm, when people leave 
from work, a dip occurs, but when most of them have reached home, 
demand temporarily increases again. In August, the lowest demand is 
in the nightly hours, although with 4.4 GW it is still only slightly lower 
than that during the day. In January, daily demand is only about 40% 
of that in summer, with even less changes from hour to hour. With the 
typical demand patterns in the Emirates, power stations do not have 
to switch frequently on and off during the day but in the wintertime, 
many of them will not be in operation. The large differences in demand 
between summer and winter make that the utilisation factor of the 
power stations in Abu Dhabi is only about 40%. The utilisation factor 

Figure 3.5: Daily electricity demand 
patterns, one in summer and one in 
winter, in Abu Dhabi ( year 2008).
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is by definition the actual amount of electricity produced by a power 
plant divided by the total amount of electricity produced if it was run-
ning at full load around the clock. In such a sunny country, solar-based 
power production would help to reduce demand to be covered by 
power stations especially around noon. However, in that case a rela-
tively large peak for conventional power stations will occur late in the 
afternoon when the output of the solar cells diminishes. Installing much 
solar-based power capacity, say 2.5 GW, will therefore substantially 
increase the dynamics in electricity production for traditional genera-
tors in the UAE. Solar power will also further lower the capacity factor 
of the other generators. 

3.2.2 Power demand pattern in The Netherlands

As mentioned earlier, the daily pattern in electricity demand, and the 
difference from season to season, depend very much on location and 
typical boundary conditions. The Netherlands, a small country in 
Western Europe, have a completely different demand pattern than Abu 
Dhabi. Figure 3.6 shows that the continuous minimum required load as 
supplied via the transmission system operator TENNET in The Neth-
erlands, the so-called base load, is about 9 to 10 GW. Between 6.00 am 
and 8.30 am, wintertime supply rapidly rises from 10 to 15 GW and 
stays rather constant over the day. The resulting, almost square, load 
blocks during the daytime in figure 3.6 last about 14 hours and are 
defined as intermediate load. Synonyms for intermediate load are pla-
teau load and shoulder load. Every weekday, roughly 5 GW in interme-
diate-load generating capacity is added in the morning and switched off 
again in the evening. So-called cyclic-load carrying generators provide 
this intermediate load. Especially the steep rise in required supply in 
the morning is quite demanding for steam-based generators. Electricity 
production can only meet demand during this ramping up if the cyclic 
power stations are timely prepared for this task. That means that a pre-
cise prediction of demand is crucial. In winter, a slight peak occurs in 
the late afternoon between 5 pm and 6 pm, when people arrive home 
and switch on lights and appliances. This peak is partly covered by gen-
erators driven by natural-gas-fuelled engines installed in greenhouses. 
Normally, the power output of the greenhouse installations is used for 
light production to stimulate plant growth, the so-called assimilation 
lighting. During peaks in electricity demand, the lights in the green-
houses are switched off and the power is made available for the public 
grid. Since almost all heating in The Netherlands is based on natural-
gas-fuelled boilers, the difference in electricity demand between winter 
and summer is relatively small.
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Figure 3.6: Weekly electricity supply 
pattern for the Netherlands (red week 3, 
blue week 28, green week 32, 2010) all 
starting on Monday morning 
at midnight.
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Smoothing the lines in figure 3.6 suggests that the averaged power 
supply in The Netherlands is about 12 GW, equalling an annual pro-
duction of electrical energy of 12 GW  8760 h ≈ 105 TWh. The real 
total electricity consumption in the year 2009 was about 120 TWh. 
Cogeneration plants of large factories that cover their in-house load are 
the primarily cause of the difference. Transmission system operator 
TENNET does not see this ‘in-house’ production and consumption of 
electricity as supply. 

It is interesting to see how situations in society and weather 
events influence electricity demand. In the diagram of figure 3.6, 
week 28 (blue) appears to have a higher daily demand than week 32 
(green). There are two reasons for that. Week 32, in the beginning of 
August was in the middle of the holiday season, while week 28 in July 
was exceptionally hot, requiring relatively much air conditioning. On 
Sundays, most citizens apparently relax in the morning resulting in 
low electricity consumption. Low electricity demand in the weekend 
makes the Monday morning ramp up even more challenging. Figure 
3.7 shows the steep Monday morning ramp up in demand in a much 
smaller time scale than in figure 3.6. The ramp rate is such that 
starting up 13 power plants of 400 MW in a sequential way in 6 
minutes intervals can deliver the required intermediate power. Each 
of them can then run 12 to 13 hours at full output. If the full-output 
fuel efficiency of these power plants is estimated at 50%, the actual 
efficiency will be less than 47% due to their lower efficiency during 
ramping up. A problem is that many conventional power plants suffer 
from stopping and starting and from fast ramping up. That leads to 
increased wear and tear as well as to extended downtime for mainte-
nance. 
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Figure 3.7: Monday morning ramp up in 
demand for the Netherlands (Week 3, 
2010).

3.2.3 Power demand pattern in Texas, USA

In Texas, peaks from air conditioning fully dominate summertime 
power demand (figure 3.8). The resulting demand pattern is much 
peakier than those shown for The Netherlands and Abu Dhabi. The 
typical summer peaks in Texan demand of about 10 GW above inter-
mediate load last only about 6 hours, which is unfavourable already 
for gas turbine driven combined cycles (GTCCs), let alone for large 
power plants fully based on steam. Installing a substantial amount of 
solar power will help to cover the typical summer peaks. That might 
seem a good sustainable solution, but extensive insulation of buildings 
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Figure 3.8: Weekly electricity supply 
pattern for Texas (red week 3, blue 
week 32, 2010) all starting on Monday 
morning at midnight.
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is a much cheaper and more effective solution. The stable summer base 
load of about 37 GW is ideal for coal-fired and nuclear power plants. 
In winter, peak demand in Texas is normally about a factor two lower 
than that in summer. Average base load in winter is only about 20 GW. 
The short-duration peaks of about 2 GW in the morning and afternoon 
in winter can excellently be covered by fast and efficient gas or bio-fuel 
fired installations.

Extreme weather conditions can suddenly increase winter 
electricity demand in Texas by almost a factor two. ERCOT reported 
that electricity demand on Wednesday evening February 2, 2011, 
peaked at 56.3 GW, a new record for the regional transmission system 
operator whose previous winter peak demand record hit 55.9 GW 
on January 8, 2010. High peak demand in the February week in 
2011 resulted in rolling power outages of 30 to 45 minutes duration, 
affecting large parts of the state. Proper insulation of buildings would 
provide a perfect solution for reducing peaks in electricity demand in 
Texas, also in winter. 

3.2.4 Power demand pattern in Mexico

In the south of Mexico, base load is about the same in winter as in 
summer (Figure 3.9), just like in The Netherlands but unlike Abu 
Dhabi and Texas. Per capita electricity use in Mexico is only a quarter 
of that in The Netherlands and only 12% of that in the Emirates. The 
bulk of electricity produced in Mexico, about 60%, is used in industry. 
Households consume about 25% of electricity supplied. The typical 
peak in demand during three hours in the evening is caused by lighting. 
A capacity equalling about 17% of base load is needed to cover the 

Figure 3.9: Electricity demand pattern 
in the south of Mexico, plotted as a 
fraction of absolute peak load ( year 
2007). 
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weekday peaks. On weekend days, the peak is much more pronounced. 
Intermediate load is quite modest in Mexico compared with The Neth-
erlands. 

Mexico is one of the top countries for solar irradiation; during the 
daytime, 2.5 kWh/m2 can be generated with solar PV. A widespread 
use of solar PV will drastically lower conventional generation during 
the daytime, but then the evening peak for conventional generation 
will be much steeper. Existing hydropower might cover the balancing 
then. However, hydro electricity covers already almost 20% of demand 
in Mexico and the question is if sufficient capacity is available to cover 
the fluctuations in electricity production in case of large-scale deploy-
ment of solar PV. 

3.2.5 Power demand pattern in Thailand

In Thailand, an Asian country with a rapidly growing economy, the use 
of electricity averaged per capita is about 2100 kWh/annum, about 
the same as in Mexico. That equals an annual average power supply 
of 15.3 GW. Air conditioning and refrigeration have a large effect on 
consumption and are primarily responsible for a roughly 20% larger 
demand in summer compared with that in winter. The demand pattern 
during the day shows quite some fluctuations so that peaking power 
of 1 to 2 GW is required. This peaking power runs a total of up to six 
hours a day in three different batches. It will be clear that steam-based 
power plants and even GTCCs are not the optimum solution for deliv-
ering such short duration peaks. Intermediate load of 5 GW is needed 
for about 16 hours per day and this can be covered by GTCCs. Conse-
quently, the power capacity needed for intermediate load is about 35% 

Figure 3.10: Typical electricity 
demand pattern in Thailand during a 
summer day.
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of that of base load. Expectations are that electricity demand in Thai-
land is growing at a rapid pace, requiring therefore an adequate expan-
sion of generation capacity. The new fuel-based generating capacity in 
Thailand should have high flexibility, especially when a large amount of 
solar PV will be installed. 

3.2.6 Power demand pattern in Finland

Finland is a North-European country with high living standards based 
on industrial activity. Due to its high latitude, winters in Finland are 
very cold. Electricity provides 27% of the country’s final energy use 
while 53% of all electric energy supplied is used in industry. Much 
industrial activity, a cold climate and a high wealth level together bring 
Finland in the group of countries with top electricity demand per capita 
(16.4 MWh/capita in 2008). Electric heating in many homes as well 
as the low level of sunlight raises winter base load by some 60% above 
that in summer. Power demand based on annual electricity consump-
tion and averaged over the year amounted to 9.9 GW for the year 2008. 
This closely approaches the average demand that lies between the red 
and the blue line in figure 3.11. The intermediate load blocks from 6 am 
until midnight are about 20% of base load and thus about a factor
two smaller than those in Thailand and The Netherlands. In summer, the 
intermediate load blocks are relatively more pronounced. The small 
peak recurring every day at 11 o‘clock in the evening originates from 
switching on of low-tariff electricity users. The relatively large year-
round base load of 7 GW makes in Finland very suitable for nuclear 

Figure 3.11: Typical weekly electricity 
demand curves in Finland (red week 3, 
blue week 28, green week 32, 2010
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and coal-fired power plants. Such plants have maximum economic 
performance for a high utilisation factor. Demand in Finland does not 
show the typical peaks as in Thailand, Mexico and The Netherlands. 
Since the Finnish system is part of the Nordel network, system bal-
ancing is mainly done with its own hydropower with support from 
Norwegian and Swedish hydropower. 

 
3.2.7 Power demand pattern in South Australia

In South Australia, electricity demand very much depends on the 
ambient temperature. For an average daily temperature of 20 °C, peak 
demand on a weekday is about 1.8 GW, but for a average daily tempera-
ture of 35 °C, peak demand even reaches 3.3 GW. On Thursday January 
21, 2010, the maximum temperature at Adelaide airport was 38 °C 
and peak demand in South Australia was 2.75 GW (see figure 3.12). 
South Australia has 3.6 GW of conventional generation; this consists of 
760 MW of coal-based capacity and the rest is primarily low-efficiency 
simple-cycle gas turbines. With almost no spare capacity, matching pro-
duction and demand is critical at times of peak demand. Steam-based 
power plants do not have the capacity to follow quick and unpredict-
able changes in demand. The situation in South Australia is further 
complicated since the amount of wind turbines is rapidly increasing, 
reaching about 1.1 GW in October 2010. That introduces much more 
variability into the system. 

 In this part of the world, the electricity demand pattern so typical 
for many countries with clear differences between weekdays and 

Figure 3.12: Electricity demand in South 
Australia on week 3(red) and week 28 
(blue) 2010.
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Figure 3.13: Maximum temperatures in 
South Australia, week 3 (red) and week 
28 (blue).

weekends disappears in summer because of weather effects. Peak 
demand follows the ambient temperature almost exactly, pointing 
again to poor insulation of buildings. Proper insulation of buildings 
would substantially lower and delay the reaction of electricity demand 
to the temperature, thus helping to smooth the peaks. In winter, early 
morning and evening peaks occur because of demand for lighting 
and electric heating. Sunday July 18 was a relatively cold day and 

Figure 3.14: Peak electricity demand 
and daily average temperature in South 
Australia. 
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that showed up immediately in higher electricity demand (see figure 
3.12). Automatic switching on of electric water heaters as soon as the 
low tariff applies causes the typical sharp peaks of about 100 MW in 
figure 3.12 at midnight every day.

3.2.8 Power demand pattern in Ontario, Canada

Power demand patterns in Ontario, Canada, are characterised by a 
relatively high base load. In weeks 33–34 in summer 2010, there was a 
base load of about 13 GW, an intermediate load of about 4–7 GW and 
a peak load of some 2 GW (see figure 3.15). The highest peak ever in 
electricity demand (27 GW) was reached on August 1, 2006, a very hot 
day where much air-conditioning was required. Also in Ontario, peak 
demand apparently depends very much on the ambient temperature. 
This is not only the case in summer, but also in winter. In winter, base 
load is some 2 GW higher than in summer due to the use of electricity 
for heating. Base load in Ontario is primarily covered by nuclear power 
plants and supplemented by hydropower plants installed in the large 
rivers. Gas-fired technology supplies intermediate load and the peaks. 
The peaks in the early evening in winter have a relatively short duration 
of only a few hours. 

Figure 3.15: Power demand in Ontario, 
Canada during a summer week August 
18–24, 2010  + a winter week January 
19–25, 2011. The blue line includes 
exports to outside Ontario. 
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3.2.9 Power demand patterns worldwide

Demand patterns clearly differ from country to country. Some countries 
have a substantial base load over the year, while others are characterised 
by large intermediate loads. Hotter countries in particular can have a 
quite peaky demand curve, depending very much upon the weather. 
Until now, many electricity suppliers could handle the typical variations 
in demand. In particular, hydro-based electricity from systems based on 
water storage in high-altitude reservoirs has proved to be highly suitable 
to cover rapid variations in demand. Sometimes exports and imports to 
and from neighbouring countries help to smooth gaps between produc-
tion and demand. Figure 3.16 shows that Poland is quite independent 
of other countries in this respect, but Germany and Italy extensively 
use electricity imports and exports to balance electricity demand. Por-
tugal has relatively good availability of desirable hydropower. Many 
developing countries use load shedding for smoothing production and 
demand, although this is basically undesirable since it forces users to 
stop their activities. Power retailers increasingly use tariff systems to 
shave the peaks in electricity demand and to fill the valleys. In the USA, 
customers can be financially rewarded for voluntarily switching off part 
of their consumption at times of peak demand. Such switching off is 
called demand management. Denmark has exceptionally high electri-

Figure 3.16: Facilitators for balancing 
production and demand of some 
European countries. 
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city imports and exports as a result of its large amount of wind power. 
Often, it is necessary to export the full output of its wind turbines. If 
all countries were acting like Denmark with such heavy reliance on 
neighbouring countries to provide balancing, the electricity supply 
system would collapse. An unlimited feed-in of electricity from renew-
able sources certainly creates a challenge for matching production and 
demand, as we will see in the next section. 

3.3 Effect of unrestricted supply of wind-based 
electricity on system balancing

Many policymakers and citizens consider electricity generation using 
wind turbines and solar photovoltaic cells as the ultimate solution 
for providing the world with sustainable energy. However, electricity 
production based on wind and sunshine has characteristics that differ 
substantially from those of fuel-based generation. Weather events and 
the time of the day determine the output of these renewable sources, 
resulting in a poor dispatchability. Their intermittent and to some 
extent unpredictable character therefore puts an additional burden 
on matching electricity production with demand. Many information 
sources suggest that interconnecting renewable electricity sources from 
over a wide area would smooth the variability in output, thus solving 
most problems of intermittency. However, the following will show that 
this is not correct in general. 

3.3.1. Examples of wind power output

By the end of 2009, the USA had 35 GW of wind power installed and 
ranked highest in global wind capacity. China’s wind capacity was esti-
mated at 25 GW. Notwithstanding such a large wind capacity, the wind 
turbines represent just a small fraction of the total generation capacity 
in those two countries. Both China and the USA have about 1000 GW 
of conventional generation capacity installed. The situation is different 
in Germany, Denmark and Spain, where wind power covers a relatively 
larger part of electric demand (see table 3.1). The total wind-based gen-
erating capacity in the world amounted to 180 GW in June 2010. 

Fluctuations in wind power can have a dramatic effect on bal-
ancing electricity supply with demand. On February 26, 2008, winds 
in Texas suddenly subsided and wind power dropped from 1.7 GW to 
only 300 MW. This happened a few hours before the evening peak in 
power demand of about 3 GW. Notwithstanding the total grid load 
being about 30 GW, grid operator ERCOT had to use a rapid demand 
reduction of 1.1 GW to keep the system stable. Electricity prices 
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peaked at 1 $/kWh because of the reduction in wind power output. 
Another example of large changes in wind power output is given by 
the 135 MW Judith Gap wind farm in Montana, USA. This wind farm 
consists of 90 turbines of 1.5 MW each. Output sometimes ramps 
up from zero to full output within 10 minutes and it is reported that 
it can ramp down from 120 MW to practically zero again in about 
10 minutes. Wind farms in other areas can show a more moderate 
variation in output, but sometimes they have no output at all for many 
days. Much of the nature of such variations depends on location.

3.3.2 Wind power in Denmark 

Denmark is the country with the largest relative amount of wind 
power in the world, since the installed wind capacity equals 38% of 
conventional capacity. Although Spain has more than 5 times the wind 
capacity of Denmark, its fraction of wind-based capacity of 27% of con-
ventional capacity is less than that of Denmark. Denmark is therefore 
an interesting country to investigate as to how wind power contributes 
to national electricity demand and how wind fluctuations affect the 
output of conventional power plants. If we presume that 10% of Danish 
windmills are not available due to maintenance requirements or prob-
lems, the 3.5 GW of Danish capacity could produce a maximum of 3.1 
GW with favourable and uniform winds. Data from the first 23 days of 
January 2010 illustrate the effect of wind power on the Danish system. 
Figure 3.17 presents national electricity demand in Denmark as well as 
the production by windmills in that time span. 

The Danish electricity demand pattern in figure 3.17 shows 
much more dynamics than that of Finland and even than that of the 
Netherlands. Electrical heating is not common in Denmark since they 
use much district heating as well as domestic gas boilers. The service 
sector plays a much more important role in the Danish economy 

Table 3.1: Wind power and total power capacity in three countries (year 2009)

 Denmark Germany  Spain

Total electricity generation capacity (GW)  12.7 144 94

Wind power capacity (GW) 3.5 26 19

Electricity production wind (TWh) 6.7 37.8 36

Capacity factor wind (%) 22 17 22

Total electricity production (TWh) 37 598 290

Capacity factor conventional generation (%) 39 58 43
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than heavy industry. Hence, electricity demand during the daytime is 
relatively high. As expected, New Year’s Day and weekends saw lower 
demand than on weekdays. 

Output from windmills was quite unsteady over the time span 
considered; three clear peaks can be distinguished in figure 3.17. 
Wind output almost peaked at 3 GW in the evening of Saturday 
January 16. As mentioned earlier, this is about the maximum output 
that can be expected from an installed capacity of 3.5 GW. Over the 
23 days shown, the windmills produced 572 GWh, while cumulative 
national electricity demand was 2540 GWh. With the 3.5 GW 
of installed windmill capacity, a load factor of 100% would have 
rendered 3.5 GW  23 days  24 hours = 1932 GWh. Therefore, the 
actual capacity factor of the windmills was 572/1932 ≈ 30%. This is 
higher than the average Danish wind capacity factor of 22% over the 
whole year of 2009, as given in table 3.1. The reason is that winter 
months are relatively windier than summer months. 

It is interesting to see how the output of the Danish electricity 
supply system responded to the fluctuations in wind power output. 
Without any wind power, the central power stations and the 
decentralised capacity would have to cover a fairly steady base load 
of about 3.5 GW, as shown in figure 3.17. The intermediate load had 
a duration of 15 to 16 hours. With the variable wind power supplied 
to the grid, one might expect that conventional capacity would 
fill the gap between electricity production by wind turbines and 
electricity demand. However, the extensive use of district heating 
means that the heat released by most fuel-based large power plants 
was needed. Moreover, about 30% of fossil-fuel-based power plants 
are decentralised combined heat and power (cogeneration) units, 
generally driven by gas engines. Denmark has about 800 of such gas-

Figure 3.17: Electricity demand in 
Denmark (blue) and wind power output 
(red) from January 1 to January 23, 2010.
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engine-driven cogeneration units with a combined capacity of about 
1 GW. Heat demand therefore forces the large power plants and the 
engines to keep running at substantial capacity. The many coal-fired 
power plants would not have the capability to follow the variations in 
demand anyhow. Figure 3.18 shows that all this resulted in a situation 
that wind power hardly contributed to national electricity demand in 
January 2010. The green power-export line in figure 3.18 and the red 
wind-power production line roughly follow the same path. This means 
that over the given time span, most of the electricity generated by 
wind power was just exported. Many short-term variations in demand 
were also covered by exchange with other countries. Although the 
electricity exports of Denmark with peaks of almost 3 GW are large 
compared to its national winter base load of 3 GW and maximum 
demand of 6 GW, they are fortunately still small compared with the 
installed generation capacity of its large neighbours Norway (31 GW), 
Sweden (34 GW) and Germany (144 GW). Almost all Norwegian 
and half of Sweden’s capacity is based on hydro plants that easily offer 
the required flexibility, although the Danes obviously have to pay for 
this service. The electricity from wind exported during the night can 
even have a negative price if nobody needs or wants it.

The speed of change in wind–based electricity production is 
of special interest, since this indicates how fast the ‘other’ power 
capacity, including imports and exports, has to compensate for 
changes in wind-based output. The steepest change started on January 
16, when wind output dropped from 2.9 GW to practically zero in 
29 hours. Conventional power plants can only cover such a change if 
they are prepared for it, i.e. they have to be preheated in time. 

One of the reasons for the relatively smooth change in wind 
output in Denmark in time is the widespread distribution of the 

Figure 3.18: Electricity production 
by fuel-based sources (blue) and by 
wind (red) as well as exports (green) 
in Denmark during the first 23 days of 
January 2010. 
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wind turbines over the country. The current tendency to cluster large 
amounts of wind capacity in a limited number of blocks will increase 
the steepness in output change. Figure 3.19, the result of extensive 
number crunching, relates the wind output from West Denmark with 
that of East Denmark. The installed wind capacity in East Denmark is 
much smaller than in the West, so that the relative impact of the East 
on total Danish wind power output is small. The West is apparently 
windier than the East, since if the wind output is below 1 GW in the 
West, the East produces relatively little. However, if the output in 
the West is over 1 GW, the East steps in with relatively more output 
than in the case of low winds in the West. As a result, the correlation 
between the output of the two areas is just 0.7. It is important to note 
that if the output from wind turbines is high in the West, the output 
from the East is also relatively high. That means that high winds tend 
to cover relatively large areas. Consequently, smoothing high peaks in 
wind-based power by interconnecting adjacent areas does not really 
work here. 

It appears that wind power in Denmark is not a simple success 
story of saving much fuel and of avoiding CO2 emissions by gener-

Table 3.2: Electric energy balance Denmark, January 1–23, 2010

Demand 2540 GWh

Conventional production 2373 GWh

Wind turbine production 572 GWh

Net export 405 GWh

Figure 3.19: Correlation of wind output 
in West and East Denmark (Jan 1–23, 
2010).
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ating electricity from a renewable source. Integrating wind power 
appears to be difficult in a country that has an otherwise fuel-efficient 
method of energy supply via extensive cogeneration systems. Wind 
power needs energy-efficient backup generators that can be switched 
on and off rapidly. Installing more heat-storage capacity in Denmark 
will create more flexibility in the power output of cogeneration plants.

3.3.3 Wind power in South Australia

Wind turbines in South Australia have a completely different output 
pattern than those in Denmark. Because of favourable wind speeds, the 
1.15 GW of wind turbines in South Australia have an average capacity 
factor of about 25% throughout the year, resulting in a production of 
17% of the electric energy demand of the state. However, wind speeds 
in South Australia usually decrease if the ambient temperature goes up 
during the day, resulting in a daily wind output pattern almost com-
pletely opposite to that of electricity demand (figure 3.20). This places 
an extra heavy burden on balancing. The ramp from valley to peak that 
conventional capacity has to cover rises from 1500 MW to 1750 MW 
due to wind power effects. Fortunately, in general, wind output in 
South Australia does not change abruptly. Variations in wind power 

Figure 3.20: Counterproductive output 
from wind turbines in South Australia 
during a heat wave from November 6-21, 
2009.
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output above 20% per half hour occur only less than 0.5% of the time. 
The fastest increase observed recently was 223 MW within half an 
hour. The fastest decrease was 135 MW per half hour; this occurred 
two hours after the mentioned rapid increase. The maximum observed 
change in power demand per half hour is 180 MW in summer and 
200 MW in winter. That is about 5.5% of the installed conventional 
capacity.

The intention of the authorities is to increase wind-based power 
capacity in South Australia from 1.15 GW in October 2010 to 2 GW 
by 2020. That will drastically worsen the balancing dynamics. Changes 
in wind output of up to 400 MW per half hour can then be expected, 
requiring much more rapid balancing capacity. Moreover, wind power 
could then push the load of the other generators down to almost zero 
during the night. As mentioned earlier, South Australia has 3.6 GW 
of conventional generation, with 760 MW of coal-based capacity and 
the rest primarily low-efficiency simple-cycle gas turbines. With the 
planned expansion in wind power, the performance of the coal-fired 
power plants in particular will suffer. In addition, the gas turbines 
will show further reductions in fuel efficiency. Clearly, more flexible 
and fuel-efficient generation capacity has to be installed to enable a 
substantial increase in wind-based power. 

3.3.4 Wind power in North-East Germany

In 2009, the average installed wind-power capacity in the area of grid 
operator ‘50Hertz-transmissionnet’ in North-East Germany was 10.1 
GW. This area comprises Thuringia, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, Branden-

Figure 3.21: Power output from all wind 
turbines in North-East Germany during 
a whole year (Jan –Dec. 2009).
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burg, Berlin, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, and Hamburg. Figure 
3.21 shows that the combined output from these wind turbines is far 
from stable over the year. Wind power there clearly has a peaky char-
acter. In 2009, the output peaked some 30 times, with just three peaks 
reaching about 9 GW. Clearly, the amount of installed conventional 
generating capacity cannot be reduced at all with so much variability 
in output from wind. The impact of wind power on the ‘50Hertz-trans-
missionnet’ system is often huge, since the average transmitted power 
through the system is 6 GW with peaks around 10.4 GW. On the very 
windy days between February 4 and 8, 2011, wind supplied up to 
9.6 GW into the transmission system, leading to critical situations. 

Figure 3.22 gives the statistical distribution over time of the 
power output of the North-East German wind turbines over the 
full 8760 hours of the year of 2009. Half of the time, the output of 
the 10.1 GW installed wind power capacity was below 1.2 GW and 
20% of the time even below 500 MW. This illustrates even better the 
relatively low energy production of wind-based power capacity than 
just mentioning the low capacity factor of 17.4%. Apparently, the 
combined output of a large number of wind turbines has a different 
distribution over time than that of a single wind turbine, as depicted 
in figures 2.16 and 2.17 in chapter 2. The probability that all wind 
turbines in a defined area deliver their nominal output (= nameplate 
output) at the same time is very low. 

Figure 3.23 gives the cumulative production of electric energy 
by the North-East German wind turbines. In 2009, the total energy 

Figure 3.22: Statistical distribution over  
the year (2009) of power from the 10.1 
GW installed wind power capacity in 
North-East Germany (data 50Hertz-
transmissionnet:  Thuringia, Saxony, 
Saxony-Anhalt, Brandenburg, Berlin, 
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, and 
Hamburg). 
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produced by these wind turbines was 15.37 TWh, equalling an average 
output of 1.75 GW. Therefore, the installed wind turbine capacity of 
10.1 GW had a capacity factor of only 1.75/10.1  100% = 17.4%. 
Figu res 3.21 and 3.23 show that especially at the end of November 
2009, the energy production from wind was high. Otherwise, the 
cumulative line in figure 3.23 closely follows an averaged effective 
output of 1.75 GW. A real seasonal trend is not present. The ratio 
between the maximum output of the wind turbines and the average 
output is defined as the crest factor or peak factor. For a peak of 9 GW 
and an averaged output of 1.75 GW, the crest factor is 9/1.75 = 5.14. 

Figure 3.23: Cumulative electricity 
production from wind in North-East 
Germany in 2009.

The high peaks in wind turbine output require substantial 
ba lancing and transmission capacity. One wonders what the effect 
of placing a maximum on wind output would be on the total energy 
production from wind. To this end, figure 3.24, which is based on 
the same statistics as figure 3.22, shows what happens if such a limit 
is applied. With a supply cut-off at 2 GW for an installed capacity of 
10.1 GW, one loses about 30% of the potentially produced energy 
and that can be considered too much. However, with a cut-off 
value, a ‘cap’, of 6 GW, one loses only 1.7% of the energy while the 
output peaks will be a substantial 9– 6 = 3 GW lower. The resulting 
maximum crest factor is then 3.4. Such a curtailing of the peaks in 
wind output might be an excellent solution to reduce the balancing 
dynamics and decrease the demand for additional transmission and 
storage capacity. Eon, another German transmission system operator 
now acquired by TENNET, was forced to reduce wind power supply 
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51 times in 2009 to avoid congestion in their transmission system. 
Policy makers and promoters of sustainable energy should accept the 
fact that unlimited feed-in of the occasional high peaks in wind power 
output is very uneconomical.

Figure 3.24: The effect on electricity 
production from wind if a limit is placed 
on supplying the peaks of wind-based 
electricity caused by occasional high 
winds (N-E Germany, installed capacity 
10.1 GW, data year 2009).

In 2009, the whole of Germany had a total of about 26 GW of 
wind turbines installed (see table 2.1), as part of a combined installed 
generation capacity of 144 GW. Also in 2009, the total generating 
capacity connected to the 50Hertz-transmissionnet system slightly 
exceeded 16 GW and the annual energy delivered was 95 TWh, 
rendering a capacity factor of 68%. Most of the generating capacity in 
the 50Hertz-transmission system is based on nuclear and coal. Such 
technologies are less suitable to absorb rapid output changes caused 
by wind-based power, especially when the wind output is declining. 
Figure 3.25 gives the changes in wind-based power in the region on a 
half-hourly basis. A negative value indicates a drop in output while a 
positive value represents an increase. In 2009, the sharpest half-hour 
decline in wind power was 900 MW although six other high-level 
drops occurred. 

Since it is interesting to know at what average wind-based output 
the sharpest changes occur, the half-hourly changes have been plotted 
against the average wind-based output at the moment the change 
occurred. The slightly oval-shaped results in figure 3.26 show that 
the majority of the sharper drops in wind output occurs at an average 
combined output in the range 2 GW to 6 GW, instead of during the 
very highest peaks. This is contrary to what one might expect. If we 
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presume that the earlier mentioned wind output decline of 900 MW 
per 30 minutes happened for a momentary wind turbine output of 
4 GW and a total power demand of 9 GW, conventional power plants 
were supplying 5 GW at the beginning of this event. Therefore, if the 
conventional power plants had to cover the drop in wind-based power 
of 900 MW, they had to increase their output by 18% in half an hour, 
which is not common practice for steam-based systems. In reality, 
part of the peaks in wind power output in North-East Germany are 
absorbed by exporting electricity to neighbouring areas and countries 
so that conventional power plants do not have to fully follow the wind 
output fluctuations. Again, this requires a lot of transmission capacity. 

Figure 3.25: Actual half-hour change in 
total wind turbine output in the North-
East German 50Hertz transmissionnet 
network in 2009.

Figure 3.26: Correlation of the half-
hour changes in wind power output 
with momentary wind power output in 
North-East Germany (data 2009).
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Fortunately, North-East Germany also has some pumped-hydro 
capacity that helps to reduce the volatility of wind power. However, if 
wind power would have to contribute substantially more than the cur-
rent 17% of electricity use in the ’50 Hertz’ area, serious congestion 
and balancing problems might occur if curtailing the wind turbine 
peaks in output is not considered. 

It would be helpful if the variations in wind power output in 
North-East Germany could be compensated by preferably an opposite 
variability of a neighbouring area, such as North-West Germany (the 
TENNET area) and Denmark. However, notwithstanding an average 
distance between North-East Germany and Denmark of more than 
400 km, real windy time spans appear to coincide, thus increasing 
the peakiness. This can be clearly seen in figure 3.27 where the wind 
power output of all three areas have been added. The result is logical 
since high winds generally occur with extensive weather systems 
ruling over quite a widespread area of Western Europe, including 
the UK, Ireland and France. Nevertheless, figure 3.27 shows that 
combining the areas helps to fill the valleys to a small extent.

It is an illusion to think that smart homes can smooth the high 
output peaks of wind power. Households generally use just a third of 
all electricity supplied. It would mean that citizens would have to limit 
the use of their washing machines, ovens and dryers to just the few 
days per month with peaks in wind power. Smart use of electricity can 
certainly help to smooth the short-term variations in demand and the 
daily peaks in demand, but not the peaks in wind power output. Again, 
curtailing the peaks from wind power should really be considered.

Figure 3.27: Combined wind turbine 
output of North-East Germany (blue), 
Denmark (red) and North-West 
Germany (green) in one diagram, data 
January 4 to January 26 (incl.), 2010.
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3.3.5 Wind power in Spain 

Spain is a very interesting country from the viewpoint of wind energy. 
The nationwide grid operator Red Electric claims that they can handle 
the variability in wind power output without depending on imports 
and exports as Denmark does. Spain uses nuclear power for base load 
and coal for additional seasonal load. Natural gas-fuelled combined 
cycles cover most of the daily dynamics while hydropower helps in 
stabilising the grid and in smoothing wind power variations. In 2009, 
wind covered 12.5% of Spain’s electricity demand. 

Although the wind speed on the Iberian Peninsula differs much 
more from location to location than in Germany, Denmark or the 
United Kingdom, the combined output of the Spanish wind turbines 
still shows considerable variability. Figure 3.28 gives the power output 
of the Spanish wind turbines in the 23-days time span from January 
4 until January 26, 2010. The expected smoothing effect from having 
‘independent’ locations helps somewhat in avoiding a near-zero 
output for a prolonged time. The average wind-power output was 
5.95 GW. This renders a capacity factor about 33% for the 18.7 GW 
of wind turbines in January, which is quite good. The year-round 
capacity factor of wind power is just 22.3%, as can be seen in table 
3.3. The actual output oscillates around the average, with four valleys 
and four peaks in three weeks. An absolute minimum of 745 MW was 
reached on January 22, while the highest peak, 11.6 GW, occurred on 
January 14. The peak factor, i.e. again the ratio between the highest 
observed peak and average output, was found to be 1.95, which is well 
below that for Denmark (2.9), North-West Germany (4) and North-
East Germany (5.1). 

Figure 3.28: Electric power output of 
Spanish wind turbines, January 4 till 
January 26 (incl.), 2010.
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The sharpest observed substantial drop in wind energy in Spain 
was 1.3 GW/hour, also on January 14. It happened between 3 am 
and 4 am, when demand was fortunately also declining by 1.5 GW 
(see figure 3.28 and 3.29). That day, wind power stayed above 9 GW 
during the daytime, which can be characterised as quite high. Wind 
covered 28% of electricity demand in Spain on January 14. During the 
daytime combined-cycle generators paired up with hydro to meet the 
sharp increase in demand. Hydro ramped up with up to 2.8 GW/hour 
and the gas turbine-driven combined cycles with almost 2 GW/hour. 
Even with the highest power demand in the country, only 50% of the 
installed hydro capacity was used and 46% of that of the combined 
cycles.

Figure 3.29: The various sources that 
covered Spanish electricity demand on 
January 14, 2010, a day with much wind.

Table 3.3: Installed generating capacity in Spain, end of 2009

Generation type Installed capacity Capacity factor
 GW %
Hydro 16.7 16.3

Nuclear 7.7 78.2

Coal 11.4 37.4

Oil/gas recips 3 38

Combined cycles 23.1 40.6

Others 21.6 14.8

Wind 18.7 22.3

Total 93.7 35
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One wonders what happens on a day with little wind, such as 
January 22, 2010. On that day, wind power dropped from 4.3 GW 
to less than 1 GW and stayed low during intermediate and peak 
electricity demand (figure 3.30). The gas-turbine-driven combined 
cycles were on line then with up to 13 GW and delivered the bulk 
of the intermediate load. Hydropower peaked at 9.5 GW at 7 pm. 
Compared to the totally installed power generating capacity, much 
reserve capacity was still available. The examples of January 14 and 
22, 2010, clearly show that Spain can handle the variability of wind 
power without relying on substantial imports and exports. The pre-
requisites are the presence of flexible hydropower and a large amount 
of gas-fuelled combined cycles. Even without any wind turbines, 

Figure 3.30: Coverage of Spanish 
electricity demand on January 22, 2010, 
when winds subsided.

Figure 3.31: Jan 4–Jan 26 (incl.) Wind 
power Spain (green = wind, blue is total 
supply, red is difference between total 
supply and wind supply.
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Spain has enough generating capacity to cover even its highest peaks 
in demand (= 40 GW). The unavoidable consequence of so much 
spare generating capacity is the very low capacity factor of only 35% 
of the total Spanish generating portfolio, which will be reflected 
in high capital costs per kWh produced. Many Spanish electricity 
producers are therefore losing money because of the low utilisation of 
their power plants.

Also in Spain, extreme differences in wind power can occur 
many times in a year. On November 9, 2010 at noon, wind power 
output was 14.5 GW, delivering 42.6% of Spanish electricity demand 
while on November 5 output was only 2.3 GW. On average, however, 
the variability of wind power in Spain does not really impair the 
daily dynamics in supply of the other generators. This is shown in 
figure 3.31, where electricity demand is in blue, wind power produc-
tion in green, while the red line represents what hydro, nuclear, coal 
and combined cycles have to produce. If the energy from wind power 
cannot be fully absorbed by demand, or if total electricity generation 
temporarily exceeds demand, pumped hydro is used for storage. 
Hydropower is the clear enabler for wind energy in Spain. However, 
if the wind capacity in Spain is further expanded without any 
restrictions on peak supply, congestion problems can be expected. 

Figure 3.32: Combined wind power 
output of Germany, Denmark and Spain 
(January 4 to January 26, 2010).
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The output pattern of wind power is such that postponing demand 
through smart white goods and water heating systems for a few hours 
will not help to smooth the pattern. Smart usage will, however, help 
to flatten the spiky daily morning and afternoon peaks. 

The wind variation characteristics as depicted in figure 3.31 do 
not really affect the variability in electricity supply from the other 
power sources. The highest change in Spanish power demand in 
the depicted time span was 6.2 GW per hour on January 13, 2010, 
a really cold and windy day with a weather alert in 30 provinces. 
Sources other than wind had to increase their output by a maximum 
of 6.6 GW/h due to a temporary drop in the wind. This was, however, 
a clear exception. The relatively slow changes in wind output in Spain 
tend to affect the base load rather than increase load variability. 

The idea that interconnecting Western Europe with the South by 
means of huge high-voltage transmission lines would help to smooth 
the output of European wind production has been checked here by 
adding together the wind-based power output of Spain, Denmark 
and Germany. Figure 3.32 shows that the combined output is still 
very peaky. At first sight, the advantage of extensive interconnections 
might be that overall zero wind output is avoided. A Europe-wide 
100% back-up for wind would no longer be needed. However, the 
price of that in terms of new interconnection capacity and large trans-
mission losses is very high. The problem of coinciding wind-power 
peaks is not just restricted to Europe. Recent publications show that 
the wind output patterns of the Australian states Victoria and South 
Australia also coincide, so in those regions too interconnecting does 
not provide much assistance. 

Some areas in the world experience distinct wind patterns. Exam-
ples are the primarily easterly so-called trade winds in the subtropics, 
caused by the heating of the air above the equator and the rotation of 

Figure 3.33: High wind speeds and low 
wind speeds can coincide over Europe 
(wind speeds in beaufort, see table 2 .1. 
on page 66.)
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the earth. This offers interesting possibilities for wind power. Never-
theless, in these regions also winds subside depending upon the time 
of day and the weather so that back-up capacity is needed. 

The examples of the typical characteristics of wind-based elec-
tricity production shown in this book reveal that introducing substan-
tial wind power will require an additional portfolio of fast-responding 
back-up generators. Such generators will have a relatively low utilisa-
tion factor. Only a limited number of power plants will be able to run 
at full output all the time, since substantial wind power capacity can 
often cover base load. If no curtailment of the occasional high output 
peaks from wind power is applied, much more transmission capacity, 
energy storage facilities and cross-border exchange are needed. Cap-
ping the high peaks from wind turbines, however, barely reduces their 
energy production but results in considerable cost savings. The output 
pattern of wind power on a time scale is such that smart homes with 
smart appliances can do little to smooth output. 

3.4 Effects of Solar PV output on system balancing

Chapter 1 and 2 already mentioned the huge amount of energy that 
the earth receives from the sun. Solar PC panels can capture part of 
that energy. The actual amount of sunshine, scientifically called solar 
irradiation, depends on location, the season, the time of day and 
cloud cover. In 2010, the average installed capacity of solar PV cells 
in Germany was 13.7 GW. That makes Germany the country with the 
highest amount of PV capacity in the world. About 10% of German 
PV cells, distributed all over the country, are connected to a nation-
wide information system (website www.sma.de). This provides a 
representative estimate of the electricity produced by all German PV 
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Figure 3.34: The calculated power 
output of all German solar panels over a 
few days in 2010.

cells with a 15-minute resolution. Figure 3.34 shows the dependence 
of German PV power output on the time of day for five days in 2010. 
Apart from the time of day, output is considerably affected by the 
weather. July 19 was an extremely sunny day and the total installed 
capacity of 13.7 GW of solar panels gave a peak output of 9.4 GW at 
2 pm. Five days later, on July 24, the sky was cloudier and the output 
peaked at only 4.3 GW. The ‘longest’ day of the year, June 21, was also 
disappointing for electricity production by PV cells due to the cloudy 
weather. In the autumn, sunshine in Germany is very modest, witness 
the low output on November 24. The combined output of all German 
solar panels will never reach 100% of the total installed nameplate 
capacity since not all panels have the right angle of tilt and the right 
orientation. Moreover, sunshine moves from east to west, introducing 
a time shift in irradiation: in the east the peak is reached at an earlier 
moment than in the west. 

The results for photovoltaics in Germany show that although the 
panels are distributed over an area of almost 160,000 km2, clouds 
can substantially lower the combined electricity production of PV. 
Locally, a really cloudy sky can reduce the output of PV cells by a 
factor of five compared to that for a clear sky. Moreover, during the 
darker seasons PV produces hardly any electricity. This means that 
PV needs a substantial amount of back-up capacity. Using the curves 
in figure 3.34 for approximating the electric energy produced by solar 
cells in Germany renders about 7.2 TWh of electric energy produc-
tion per year. The resulting capacity factor of the 13.7 GW of solar 
cells is then only 6%. The reasons for this low value are the limited 
amount of sunshine in Germany and the stated non-ideal orientation 
of the panels. In 2010, total electricity consumption in Germany was 
587 TWh, so the electricity produced by solar PV was only 1.2% of 
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total demand. Consequently, if Germany aims to harvest 5% of its 
electricity needs from the sun, it needs a PV capacity of some 60 GW. 
For a PV price of 4000 €/kW, 60 GW would require an investment of 
240 billion €. Germany’s gross domestic product amounted to almost 
2100 billion € in 2008.  

At noon on Monday July 19, 2010 electricity supply in Germany 
via the four German transmission system operators Amprion, EnBW, 
Tennet and ’50 Hertz’ was 52 GW. This probably only includes a 
minority of the PV electricity since that is primarily produced by 
smaller units supplying the distribution grid directly. This means that 
the electricity produced by PV has to be added to that supplied by the 
transmission system operators to find total demand. Only Amprion 
provides information about the output of solar PV in its region. 
Figure 3.35 shows that on July 19, 2010, solar output in the Amprion 
region peaked at 2 GW at noon. At the same time, Amprion supplied 
about 22 GW to its customers, therefore solar PV provided almost 
10% of instantaneous demand. Relatively speaking, this is still a large 
amount for a technology that was introduced as a practical electricity 
source only a few years ago. However, this high output happens only 
on the sunniest days of the year. 

Figure 3.35: Comparison of the solar PV 
output in the Amprion TSO region with 
the estimated output from "www.sma.
de" for Germany as a whole. 

The European Union’s ultimate aim is that solar PV will cover 12% 
of electricity needs in Europe. That means that Germany will have to 
install 10 times as much capacity as the operational capacity in 2010. 
Figure 3.36 shows that with the current amount of solar PV in the 
Amprion region, solar PV conveniently helps to cover summer power 
demand a little by flattening the demand that would otherwise have 
to be provided by other generators. However, if four times as much 
PV capacity is installed, peak output in the Amprion region would be 
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8 GW, which would substantially depress conventional production 
(figure 3.37). With 10 times as much solar PV capacity as today, thus 
equalling the target set by the EU, other supply sources would be 
almost totally sidelined. As a result, conventional power plants would 
have to cover two large peaks per day, which would negatively affect 
their performance and capacity factor. In addition, the variability in 
PV output from day to day will be large because of weather effects. 
Moreover, during the darker seasons, solar PV hardly produces any 
energy so that no reduction in installed conventional capacity is 

Figure 3.36: Power supply in the 
Amprion TSO region on July 19, 2010, a 
day with much sunshine in Germany. The 
yellow part is provided by solar energy; 
red is what conventional power plants 
had to produce.

Figure 3.37: Simulation of the situation 
on July 19, 2010, if the installed capacity 
of solar PV in the Amprion TSO region 
were 4 or 10 times higher. 
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possible. In summertime, the high output of solar PV might be used to 
cover demand from electric commuter cars parked at the premises of 
employers. However, in winter that does not work either. It is clear that 
the EU goals for solar power will have substantial consequences for the 
electricity sector. 

In areas much closer to the equator and further removed from 
the sea, performance of solar PV is much better. Nevertheless, solar 
PV never produces energy in the evenings when homes need much 
electricity for cooking, lighting and entertainment. In the west of the 
state of Texas, USA, the sky is generally bright. Closer to the Atlantic 
coast, much more clouds are present. Figure 3.38 shows the electric 
energy production of a 1 kW solar PV demonstration unit at a school 
in West Texas. In 2009, it produced 1169 kWh resulting in a capacity 
factor of 13%. That is considerably better than the 6% in the German 
situation. In summer, much solar PV capacity in Texas will help to 
cover the daytime peak in demand (see also figure 3.8). In winter, 
however, solar PV will decrease the output of other sources in Texas 
around noon, resulting in larger peaks of a relatively short duration 
for the power sources. 

Figure 3.38: Electricity production by a 
1 kW solar PV installation in the west of 
Texas. 

The major problem of solar PV is that its power output follows 
demand only in hot countries, provided much air conditioning is 
installed and buildings are poorly insulated. In many areas in the 
world, most solar energy is captured in summer when electricity 
demand is low, while at times of high demand on dark winter eve-
nings the output from solar PV is close to zero. An additional renew-
able source of electricity, wave power, might have its highest output in 
darker seasons, but its variability in output probably closely correlates 
with that of wind. Tidal power, another renewable energy source, has 
a periodic character, while its peak in output shifts to a later moment 
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by 40 minutes per day. Both wave power and tidal power are not 
expected to be large contributors to world electricity production.

3.5 Storage of electric energy

It would be attractive if electric energy could easily be stored so that 
peaks and valleys in demand could be smoothed and temporary excess 
output from renewable sources could be stored for later use. The 
nature of electric energy is such that it can only be stored directly as 
an electric charge in a so-called capacitor. A capacitor consists of two 
opposite plates with a dielectric medium in the space between them. 
Unfortunately, the storage capacity of even the most advanced capaci-
tors is limited to 0.3 Wh/kg (0.0003 kWh/kg) and they cost more 
than € 5000 per kWh of stored energy. Some improvement might be 
possible, since laboratory experiments indicate that 5 Wh/kg might be 
reached. Another complication is that the charge leaks away in roughly 
one day. Consequently, capacitors are only suitable for short-term 
energy storage. They can be used to cover very short time spans of lack 
of power supply, but their main application will be to capture braking 
energy in electric cars. If a substantial amount of electric energy has to 
be stored, electric energy has to be converted into mechanical energy or 
chemical energy. Batteries are an example of chemical energy storage, 
while pumped hydro, compressed air and flywheels are examples of 
mechanical energy storage. The storage of energy must always be seen 
in the economic context of electricity supply. If direct generation of 
electricity or if curtailing the output of renewable energy sources is 

Figure 3.39: An energy storage 
system for balancing between 
electricity production and electricity 
consumption. If there is excess 
production, the splitter leads energy 
to the storage system for later 
release when consumption outpaces 
production. 
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much cheaper, direct or indirect storage of electricity is not an eco-
nomic option. 

Opting for storage of electric energy and selecting the optimum 
storage system require thorough knowledge of the time-based patterns 
of the electric energy to be charged and discharged. These patterns 
determine which key performance indicators (KPIs) are relevant for 
the storage system. To cover a contingency such as the sudden loss of 
a generator or a load, rapid release or absorption of energy is crucial. 
This means that in this case the power of the storage system expressed 
in MW is important. For covering a few hours of peak demand each 
day from storage, both power (MW/GW) and energy (MWh/GWh) 
are relevant. For saving energy harvested in summer for use in winter, 
storage of large amounts of energy, preferably in the range of TWh, is 
important. Later in this chapter, a number of key performance indica-
tors of different storage systems will be shown. First, a few examples 
will be given to illustrate typical aspects of electricity storage. It 
might mean some number crunching for the reader, but ultimately it 
provides much insight into the consequences of energy storage. 

3.5.1 Smoothing wind power output

The energy output from wind turbines appears to be very variable. 
Short-duration high peaks are interspersed with periods of moderate 
output and sometimes up to 10 days without any output at all. To cover 
10 days of no output from wind by energy storage, much energy has 
to be stored. High peaks of short duration in wind output allow only 
a short time for energy storage, while releasing the stored energy back 
into the grid might take a much longer time. However, the opposite can 
also be true. An extreme case helps to illustrate these issues.

In an example based on data from Denmark, a wind farm with 
an installed capacity of 500 MW experiences high winds for 3.3 days 
followed by no wind for 10 days. The total time span of this mental 
experiment is therefore 3.3 + 10 = 13.3 days. We will now try to find 
out how energy storage can flatten the variable output of the wind farm 
into a constant output. Figure 3.39 schematically represents the storage 
system and figure 3.40 illustrates the result. The averaged output of the 
wind farm during the 13.3 days in this example equals 500  3.3/(10 
+ 3.3) ≈ 125 MW, representing a capacity factor of 125/500  100% = 
25%. The storage system intended to flatten the output of the wind farm 
is presumed to have a ‘turn-around efficiency’, or ‘round-trip efficiency’, 
of 80%, resulting in losing 20% of the energy sent to the storage system. 
This means that the average output of the combination of wind farm 
and accumulator will be less than the average output of 125 MW from 
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the wind farm. Some iterative calculations reveal that the average net 
output from the combined system of wind farm and storage system 
will be about 105 MW. During the 3.3 days with the high output from 
the wind farm, the energy splitter (figure 3.39) ensures that 105 MW 
is directly sent to consumers. In the same time span of 3.3 days, an 
amount of (500 – 105) MW  3.3 days  24 hours = 31.2 GWh of 
energy will be sent to the energy storage system. Because of the turn-
around efficiency of the accumulator of 80%, only 31.2 GWh  0.8 
≈ 25 GWh will be available for consumption. That means that during 
the 10 days of no wind, the accumulator can supply 25 GWh/(10 days 
 24hours) ≈ 105 MW to the grid. We presume that the 20% losses 
of the storage system are equally distributed between charging and 
discharging. The efficiency of the charging and discharging steps are 
then each about √0.8, so that the accumulator has to store 31.2 GWh  
√ 0.8 ≈ 28 GWh. The charging/discharging losses of the storage system 
ultimately result in an effective capacity factor of 105/500 = 21% of the 
combination of wind farm and storage system, although the wind farm 
itself had a capacity factor of 25%. Therefore, at least theoretically, we 
can smooth the variability of the output of the wind park, although it 
will involve energy losses and therefore loss in net output. 

Now, the proper storage system has to be selected. Energy 
storage of 28 GWh in conventional lead-acid batteries would need an 
investment of at least 2.1 billion €, since a 1 kWh lead-acid battery 
costs about 75 €. This adds substantially to the total investment, with 
the wind park itself requiring an investment of roughly 1 billion €. 
In practice, the costs of the storage system would be much higher 

Figure 3.40: Example of wind output 
smoothing with energy storage. 
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still, since fully discharging lead-acid batteries drastically reduces 
their life. Moreover, lead-acid batteries prefer slow charging and more 
rapid discharging rather than the fast charging and slow discharging 
needed in this example. A depth of discharge (DOD) of 50% would 
be a maximum for such batteries, resulting in doubling the investment 
in batteries. Ultimately, in this example, an output-smoothing system 
based on conventional lead-acid batteries would increase the costs 
of wind power by a factor of almost five. Lithium-based batteries, 
another storage technology, can accept a much faster charging and 
discharging, and also a much deeper DOD, but such batteries cost at 
least 800 €/kWh. Such batteries are more suitable for use in electric 
vehicles with their frequent charging and discharging. 

A more appropriate system for storing wind-based energy is 
pumped hydro, where excess electric energy is used to pump water 
into a high-altitude reservoir so that the potential energy of the water 
can later be turned into electricity via turbine-generator systems. 
The reference costs of such a combination of a pumping system and 
a water-turbine-generator are estimated at about 400 €/kW each. For 
the water storage reservoir, an investment of 30 €/kWh can be seen 

Table 3.4: Example of cost analysis of a pumped hydro installation 
to smooth fluctuations from a 500 MW wind park.

System needs Specific costs Investment needed

Pumping power 395 MW 400 €/kW 158 M€

Turbine-generator 105 MW 400 €/kW 42 M€

Water storage 28 GWh 30 €/kWh 840 M€

Total investment  1040 M€
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as a guideline. Table 3.4 puts the total investment costs for smoothing 
the output of a 500 MW wind farm with pumped hydro as in the 
previous example at 963 million € . This is a factor of four lower than 
with lead-acid batteries, while the technical life of pumped hydro is 
practically infinite. Lead-acid batteries might need replacement every 
10 years. Nevertheless, even using pumped hydro to smooth wind 
output over a time span of 13 days will double the cost of wind-based 
electricity and result in an electricity price of at least 23 €cts/kWh. 
That is still excluding transmission and distribution costs and taxes. 
One might argue that the example given is based on extremes. 
However, if wind-based power during high winds is not curtailed, 
the water pumping equipment should be able to handle the highest 
peaks so the installed pumping power capacity cannot be decreased. 
In addition, time spans of 10 days with almost no wind do occur in 
practice so that the required storage capacity cannot be reduced. 

The two examples given here show that smoothing the variability 
in output of wind parks with batteries and pumped hydro storage sys-
tems is not really cost-effective. Curtailing the peaks in output from 
wind and using appropriate flexible back-up generators ultimately 
offers a much cheaper solution. 

3.5.2 Smoothing solar PV output

Smoothing the daily variations of electricity output from solar PV with 
energy storage provides another example. On an average summer day, 
with only a few occasional clouds passing by, the capacity factor of 
solar PV can reach about 15% in many areas in the world. Figure 3.41 
gives in blue the output pattern of a PV unit of 10 kW peak capacity. 
This output resembles the shape of the PV output pattern in figure 3.34 
for June 21, 2010 in Germany. A PV unit of 10 kW (peak) with a 15% 
capacity factor will then produce per day: 10 kW  24 hours  0.15 = 
36 kWh. With energy storage, we can smooth these 36 kWh into a flat 
consumption level during the intermediate load hours between 7 am 
and 23 pm. The smoothed power output is then 36 kWh/(23–7h) = 
2.25 kW, if we ignore the energy losses involved with storage. 

 Early in the morning, right after 6 o’clock, the output of the PV 
cell slightly exceeds the consumption of 2.25 kW so that the battery 
will store a tiny amount of energy. Between 7 until 8, electricity 
consumption exceeds electricity production so that the battery releases 
some energy. From 9 am until 6 pm, the PV system will directly 
deliver 2.25 kW of electricity to consumers, while the remaining 
electricity produced is stored in the battery. Ultimately, the battery will 
store some 25 kWh during the day. With a lead-acid battery, the bat-
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tery capacity should be at least 50 kWh because of the limited depth 
of discharge of 50%. This involves an investment of about 50 kWh  
75 €/kWh = 4000 €, while the PV cell might cost 30,000 € (= 10  
3000 €/kW (peak)). Therefore, daily smoothing of the output of solar 
PV with batteries will just slightly increase the costs of PV-based 
electricity in this example. Yet, the costs of such a PV-based electricity 
supply system are very high because of the high capital investment per 
effective kW. Even if the price of solar PV cells drops to 1000 €/kW 
(peak), an investment of 10,000 € + 4000 € = 14,000 € for a unit with 
2.25 kW of smoothed output remains very high. 

The example of storing PV electricity to create a smooth output 
during intermediate load hours as given here is somewhat positive 
in respect of costs. In reality, during a very sunny day, the PV cell 
will send out its peak power, resulting temporarily in charging power 
higher than in the example given above by a factor of 2.5. This means 
that the energy charging system has to be designed for a high power 
level. Moreover, even in summer, a series of dark days can occur so 
that much more storage capacity is needed than given in the example. 
In addition, the energy losses connected with battery storage have not 
been taken into account here. 

In the darker seasons, the output of solar PV systems can be close 
to zero for a number of months. Suppose there is a large PV plant of 
100 MW (peak) in the south of Germany, while half of its annual 
electricity production is sent to pumped-hydro storage for use in the 
dark months of November, December, January and February. The 
capacity factor of solar PV in Germany is only 6%, so the annual 
electric energy produced by the 100 MW (peak) plant is 100 MW  

Figure 3.41: Converting solar PV energy 
into smoothed intermediate load.
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0.06  8760 hours = 52.6 GWh. The elevated water basin to store 
90% (due to efficiency loss) of half of this 52.6 GWh will cost about 
24 GWh  30 M€/GWh = 720 M€ (see table 3.4). The required 
pumping power capacity is estimated at 70 MW to accommodate the 
peaks in PV output. The turbine-generator capacity that has to deliver 
the electricity in the dark months will be about 15 MW. Pump, 
turbine and generator require an estimated capital investment of some 
35 M€. Additional transmission line investments have again been 
left out here. The total investment of 720 + 35 = 755 M€ is needed 
for supplying only 24 GWh  0.9 = 21.6 GWh per year. The 0.9 is 
again the efficiency of the water-turbine-generator combination. In 
assuming annual capital costs, depreciation and operation and main-
tenance costs of 8% of the capital invested, the resulting additional 
costs for storage are at least 755 M€  0.08/21.6 GWh = 2.8 €/kWh. 
This example shows that storing solar energy from production in 
summer for use in winter is not an economically viable option. 

The examples given prove that storing electric energy over time 
spans of more than a few days is prohibitively costly. For wind-based 
systems with enough storage to cover 10 days of no wind, the combined 
costs of electricity production will be at least 23 €cts/ kWh. Storing 
solar energy from the bright summer days for the dark winter season 
can raise the costs of solar-PV-based electricity to 400 €cts/ kWh. 
Producing electricity with coal-fired, gas-fired and nuclear generators 
costs on average only between 4 and 8 €cts/kWh. 

3.5.3 Compressed-air energy storage

Another storage technology, compressed-air energy storage (CAES), 
uses ‘excess’ electricity to compress air to a pressure of about 70 bar. 
Compressed air at 70 bar and ambient temperature has a low energy 
density of only 29 MJ/m3, compared with e.g. compressed natural gas 
at 70 bar that has 2.5 GJ/m3. Storing compressed air can therefore only 
be considered if cheap natural storage volume is available. Examples of 
such storage volumes are salt caverns, aquifers and caverns in hard rock 
formations. Compressed-air storage in a steel tank or a composite tank 
is very expensive and cumbersome. The mass of steel needed is directly 
proportional to pressure and volume, resulting in total investments per 
kWh resembling that of electrochemical batteries. Since the volume 
of such a tank is fixed (isochoric), the pressure will depend upon the 
amount of air stored. That means that both the compressor and the 
expander must be able to handle a wide range of pressure ratios. It is 
much better to use storage systems based on hydrostatic/geostatic pres-
sure so that the stored air always has the same pressure.
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The simplest CAES method is to use close to isothermal 
compression of air. Isothermal means that the temperature of the air 
is close to constant during the compression process. This can only 
be approached if the air is compressed in many stages with coolers 
between the stages. The pressurised air in the storage system is later 
used as combustion air for a gas turbine. A more advanced system 
under investigation uses adiabatic compression. Adiabatic compres-
sion means that the air is not cooled during the compression process. 
The air can then reach a temperature of close to 700 °C (see figure 
3.42). The heat of the hot air is subsequently stored upstream of the 
air reservoir. If the compressed air is used, it passes the heat storage 
again and heats up before using it as combustion air for the gas tur-
bine. Water is an ideal medium to store heat (see section 3.5.4), but it 
can only be used up to a temperature of about 280 °C at 60 bar pres-
sure since above that temperature it will boil. Molten salts (sodium 
nitrate, potassium nitrate) can be used in a second storage stage up 
to a temperature of about 570 °C. Heating the compressed air before 
expansion is key to all CAES since it increases the volume of expand-
able air. Therefore, storing as much heat from the hot compressed air 
as possible minimises fuel consumption for preheating. 

Figure 3.42: Temperature increase by 
compressing air without any cooling 
of the compressed air in an idealised 
compressor.

Two CAES plants exist in the world. Eon’s 290 MW output 
Huntorf plant in Germany is the world’s first utility-scale CAES plant. 
It was commissioned in 1978 and initially was in almost daily use to 
cover part of peak electricity demand. In 2000, however, less than 100 
starts and stops were made per year. The 110 MW plant in McIntosh, 
Alabama, commissioned in 1991, is the other one. That plant also 
provides peaking power. Figure 3.43 schematically illustrates the 
process of both plants. Air is compressed in a close to isothermal pro-
cess by a multi-stage compressor with intercoolers. The compressor 
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is driven by an electric motor that uses electric energy from the grid 
when electricity is cheap at times of low demand. Clutch B is open 
and valve B closed during the compression process. When electricity 
has to be delivered, clutch A is open and valve A is closed, while valve 
B is open and clutch B is closed. Air flowing from the reservoir is 
preheated in a heat exchanger using heat from the exhaust gas leaving 
the turbine. This heat exchanger is called a recuperator. After that, 
a combustor using natural gas as its fuel further heats the air. The 
McIntosh plant requires 0.69 kWh of electricity for compression and 
1.17 kWh of fuel for the heater for each kWh of electricity output. At 
first sight, one might then presume that the energetic efficiency of this 
storage system equals 1/(0.69 + 1.17) = 54%. However, proponents 
of the technology state that heat can never be converted into electric 
energy with 100% efficiency. By convention, they use a standard 50% 
efficiency for heat into electricity conversion and use the resulting 
0.5  1.17 kWh = 0.585 kWh per kWh output as input for the 
storage system. That results in a ‘turn-around efficiency’ of 78.5% 

Figure 3.43: The basic process of CEAS in 
Huntorf and Alabama.
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for the McIntosh installation. The earlier Huntorf installation has a 
turn-around efficiency of only 62.5%, even according to the positive 
definition. Admittedly, the positive definition creates some confusion. 

Whatever the definition of the turn-around efficiency, ultimately 
the performance of a storage system has to be expressed in economic 
terms. In an idealised case with three hours per day of peak demand 
and more than six hours of low demand during the night, the 
air-storage cavity can be smoothly filled with compressed air with 
electricity at a low price of say 3 €cts /kWh. It is estimated here that 
the specific investment of the total storage installation based on the 
output power will be about 1500 €/kW. Further details of the costs 
involved are given in figure 3.44. The capital costs in particular mean 
that the costs of the discharged electricity are about 19 €cts/kWh, 
almost double that of a gas-fuelled peaking power plant. Even if the 
fuel costs double and the electricity for pumping is free of charge, 
peaking electricity from CAES is still more expensive than that from 
a special peaking plant. 

Figure 3.44: Economic comparison 
of a CAES system with a gas-fuelled 
generating system for covering daily 
peaks in electricity demand for 3 
hours per day during 365 days per year 
(storage cavity costs not included).
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3.5.4 Energy storage as heat in water

Water has great capacity to store heat. Figure 3.45 shows the concept 
of using a water tank for storing heat. Hot water is slightly lighter than 
cold water, so that the hottest water tends to stay in the upper part of 
the water tank. Obviously, the amount of energy that can be stored in 
such a tank is directly proportional with the volume of the tank. If we 
take an example of a tank of 5 m3, the tank contains a water mass of 
about 5000 kg. The heat capacity of water, i.e. its specific heat capacity, 
equals 4.185 kJ/(kg K), which means that if we cool the tank’s contents 
from 90 °C to 60 °C, an amount of heat ΔQ equal to:

ΔQ = 5000  4.185  (90 – 60) = 628 MJ, is released.

This is roughly the same amount of heat as by burning 20 m3 of 
natural gas in a boiler. If the 628 MJ of heat is consumed in 10 hours, 
the heat flow is 628/10 = 62.8 MJ/h or about 17.5 kW. That is enough 
to heat five well insulated family homes. Therefore, a substantial 
energy buffering capacity is available when each home would be 
equipped with a water-based heat storage tank of 1 m3. Domestic-size 
heat storage units can be mass produced which lowers the costs. 

Figure 3.45 The principle of storing 
heat in a hot water tank. Instead of a 
cogeneration unit, a heat pump driven 
by an electric motor can also supply the 
heat to the storage tank. 
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Large-scale heat storage tanks are also relatively cheap. A well insu-
lated tank of 5000 m3 costs roughly 100 €/m3, which converts to a 
specific investment of 35 €/kW if the heat is presumed to be released 
during 10 hours. The specific investment per kWh of heat stored is 
only 3 €/kWh. This is very cheap compared with the storage systems 
for electricity as discussed in this chapter. One might argue that heat 
at a temperature level below 100 °C cannot be used for electricity 
generation. However, electric energy is often used to produce heat, so 
that storing heat can be a good option for balancing electricity supply 
and demand. 

3.5.5 Energy storage based on gas compared with other storage 
techniques

Gas, natural gas and biogas, where methane is the major constituent, 
when stored at 70 bar pressure, have an energy density close to a a 
hundre d times higher than that of compressed air. Therefore, only a 
fraction of the compression energy and storage volume is needed for 
gas-based energy storage compared with that of compressed air. In 
a fully sustainable world, using stored biogas for peaking power, for 
covering contingency demand and for bridging differences between 
seasons seems to be the most economical solution. Until that point is 
reached, sufficient natural gas is available as a buffer. Using hydrogen 
as a storage medium is much less attractive than methane-based gas 
because of the losses involved in producing it, its much lower volu-
metric energy density than natural gas as well as the safety aspects. The 
energy density of hydrogen is lower than that of methane by a factor of 
3.6, while the turn-around efficiency of using hydrogen as a medium is 
less than 40%, and in practice reaches about 25%. 

Other energy storage systems, such as super capacitors and 
flywheels, are mainly intended for solving very fast and short-term 
electricity supply problems rather than covering daily, weekly or 
seasonal imbalance between demand and economic supply by genera-
tors. Both have a high charge and discharge power capacity and small 
energy storage capacity. Lithium-based batteries could also be used 
for fast balancing in case of multiple charging/discharging cycles per 
day, but these batteries are very expensive. 

Long-term energy storage over the seasons is currently only 
economically possible with solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and with 
existing hydropower systems. As an example, the United Kingdom 
has coal stocks of 24 million tonnes, equivalent to 55 TWh of elec-
tricity. A typical gas cavern of 10 million m3 at 70 bar holds 24.5 PJ 
of energy based on the lower heating value that can be transformed 
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into about 3.4 TWh of electricity. Short-term storage with daily 
charging and discharging might only be attractive in some cases, 
especially with isolated PV systems. Electricity from PV systems is 
expensive anyhow. Covering daily peaks with compressed air storage 
systems appears to be close to two times as expensive as using 
gas-fuelled peakers, still excluding the storage volume costs. Pumped 
hydro with daily use of the capacity renders about the same costs 
per delivered peaking kWh as gas-fuelled peakers, but the amount of 
suitable locations for pumped hydro is limited. 

3.5.6 Key performance indicators for energy storage systems

Having key performance indicators for storage systems is crucial in 
the economic decision-making process for solving problems related to 
electricity balancing. Table 3.5 gives an overview of the KPIs of storage 
systems as found in the literature. The actual KPIs will depend on the 
local boundary conditions. The solution of natural gas and biogas in 
combination with fast-reacting fuel-based generators is not included in 
table 3.5. That solution, however, is by far the cheapest and most effec-
tive one. Storing such gases in caverns only adds approximately 10% 
to the fuel costs, while the generating units are amongst the cheapest 
(≈ 500 €/kW) in terms of the power-based investments. 

Table 3.5: Comparison of key performance indicators (KPIs) 
of the major storage systems (approximate values)

          KPI Unit Pumped Electrochemical Hydrogen Heat Flywheel Compressed
  hydro batteries utility scale    air (CAES)
Energy-storage 
investment €/kWh 30–60 150–400 >200 3–100 >500 >30

Power-based 
investment €/kW 750–1000 >1800 >1800 30–2000 >400 1500

Turn-around 
efficiency % 75–85 < 85 25–40 70 90 70

Ramp-up time s 15–60 instantaneous 20 2–100 2 30

Time-based loss %/day – 1–10 – 0.2 >5 1

O&M storage
 % of the 

<2 10 5 2 <3 1–3 capital
 investment

Storage system life years/cycles 100 year >2000 cycles >20 year ? 5 year >20 year

O&M converters
 % of the 

5 10 5 3 3 3 capital
 investment

Life converters years 30 >10 15 20 ? 20

Depth of discharge % 90 50–80 90 50 50 90
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This chapter provides typical information about the variability in 
demand of electric energy. A main conclusion is that different countries 
can have completely different demand patters. This, in combination 
with indigenous fuel resources or the possibilities for hydropower, 
means that the power generation techniques used can also differ 
considerably from country to country. In addition, electricity produced 
by wind turbines and photovoltaic cells has characteristics deviating 
from country to country. Balancing and storage solutions that seem 
appropriate at one location can be completely inadequate at another. 
In addition, the common belief that extensive transmission grids will 
help to smooth peaks and valleys in the output of renewable resources 
appears not to be true. Electrochemical batteries, compressed air and 
even pumped hydro offer no economical options for the storage of 
energy to cover extended time spans with no output from wind-based 
and solar-based power capacity. However, such storage systems can 
help to smooth short-term variations in output from renewable sources. 
Gas with methane as the major constituent appears to have excellent 
properties to serve as a quality fuel for both short-term and seasonal 
balancing capacity.

SummarySummarySummarySummary
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Investors in new power plants as well as political 
decision makers face huge challenges with respect 
to attaining a secure, affordable and clean electricity 
supply. There are many uncertainties about 
fuel availability, emission limits and economic 
developments. There is competition in open energy 
markets and it is not clear what the best market model 
for a commodity such as electricity is. This makes it 
very difficult to decide which electricity generating 
technology is the optimum. Next to that, a large-scale 
introduction of, often subsidised, renewable energy 
sources tends to disturb the delicate balancing of power 
production and power demand. This chapter discusses 
the challenges and defines key performance indicators 
of generators, finally leading to the solution of smart 
power generation.

Smart power generation – 
The road to the goal

 by Jacob Klimstra
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4.1 Challenges for political decision makers and for 
investors in power plants

Chapters 1 and 2 showed that electricity will play a growing role as 
an energy carrier. Globally, demand for electric energy will increase 
considerably, especially in developing countries. That offers interesting 
prospects for the power sector, but the challenges increase even faster 
than electricity demand. For a long time, utilities in the true sense of the 
word took care of the supply of electricity. Serving the community was 
the ‘raison d’ être’ of these utilities. They were characterised by a long-
term vision, solid investments and best-quality equipment. Close links of 
the utilities (often government owned) with national and local govern-
ments, facilitated a stable and steady strategy with well-balanced invest-
ments in generators, as well as in transmission and distribution systems. 
Daily demand patterns were quite predictable and electricity production 
was easily allocated to the available generators without any competition. 
Dedicated tariff systems ensured that all costs, also investments for the 
future, were fully apportioned to the customers. Making profits was not 
an immediate goal, although government bodies welcomed any financial 
proceeds. For the customer, there was no choice of supplier. 

Advocates of the free market convinced politicians in many 
countries that full competition on all aspects of electricity generation, 

Figure 4.1: The ‘new world’ for the 
electricity sector. 
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distribution and retail would noticeably reduce costs and conse-
quently lower the price that customers had to pay. Moreover, selling 
the utilities to private enterprises released much money for the public 
sector, albeit only once. Many utilities had to unbundle production, 
transmission, distribution and retail of electricity. Single parties were 
only allowed to have a limited part of the market. A free choice of 
supplier for the customer was supposed to stimulate competition. 
Gone were the days that the power producers could just execute their 
long-term strategies and be sure of survival. In addition, uncertainty 
about fuel availability and price, threats of levies and caps on green-
house gas emissions, as well as escalating costs of new power plants, 
completely changed the quiet life of power companies.

Power stations have a technical life of 40 to 50 years. Therefore, 
decisions made about technology to be installed at present will have 
an effect over many decades. Some countries desperately need addi-
tional generating capacity, but their policy makers and governments 
ventilate plans for a completely different way of generating electricity 
within a time span of less than 30 years. Uncertainty about the 
technical and economical success of carbon capture and sequestration 
makes one wonder if coal-fired power plants with their high specific 
CO2 production might have a future. Yet, coal is abundantly available 
and still relatively cheap. Natural gas resources also seem to be 
promising, at least globally, but one wonders who will get the gas and 
at what price. Much of the gas is in countries where national policies 
determine where the gas will end up. In areas of severe political 
conflicts, the idea of free global markets will rapidly disappear. Recent 
accidents with nuclear power plants create much aversion to this 
technology by the public. Economic growth, an important factor in 
demand for electricity, is also uncertain. Nobody knows if and when 
stagnation will occur again that might reduce the need for more 
electric energy. Nobody knows for sure which scenario will develop: 
a rapid leap forward into a renewable society, a continuation of busi-
ness as usual or an increased international friction with struggle for 
survival. Therefore, it is not easy to choose the proper technology for 
new electricity generating equipment.

Adding to all this uncertainty is the advent of renewable elec-
tricity sources such as wind turbines, solar PV cells and wave energy. 
Lobbying groups have successfully convinced politicians to release 
large subsidies for renewable energy but the resulting non-competitive 
costs of electricity are becoming a burden on some economies. 
Customers in Denmark pay a high price for their electricity; Spain 
has already drastically adapted its support program for renewable 
energy while industry in Germany is complaining about high prices 
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for its energy needs. Instead of directly stimulating research towards 
cheaper and more effective renewable technologies, governments 
have often promoted the large-scale deployment of technologies that 
were sometimes not yet competitive. Furthermore, the intermittent 
character of wind and solar-based energy has complicated the task of 
balancing electricity production and demand.

In many countries, dedicated transmission system operators 
(TSOs) are now responsible for balancing electricity production and 
demand. Legislation often prohibits TSOs from owning generating 
equipment so that they must purchase power-balancing services as 
well as reserve capacity for contingencies from commercial power 
producers. Such balancing services are called ancillary services. Power 
plant operators complain about insufficient financial compensation 
given for the extra wear and tear of their equipment caused by these 
ancillary services. The additional wear occurs due to fast ramping up 
and down the output of the power plant. In some countries, TSOs 
can own generating equipment but may use it only in the case of an 
emergency. This results in a low utilisation factor and, therefore, in 
high capital costs per kWh. 

Renewable sources of electricity substantially complicate the 
task of transmission system operators. This is because of the large 
variations in their power output over time. Often, wind-based and 
solar-based generators have no output at all, or a very low output, 
even when combining the output of many generators stretched over a 
large area. Therefore, reducing the installed capacity of conventional 
power plants is hardly possible. With much renewable power capacity, 
the utilisation factor of conventional power stations decreases 
resulting in higher capital costs and higher maintenance costs per 
kWh produced. In addition, uncertainties in predicting the output 
of renewable sources makes that more rapidly deployable reserve 
capacity is required. TSOs see a huge expansion of their high-voltage 
transmission lines as the optimum solution. However, chapter 3 of 
this book has shown that interconnecting wind-based and solar-based 
generators over distant areas has only a limited smoothing effect on 
their output peaks. High output peaks from wind power occur in case 
of high winds, while weather systems leading to high winds generally 
cover a substantial area. Next to that, bright skies leading to high 
output of solar-based systems are in general also not a local thing. 
Solutions other than just huge transmission systems are needed in 
order to smooth the output of renewable power. 

It is also clear that an extensive and costly transmission system 
does not help to remove the differences in electricity demand and pro-
duction from season to season. High-voltage lines cannot store energy; 
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high electricity demand in darker and colder seasons can only be met 
by dispatchable generating capacity. A super grid of interacting high-
voltage lines controlled by complicated data handling systems might 
even introduce new vulnerabilities. In order to have a secure energy 
supply, storage of energy in the shape of fuels or large hydro reservoirs 
is required, as well as diversification in energy sources. Natural gas is 
an example of a fuel that can be stored in large quantities at relatively 
low costs. The balancing of electricity production and demand should 
be carried out as close as possible to the point of consumption to avoid 
high transmission losses and large investments in transmission lines. 

Further challenges arise from a possible large-scale introduction 
of electric vehicles. Although such vehicles might help by filling up 
valleys in electricity demand during the night, the big question is if 
such an idealistic scheme fits with real-life needs. Smart homes would 
be another means to improve the balancing of power, but that only 
helps to solve short-term variations. Electric heat pumps in combina-
tion with hot water storage in homes can help for peak shaving, but 
any more than a smoothing of daily electricity consumption patterns 
cannot be expected from such an application. Therefore, most of the 
challenges have to be solved by a kind of smart power generation. 
This third chapter will further discuss the key performance indicators 
of generating equipment essential for the reliable, efficient, flexible 
and economic production of electric energy. 

4.2 Key performance indicators of power plants

Power plants have to be competitive, but each plant type does not neces-
sarily offer optimum performance in every segment of power produc-
tion. Some plant types are better in base load, while others are more 
suitable for intermediate load or for peaking power. Some technologies 
have excellent properties for quickly providing back-up power that 
power plants that are more static cannot deliver. It will be clear that 
base-load plants should have low fuel costs, that peaking plants should 
need relatively low investments and that intermediate-load plants are 
somewhere in between. Figure 4.3 shows the typical demand pattern 
in the United Kingdom of a Wednesday in November 2010. The figure 
helps to understand that a dedicated type of power plant can best meet 
each segment of the load. The peaking plants have to run less than 4 
hours with much variability in output; the intermediate load plants must 
be able to ramp up rapidly in the morning and deliver close to constant 
output during some 15 hours. The peaking plants might even assist the 
intermediate-type plants during the ramping up. The base-load plants 
can run 24-hours at fixed load. The following sub-chapters will discuss 

 Figure 4.2: Transmission grids: not by 
definition the universal panacea.
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Figure 4.3: A typical autumn-day power-
demand pattern in the United Kingdom.

Key Performance Unit Hard coal Lignite Nuclear GTCC Gas engine simple
Indicators     > 300 MW cycle > 5MW

Investment €/kW 1500 1700 3000 750 500
Net fuel 
efficiency % 40 36 33 55 47

Fuel price €/GJ 4 3 1 5 5
Operation + 
mainten. costs €/MWh 10 12 10 10 10

Specific CO2 
emission g/kWh 820 1030 – 370 450

Lead time to 
commissioning months 40 45 60 24 12

Start up + 
synchronise time min 300 300 300 5 1 

Ramp-up rate %/min 3 2 3 3–5 20

Table 4.1: Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) of some modern power plant 
types at full output (the numbers are 
average indicative values based on 
the literature; individual projects can 
considerably deviate).

a series of key performance indicators of power plants. The intention is 
rather to give the reader insight into important aspects of power plants 
than serve as a handbook for the selection of a power plant. 

4.2.1 Specific capital costs

In a liberalised electricity market, an electricity generating company 
has to use the same financing philosophy as any commercial company. 
For investments, enterprises use their own cash as well as capital from 
shareholders and loans from a bank. Ultimately, a company wants to 
make a higher profit on its capital than the interest rate that a bank 
offers because of a desire for solid profits and for covering the business 
risk of losing the invested capital.
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The averaged payment rate for capital is by definition called the 
discount rate R:

R = Own capital fraction  profit rate + Loan fraction  bank 
interest rate  

As an example, for a typical 30% own capital fraction, a desired 
profit rate of 15% and a bank loan rate of 5%, the discount rate R is 
8%, since 0.3  15% + (1 –0.3)  5% = 8%. 

The life of a power plant is limited, so the investment has to be 
depreciated within a number of years. Large power plants have a 
supposed life of at least 30 years, sometimes even 40 or 50 years. The 
annual cost rate, or Fixed Charge Rate FCR, of an investment with a 
life of n years is: 
   
                                  

The FCR is then 8.9% for a discount rate R of 8% and life n of 30 
years, while for a life n of just 15 years the FCR will be 11.7%.

The reference figures mentioned for the capital investment per kW 
in table 4.1 are average figures. Suppliers from emerging economies 
sometimes offer power plants for half the price of that of established 
companies from developed countries. In addition to the turnkey 
investment stated in table 4.1, one has to take into account the capital 
costs during construction and add these to the investment as given 
in table 4.1. During construction, there is no income for the power 
plant owner but only costs. The construction time of a modular, 
standardised, local generating unit can be between six months and a 
year, while a nuclear power plant takes at least five years to build. This 
will add roughly 3% to the capital expenditure for the modular unit 
and 22% to that of the nuclear plant.

 It makes a big difference for the capital costs per produced kWh if 
a generator provides base load and runs at full load around the clock, 
or if the generator has to provide only the peak load as depicted in 
figure 4.3. In the peak-load case, the needed 7.7 GW in power plant 
capacity generates only 25 GWh per day, while if running at full load 
around the clock it would generate 24 h  7.7 GW = 185 GWh. There-
fore covering only the peak demand of the example gives a capacity 
factor of only 25 GWh/185 GWh  100% = 13.5%. Such a low 
capacity factor corresponds with running only 1180 hours at full load 
during a whole year. For a fixed charge rate of 8.9% and a total invest-
ment of say 1000 €/ kW, a capacity factor of 90% results in specific 
capital costs of (1000  0.089)/ (8760  0.9) = 1.13 €cts/ kWh. The 
8760 is the number of hours in a year. For a capacity factor of 13.5%, 
the specific capital costs will be (1000  0.089)/ (8760  0.135) = 
7.53 €cts/kWh. The latter situation gives a factor 7.53/1.13 = 6.7 higher 

FCR = R  (1 + R)n

      (1 + R)n – 1
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capital costs per kWh. Naturally, if a generator is running at half load 
instead of full load all the time, the capital costs per kWh will also 
double. This explains why an expensive nuclear power plant has to 
run as much as possible on base load. It also explains why the specific 
capital costs of an offshore windmill with an investment of 2200 €/ kW 
and a capacity factor of less than 25% can easily exceed 9 €cts/ kWh.

A private person, however, might be happy with a discount rate 
of 4%. In that case, investing 4000 €/kW in a roof-mounted solar 
cell having a life of 20 years with a capacity factor of 9% requires a 
compensation of 37 €cts/kWh. If the government guarantees a feed-in 
tariff of 45 €cts/kWh, such an investment is quite attractive. 

4.2.2 Specific fuel costs

Fuel cost per kWh of electricity produced is another important eco-
nomic factor. A nuclear power plant with a fuel efficiency of 33% and 
a fuel price of 0.1 €cts/MJ will have specific fuel costs of 1/0.33  3.6 
 0.1 equalling about 1.1 €cts/kWh. The 3.6 is the conversion factor 
between kWh and MJ: 1 kWh = 3.6 MJ. Fuel has to be bought on the 
world market and its price does not necessarily include externalities 
such as environmental damage and infrastructural requirements. The 
price of a fuel can therefore be higher, but also lower of course, than 
its absolute costs. High profit margins make the price higher than the 
absolute costs, while direct or indirect subsidies can make the price 
lower than the absolute costs. For many years, coal prices tended to 
be quite stable. Fears of coal production not meeting demand caused, 
however, a temporary tripling of the coal price in the first decade of the 
21st century. A few years ago, natural gas prices were also factors higher 

 Figure 4.4: Example of the effect of 
the equivalent full-load running hours/
year (= utilisation factor or capacity 
factor) on the specific capital costs of 
electricity production (presumptions: 
discount rate R = 8%, specific 
investment = 1000 €/kW, life n = 30 
years).
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than the 5 €/GJ given in table 4.1. The introduction of affordable tech-
nologies to produce substantial amounts of unconventional gas, such as 
shale gas and coal-bed methane, drastically reduced the global gas price. 
The nice thing about wind turbines and solar-based systems is that 
they do not have fuel costs, except those incurred while producing the 
generating system. The price for that is naturally their variable output 
and the consequent need for back-up power. Hydropower is another 
example of zero fuel costs. 

The actual fuel costs per kWh of electricity produced not only 
depend on the fuel price but also largely on the fuel efficiency of the 
power plant. The fuel efficiencies given in table 4.1 are the top values 
encountered only when the installation is in optimum condition and 
running at full load. Product brochures generally give optimistic num-
bers for fuel efficiency, valid only for idealised conditions. Negative 
effects on fuel efficiency caused by unfavourable ambient conditions 
such as high air temperature and high altitude are also not included in 
table 4.1. Manufacturers often give the fuel efficiency at the generator 
terminals, without corrections for step-up transformers and auxiliary 
equipment such as water pumps and fuel feed systems. 

In real life, a generating unit does not run at full load all the time. 
Running at part load is quite common in case of offering space for 
balancing electricity production and demand, during ramping up after 
a start and when providing spinning reserve for possibly failing gen-
erators. Operating generators at a lower than maximum output results 
in increased specific fuel consumption. Generators with a relatively 
high efficiency at full output tend to have a less drastic decrease in 
efficiency in the output range between 100% and 50% than units with 

Figure 4.5: Fuel efficiency of two 
generating units depending upon 
generator output.
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a lower maximum efficiency. In the example of figure 4.5, the low-
efficiency generating plant uses 32% more fuel than the high-efficiency 
plant at full output, but at 50% load, its specific fuel consumption is 
already 46% higher than that of the more efficient generator. 

4.2.3 Specific maintenance and operation costs

Like all machinery, electricity generators need attention and care by 
people. Large power plants have a fixed operator crew that normally 
works in shifts. The technical crew does the technical monitoring and 
oversees maintenance of the power plant. Next to that, people are 
involved with administration, security and maintenance of the build-
ings. Small generators, such as PV cells and wind mills, only need occa-
sional attention. This also applies for many remotely controlled local 
generators fuelled by fossil or bio fuel. Technical systems do however 
wear, and that is why regular maintenance and occasional repairs have 
to be carried out. Some costs, the fixed costs, such as those for allo-
cated personnel and fire insurance, occur independently of the number 
of running hours. Other costs are variable, such as those arising from 
wearing parts and lubricating oil; these costs relate directly with the 
amount of running hours. Both the fixed and the variable costs depend 
on the technology used for generating electricity. Table 4.2 summarises 
some values for the operation and maintenance costs (O&M costs) as 
found in the literature. The variation in the observed variable O&M 
costs is quite high. This may be caused by differences in equipment 
quality as well as more or less harsh operating conditions. The O&M 

Table 4.2: Summary of found fixed and variable operation and maintenance costs

Technology Fixed O&M costs Variable O&M costs 

 Per year Minimum Maximum Reference/
    average
 €/kW €cts/kWh €cts/kWh €cts/kWh
Hard coal steam 16 0.2 0.74 0.5
Lignite steam 18 0.5 2.5 0.6
Nuclear steam 21 0.7 3.5 0.6
Nat.gas comb cycle 10 0.35 3 0.5
Coal gasification comb. cycle  12–20 0.4 1.0 0.8
Windmill 13 0.3 1.6 0.4
Solar photovoltaic 8 0.1 1.2 0.6

Gas engine genset >5 MW 15 0.4 1.3 0.5
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costs of gas-turbine-driven combined cycles can substantially increase 
by frequent starting and stopping and by fast variations in output. 
Such events are expressed in equivalent running hours. The right-hand 
column of table 4.2 gives average reference O&M costs for the different 
technologies for use as a first approach.  

4.2.4 Specific environmental costs

Emission restrictions differ from country to country. A permit to operate 
a power plant is only granted if the legal limit for its emissions of NOX, 
SO2 and particulates will not be exceeded. The required exhaust gas 
scrubbers for SO2 , electrostatic filters for dust and catalysts for NOX 
of a coal or lignite-fuelled power plant can have a combined footprint 
close to that of the basic power plant itself. Such emission abatement 
equipment will drastically increase the capital investment of the power 
plant and the operation costs. Expenses to carry out such environmental 
measures are one of the reasons why the capital investments and mainte-
nance costs as given in tables 4.1 and 4.2 have large variations.      

 Measures for reducing CO2 emissions have not been incorporated 
in the costs in tables 4.1 and 4.2. The reason is that most technologies 
for capturing and storing CO2 are still under investigation. The spe-
cific CO2 emission expressed in g/kWh fully depend on fuel type and 
fuel efficiency. Table 4.3 gives examples of the specific CO2 emission 
for three different fuels.

The capture, transport and storage (CCS) of CO2 all consume 
energy. Even the best coal-fired technologies with CCS are reported 
to end up at less than 35% fuel efficiency at full load. Some publica-
tions mention that for every three coal-fired power plants equipped 

Figure 4.6: A coal-fired power plant 
with extensive exhaust-gas cleaning 
equipment. The power plant is 600 MW 
and has facilities to fuel 150 MW of it on 
biomass.

Table 4.3: CO2 emission depending upon 
the technology and fuel (optimum conditions)

Power plant type CO2 fuel Fuel Specific CO2
  efficiency emission
 g/MJ % g/kWh

Black coal-steam 98 40 882

Lignite-steam 109 36 1090

Natural gas fuelled gas- 
turbine combined cycle 56 55 366

Natural gas 
engine-cogeneration 56 45 + 40 247
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with CCS, one extra power plant is needed to cover the additional 
energy consumption. Next to that, CO2 stripping equipment, 
pipelines to transport the CO2, compressors and permanent storage 
caverns require additional investments. Costs per tonne of CO2 
removed are estimated in a range between 20 € and 80 €/metric 
tonne. Of this, 13 € to 29 €/tonne is needed for pipeline transport 
and storage. A presumed CO2 removal price of 60 €/tonne would 
result in additional costs for the electricity produced of 6.5 €cts/kWh 
for a lignite plant and 5.3 €cts/kWh for a coal-fired plant. Roughly, 
this means a doubling of the production costs of electricity based 
on black and brown coal. An recent example of the costs associated 
with CCS is the integrated coal-gasification combined-cycle power 
plant planned near Odessa, Texas, as announced in January 2011. The 
estimated capital expenditure of this 400 MW power plant is 4200 €/
kW. To mitigate the costs for the investor, a subsidy of 670 €/kW has 
been granted by the USA government. The CO2 from this plant will 
be stored in geological formations. For the subsidy alone, one could 
almost build a natural-gas-fuelled power plant. 

For gas-fuelled plants, CCS is often seen as less relevant. There 
are two reasons for that: the first is the substantially lower specific 
CO2 emissions with gas and the second is the larger effort needed to 
remove the lower concentration of CO2 from the exhaust gas. How-
ever, some experts on global warming say that the CO2 from gas-fired 
equipment should also be captured and stored. 

Opponents of underground storage of pressurised CO2 mention 
issues to do with safety and long-term monitoring. In January 2011, 
local farmers feared that the Weybourn oil field in Saskatchewan, 
Canada, in which 16 million tonnes of CO2 have been stored since 
2006, was leaking. There are also worries about the huge amount of 
storage space needed to store a substantial part of the current annual 
global CO2 emission of 30 billion tonne (30 Gtonne). A suggested 
alternative method would be planting 3 billion hectares with trees to 
capture these 30 Gtonne per year. That is a substantial area, especially 
compared with the total of 3.85 billion arable area in the world not 
needing irrigation as mentioned in chapter 2. Another proposal is 
using olivine (chrysolite), an abundantly available mineral, to bind 
CO2. One tonne of olivine is said to be able to turn 1.2 tonne of CO2 
into carbonates and sand. 

4.2.5 Start-up time and ramp-up rate

For base-load power plants, the start-up time and the ramp-up rate are 
less relevant. The definition of start-up time in this text will be the time 

Figure 4.7: Olivine, a mineral proposed 
for CO

2
 capture. A specimen from 

Lanzarote.
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that is required to reach the situation that the generator runs synchro-
nised in parallel to the grid after receiving the start command. In cases 
of fairly predictable demands for intermediate load and peaking, the 
start-up time and ramp-up rate are not crucial for obtaining effective 
balancing production and demand of electricity. Such a situation in 
which time is available to prepare power plants for an expected increase 
in electricity demand has been common practice for many decades. 
Nevertheless, a long start-up time will negatively affect the operational 
costs and fuel costs of power plants. Nowadays, with the advent of 
large wind parks and solar PV, variations in the weather can rapidly and 
drastically change the output needed from fuel-based power plants. A 
steam-boiler-based power plant might need up to 12 hours from a cold 
start before it can produce 100% output and is therefore not suitable 
for wind firming. A gas engine, belonging to the class of fast responding 
machinery, can provide full output from standstill within 5 minutes if 
needed, without sacrificing reliability or affecting maintenance costs 
negatively.  

Figure 4.8: Starting and ramping up of 
three different generating technologies.

4.2.6 Availability and reliability

General indicators exist to express the reliability and availability of elec-
tricity generating machinery, next to the already discussed key perfor-
mance indicators. It is fair to state that the professional equipment on 
the market for electricity production has good reliability. The availability 
depends partly on the maintenance type and the maintenance interval. 
The maintenance schedule of a generating unit can differ from type to 
type, but in general, the availability is also generally acceptable. Ulti-
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mately, it is the combination of all generators, including those for spin-
ning reserve and back-up power in case of failing installations, that is a 
determining factor in the reliability of electricity supply to the customer. 
Naturally, also the electricity transmission and distribution system can 
be the cause of disruptions in power supply. Choosing the proper com-
bination of generating units is so important for a reliable supply of elec-
tricity that a special section in this chapter is dedicated to it. 

Some industrial products, the so-called consumables, are used 
until they fail and are then replaced, light bulbs being a typical 
example. The reliability of such products is, by definition, the prob-
ability that they will operate under the design conditions without 
failure for a specified period of time. By nature, their reliability 
diminishes with time. Capital-intensive machinery such as power 
plants is, however, never intentionally run until it fails. Permanent 
monitoring of critical parts and of critical functions as well as timely 
maintenance must ensure that the reliability of a power plant is high 
and close to constant in the time span between maintenance actions. 

 Operational
 availability = 

average time between maintenance actions
  100%

   average time between maintenance actions + 
   maintenance time + logistic delay

Periodic maintenance takes time and therefore reduces the availability 
of a power plant. The maximum obtainable average availability, when 
no faults and failures occur between maintenance actions, is called 
the operational availability:

With properly scheduled maintenance and good knowledge of 
the needed replacement parts (spare parts), the logistic delay can be 
reduced to an insignificant value. A typically averaged maintenance 
time for a power plant is 1000 hours during a time span of 40000 
hours. That gives an operational availability of 97.5%. Depending 
upon the power plant type and age, the actual operational availability 
can vary between 90 and 97.5%. 

It is close to impossible to design complex machinery with 100% 
reliability. Therefore, occasional stops will occur within the time 
between maintenance actions, sometimes followed by repairs. In prac-

Figure 4.9: Illustration of operational 
availability as a percentage of total time.
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tice, with well designed, thoroughly-tested and properly-maintained 
equipment, power plants can operate between 97 and 99% of the 
time that they are scheduled to run. This can be referred to as the 
reliability of the plant. One should bear in mind that a decrease from 
99% to 98% reliability means a factor two more outages of the power 
plant, resulting in substantially increased costs for the owner. 

Fatal accidents with generators do however occasionally occur, 
notwithstanding excellent product quality and proper maintenance. 
Examples exist that one broken blade of the first row of an air 
compressor of a gas turbine shaved all the blades from the rotor. 
Operators sometimes misinterpret alarm signals and neglect crucial 
warnings. Storms can introduce a bolted short circuit close to the 
generator resulting in a broken coupling between steam turbine and 
generator. In practice, a generating unit might experience such a 
mishap on average only once in 25 years;  the resulting downtime  
after serious calamities can easily cover six months. 

4.3 A statistical approach for obtaining a reliable power 
plant portfolio

In an idealised world, power plants cover demand for electricity contin-
uously and instantaneously, at minimum costs and with no impact on 
the environment. Thus far, this book has shown a more realistic world. 
Still, some decision makers tend to believe that the idealised world can 
be quickly and simply reached. Examples are found in developing coun-
tries where lack of electricity is thought to be solved by with the instal-
lation of one single large power plant. Some people, even policy makers, 
in the richer part of the world believe that a society running solely on 
sustainable resources is possible to reach within a few decades. 

Let us presume that a power plant consisting of just a single gen-
erating unit has to cover electricity demand in a particular area. That 
area has an absolute peak demand of 1000 MW, while each day the 

 Reliability = 
scheduled operation time – unscheduled outage time

  100%
   scheduled operation time

Figure 4.10: Illustration of reliability as a 
percentage of scheduled running time.
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relatively easy demand pattern of figure 4.3 has to be followed. That 
would result in base load of about 500 MW, intermediate load of 340 
MW and peak load of 160 MW, making together the absolute peak 
of 1000 MW. If this single generator has 100% availability and 100% 
reliability, its resulting capacity factor would be about 75%. During 
the night, the power plant would be running at only 50% load, which 
negatively affects fuel efficiency and specific maintenance costs. The 
main problem arises when this single generating unit needs mainte-
nance or experiences an unscheduled shut down. If this power plant is 
supposed to have an operational availability of 95% and a reliability of 
98%, it cannot supply electricity 7% of the time. That results in black 
outs with a total duration of 0.07  8760 = 613 hours per year, or a 
power supply reliability of only 93% instead of the preferred 99.9% or 
99.99%. A society based on permanent use of electricity cannot live 
with some 600 hours, or almost a month, of black outs per year. 

Adding one identical generating unit to the initial single one helps 
to cover the time needed for maintenance. Each unit could then be 
on line half the time. The capacity factor per generating unit unfortu-
nately reaches a very low 37% in this case and as a result the specific 
capital costs (€/kWh) almost double. In addition, because of the 
individual reliability of 98%, black outs will still occur as frequently as 
previously. Because of this supposed reliability of 98%, each unit will 
suffer unscheduled stops during 88 hours per year (= 2% of 8750/2 
hours), totalling 176 hours per year equalling more than seven days. 

Figure 4.11: Meeting electricity demand 
with a single power plant having one or 
two generating units.
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However, when one unit trips, the other one is still available during 
almost 95% of the time since maintenance is only required 5% of the 
time. Therefore, 0.05  176 h = 8.8 hours is the time span that one 
unit is on average unavailable when the other one fails. If the start-up 
time of the spare unit is 10 hours, and the occurrence of unscheduled 
stops 3 times a year, installing the second power plant reduces the 
total black-out time to about 40 hours (almost two days) per year, 
compared with the 613 hours in case of only one generator. Although 
the improvement is substantial, it still does not render the desired 
availability of electricity. Running both units in parallel will not offer 
a better solution in this case. At night, the load per unit would be 
just 25%, which is prohibitively low for most power plants. Not only 
will the specific fuel costs and maintenance costs drastically go up, 
but neither can the installations operate properly at such a low load. 
Moreover, a trip of one of the units might require the other unit to 
carry out a close to instantaneous ramping up by 50% of its full-load 
capacity, which is excessive. In conclusion, having two power plants 
with each sufficient capacity to cover full load helps to reduce the 
duration of black outs. The price for this is, however, very high in 
terms of capital costs, fuel costs as well as maintenance costs. 

 A concept of three units of 500 MW offers a more acceptable 
improvement. During times of low load, just two of them can run 
in parallel while the remaining one will act in a back up capacity. If 
we presume that the investment per kW is the same for a 500 MW 
plant as for a 1000 MW plant, this concept requires only 50% more 
capital investment than a single 1000 MW plant. With more than two 
generating units in a power plant, calculating the probability that a 
certain number of units can run becomes slightly more complicated. 
To solve such problems, the famous scientist and mathematician 
James Bernoulli (1654–1705) developed the binomial distribution. 
This distribution gives the probability P that an event will happen 
exactly m times out of n trials. In case of a power station with n units 
ready for running with reliability Rel per unit, one can write:

P (m out of n running) = n! 
 Relm  (1–Rel) n-m

 m!  (n–m)!

n! = 1  2  3  ….  n and 0! = 1

In case of three units of each 500 MW in parallel that have to 
cover a maximum load of 1000 MW, it will be clear that two units can 
in principle carry the load of three. Therefore, failure of one unit still 
leaves sufficient power generating capacity. Table 4.4 shows that the 
probability of losing two units out of three, if the individual reliability 

Part of the results of this Bernoulli 
probability equation can simply 
be checked with the so-called 
product rule. Everybody knows 
from using dice how this product 
rule works. When throwing 
one dice, the probability to get 
a certain outcome is 1/6. The 
probability to get the same result 
on two dice when throwing them 
is 1/6  1/6 = 1/36 or 2.78%. Further, 
the probability to get the same 
result on each dice when throwing 
three of them is 1/6  1/6  1/6 = 
1/216 or 0.46%. 

Following the same 
procedure, we can easily calculate 
the probability that two identical 
generating units are running in 
parallel if they are intended to do 
so. If their individual reliability 
is 98%,  it equals 0.98  0.98 = 
0.9604 or 96.04%. Likewise, since 
the probability that a single unit 
will not run is 2%, the probability 
that two units fail at the same time 
is: 0.02  0.02 = 0.0004 or 0.04%. 
Both results can also be found in 
table 4.4. 
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is 98%, is only 0.23%, equalling only 20 hours per year. If power 
demand is only 500 MW during the night, two units failing out of 
three would still leave sufficient generating capacity. The probability 
that all three units fail at the same time is only 0.005%. So, according 
to these theories, the electricity supply reliability during the night 
with three 500 MW units producing together the demand of only 
500 MW would be 99.995%. In reality, the three units would have 
to run on 33% load during the night, which does not comply with 
good values for the performance indicators minimum continuous 
load, specific fuel costs and specific operation and maintenance costs. 
The specific fuel consumption would be at least 20% higher than 
in the full-load region. The specific maintenance costs are normally 
based on running hours rather than on output, so these would triple 
during the night. Also in this case, losing one machine would require 
the others to make a large instantaneous step in output, which goes 
against performance indicator ramp-up time. In isolated grids, such as 
hospitals in cases of public grid failure and on board hips, the ramp-
up problem is solved by temporarily switching off less crucial loads 
and serving only preferential groups for a short time. The rejected, or 
shedded, loads are then gradually added again after the disturbance. 
Large public supply systems also use temporary load shedding in case 
of serious failures of power plants or transmission lines. 

These examples of using one, two or three generating units to 
cover electricity demand already show that multiple generating units 
are needed to improve the reliability in covering public electricity 
demand. Compliance with the key performance indicators is essential 
for obtaining an economically and technically acceptable operation. 
A minimum of 20 interconnected generating units of the same size 
will reduce the step load in case of failure of one unit to only 5% of 
the nominal value, which is quite acceptable. In case an individual 

 n = number of units in  m = number of units  Probability that exactly m
 parallel that should run actually running units out of n run (%)

 2 2 96.04

 2 1 3.92

 2 0 0.04

 3 3 94.11

 3 2 5.76

 3 1 0.236
 3 0 0.005

Table 4.4: Probabilities that exactly 
m generating units out of n units in 
parallel will run if required, while each 
unit has a reliability of 98% (Bernoulli 
distribution).
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generator never carries more than 5% of the maximum load, the 
reserve capacity for covering maintenance time and failing units can 
then be limited to roughly 15% of maximum demand. This is much 
more acceptable than the more than 100% of reserve capacity needed 
in case of just one generating unit covering the load. However, relying 
on the co-operation of distant generators, sometimes even from 
different countries, often via long transmission lines, introduces an 
additional risk caused by transmission line failure or even by conges-
tion. Complicated intertwined transmission systems can experience 
fatal breakdown. This is especially the case with terrorist attacks and 
in times of bad weather. Starting up generating systems consisting 
of distant generators after a major blackout appears to be extremely 
difficult. Distinct areas should therefore be self-sustainable. Robust 
systems are by definition always simple and flexible. Reliable and 
affordable electricity supply is crucial for society, so the optimum 
system for power generation has to be selected. 

4.4 Balancing unpredictable variations in electricity 
production and demand 

Traditionally, steam-based power plants and also gas-turbine com-
bined cycles ramped their output up and down to cover intermediate 
load and peak load. Statistically, intermediate load and peak load are 
quite predictable when taking into account a reliable one-day for-
ward weather forecast. Knowledge of the anticipated load is needed 
for timely preparation of power plants for duty. An example of such a 

Figure 4.12: Hot ramping up of a 330 MW 
steam-based power plant for covering 
intermediate load.
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Figure 4.13: Example of an 
unusual happening leading 
to deviations between 
predicted and real demand 
for power (February 2, 2002 
in The Netherlands).

A nice example of a national occurrence affecting power consump-
tion is the wedding of crown prince William Alexander and the 
Argentinian Máxima Zorreguieta in The Netherlands on Saturday 
February 2, 2002. This also made the day for the National 
Power Control Centre a special one. Some 6.2 million people 
in the country were tied to their television sets, leaving all other 
household appliances almost untouched. At 20 minutes before the 
start of the civil marriage, power demand began to drop, instead 
of continuing to rise as would be usual for a Saturday at that time:  
the difference amounted to some 650 MW. Neighbouring coun-
tries Germany and Belgium felt the consequences, as the already 
initiated reduction of power output from the power stations in 

The Royal Wedding

the Netherlands could not prevent an imbalance leading to 185 MW exports. At the start of 
the wedding ceremony in church, power demand decreased further, although not until the end 
of service. Probably not everybody was able to focus on the screen all the time.  After the royal 
couple’s tour through the Amsterdam city centre, a further dip in system load appeared when 
the couple entered the balcony of the Royal Palace and kissed. It was not before 8 o’clock in the 
evening that electricity consumption resumed its normal pattern. This exemplifies the difficulty 
in matching power production with demand that is hard to predict.
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preparation is the 330 MW steam-based power plant of figure 4.12 that 
undergoes a hot start up every morning at about 3 am on weekdays to 
prepare for the morning ramp up that begins at 7 am. The power plants 
in operation including this one can normally accommodate small devia-
tions between predicted and real demand. Unpredicted deviations in 
requested load are more difficult to handle. In the past, deviations from 
the predicted load were caused by failure of other units as well as by 
exceptional national occurrences or disasters. Nowadays, deviations 
in output predicted for conventional power plants originate primarily 
from variations in output from wind turbines and solar PV installations.  

4.4.1 Effect of wind power variability on power system balancing

Wind variability gives rise to serious balancing problems. Earlier, in 
chapter 3, the example of Denmark was given, where under certain 
circumstances almost all electricity from the wind turbines has to be 
exported. Another example is derived from wind patterns in Spain, 
where on January 7, 2010, wind-turbine output increased by 9 GW 
in 20 hours. The installed amount of wind-based power capacity was 
18.7 GW. The observed increase in wind output was accommodated 
by a decrease in output of hydropower, gas-fuelled combined cycles 
and steam-based power plants. Imagine now that these high winds 
occurred instead two hours later than predicted. In that case, the 
power resources other than wind would have had to compensate 
for the difference. So, between 10 am and 6 pm, up to 1 GW more 
non-wind capacity than initially predicted would have been needed. 
Fortunately, Spain has a total of 16.7 GW of rapidly deployable hydro-
power that can be used for balancing. However, in other areas such as 

Figure 4.14: Effect of wrongly predicted 
wind-power output in Spain on the need 
for back-up power (red line represents 
a two hours’ delay in predicted wind 
output).
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the UK, South Australia and Germany, substantial hydropower  back 
up for such events is not available. In Spain, wind covered 12.5% of 
electri city demand in 2009. One can imagine what would happen 
because of incorrect wind-speed predictions when a wind capacity 
is installed that covers 25% of electricity needs in that country or in 
any country. It will be clear that rapidly deployable back-up power is 
essential for accommodating much wind power. 

Rapid back-up power is very much needed if during times of high 
winds, wind speed suddenly exceeds the maximum value allowed for 
wind turbines. Such events happen especially in areas of much wind, 
in other words, in those areas that have been selected as preferable 
for wind farms. Since high winds generally cover a wide area, a large 
portion of wind turbines has to be switched off then. This results in a 
high ramp-up rate of reserve capacity, meaning an increase in output 
from zero up to almost full load within a period of one hour. Steam-
based power plants can never perform such a task alone.  

A different example of wind-related challenges can be found 
in South Australia. The issue of counterproductive wind patterns 
there was discussed in chapter 3. In figure 4.15, the solid blue line 
represents the South Australian power demand on a summer day in 
2009. The purple line shows the contribution of the then installed 
wind turbines to power generation. Because of the wind-based power, 

Figure 4.15: The effect of wind-based 
electricity production in South 
Australia on the other power plants.
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the production of the power plants other than wind had to follow the 
dark red line. That line exhibits clearly more variability than the blue 
demand line. The sharpest ramping up for the conventional power 
plants, 250 MW/hour, happened between 9 am and 11 am that day. 
At that time, wind power decreased while demand increased. If the 
doubling of installed wind capacity as scheduled for the year 2020 will 
take place, conventional capacity has to be able to double its ramping-
up rate to almost 400 MW per hour, witness the solid green line with 
the steep rise in output. The introduction of wind power in South 
Australia clearly tends to turn intermediate power into more variable 
peaking power. 

4.4.2 Effect of solar power variability on power system balancing

Installing many solar PV panels also has consequences for the dynamics 
of the other power plants. Chapter 2 and 3 already discussed the vari-
ability of solar PV power. The example of the Amprion TSO region 
in Germany showed that in the year 2010, power from solar PV had 
not yet a major impact on dynamics. The contribution of solar PV to 
electricity supply was only 1.2% in Germany in 2010. However, if the 
EU goal of obtaining 12% of electric energy from solar PV is reached, 
while an excessive output of the PV panels is not curtailed or stored 

Figure 4.16: The impact of solar PV on 
conventional power supply (example for 
a German TSO area).

On page 152 the text refers to a 
purple dashed line in the fig. 4.15. 
Yet in the figure all lines are solid: 
the word “dashed” can be deleted.
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during sunny moments, the impact on the other power plants will be 
huge. Part of the problem is the low capacity factor of PV, resulting in 
relatively high outputs on sunny days. The brown line in figure 4.16 
reveals that a factor 10 higher installed PV power can lower the output 
of the other power plants on a sunny day from 24 GW to less than 
5 GW in the early afternoon. That means that the load for the other 
power plants, including base load, almost disappears during daytime. 
Consequently, many power plants have to be shut down with obvious 
consequences on re-starting time. From 3 o’clock in the afternoon, 
these power plants have to ramp up at a rate of 3.5 GW/hour. Such an 
operation profile will negatively affect their fuel consumption and main-
tenance requirement. Sudden appearance of a major thunderstorm can 
even worsen the situation, since PV power in a large area then drops to 
zero. Substantial PV power that is supplied to the grid without restric-
tions certainly challenges the performance of the other generators. It 
requires a fully flexible back-up generation portfolio. 

4.5 The introduction of smart systems in electricity 
networks

Magazines, newspapers and television report regularly about energy-
efficient smart homes and smart cities. Conferences and short courses 
about smart electricity distribution grids, smart meters and smart 
appliances attract heaps of delegates. Decision makers and manufac-
turers proclaim that smart technologies introduced by them lead to a 
secure, economic and sustainable energy supply. Information systems 
with massive data transfer and storage would integrate and optimise all 
energy-using processes.

Energy saving is however not the main reason that electricity 
retail companies aim for smart meters. Remote reading helps them 
in reducing manpower costs for manual reading, especially nowadays 
when many residents are not at home during the daytime. Next 
to that, remote control of meters facilitates shutting off defaulting 
customers without experiencing problems from angry people and 
aggressive dogs. Smart meters help to quicken connecting customers 
in case of people moving house. Intelligent meters provide the data for 
frequent billing and can handle floating tariff systems. It means that 
the electricity retailers can use different tariffs for importing energy 
and for exporting energy from self-generation of their customers 
with solar panels and micro generators. Smart metering with remote 
control and remote reading raises questions in respect to protection 
of privacy, cyber crime, vulnerability to technical calamities as well 
as the handling and storage of huge amounts of data. Their only help 

Old meter

Smart meter
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in smoothing or reducing power demand is sending out a signal to 
customers in times of peak prices. Installing smart meters might cost 
more than €1000 per customer. Smart meters by themselves do not 
save energy. 

Smart distribution grids also do not really help reduce final 
consumption of electricity. Smart features in the grid do however 
help by rapidly detecting faults and failures, resulting in switching off 
affected sections and re-routing the energy flow. Smart load distribu-
tion through the leads based on temperature measurement helps to 
optimise the use of the infrastructure. That might help to reduce 
the resistance-induced energy loss in transmission and distribution 
systems, which currently ranges between 5 and 15% of power produc-
tion. Unfortunately, grids, even smart grids, cannot store energy. 

Smart buildings can help in lowering energy consumption from 
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC). Optimising insula-
tion is the smartest sustainable action. Using automatic blinds and 

Figure 4.17: Schematic representation 
of smart grid.
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shades can avoid the influx of excessive solar heat while allowing it 
when needed. Detection of people’s presence for switching lights on 
and off as well as occupancy-dependent HVAC can reduce energy use. 
However, intelligent appliances are needed to react on price signals 
from the power retailer. An example is laundry equipment that might 
be programmed to switch on automatically during valley hours with 
low tariffs. That only indirectly serves to save energy by optimising 
the load pattern of generators. A smart and simple option to reduce 

Figure 4.18: A smart home including 
energy management.
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variability in electricity demand is installing hot-water storage systems 
fed by electric heat pumps in homes. Chapter 3 showed that lowering 
the temperature of a hot-water reservoir of 1 m3 from 90 °C to 60 °C 
releases 35 kWh of heat, enough for an energy flow of 3.5 kW during 
10 hours. This is generally more than enough to cover one day’s 
heat demand for sanitary water use and space heating of a modern 
detached house. A heat pump converts low temperature heat from an 
available external source, such as outside air or an aquifer, into higher 
temperature heat by means of a compressor driven by an electric 
motor. The amount of heat supplied by the heat pump can be three to 
six times higher than the amount of energy consumed by the electric 
motor. This performance factor of three to six is called the coefficient 
of performance (COP) of the heat pump. 

Smart systems can have many advantages in respect of reducing 
costs of meter readings and of grid expansion. Fast fault detection in 
grids helps to improve reliability of supply. Peak shaving can, however, 
also be reached by sending out simple signals superimposed on the 
line voltage to appliances such as heat pumps and washing machines. 
For many decades, this has already been customary with electric 
water boilers in combination with two-tariff or three-tariff meters. 
Negatives aspects of smart systems are that public data-handling 
systems are vulnerable and sensitive to cyber crime. This is especially 
the case if competing parties have access to the data. Examples of 
calamities caused by over-automation can be found with centrally- 
and electronically-controlled railway systems. Breakdown of a central 

Figure 4.19: Schematic representation 
of an electric heat pump.
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computer, or a calamity such as a fire, have been shown to paralyse a 
complete transport system. 

In addition, smart appliances cannot smooth seasonal, or even 
weekly, variations in electricity demand and energy production from 
renewable sources. Smart control of demand cannot compensate for 
a typical ten-day span of lack of wind power. A modern customer 
of electricity cannot postpone the use of dishwashers, ovens and 
heating systems for many days. Moreover, many people do not know 
that homes use on the average only a third of a country’s electricity 
demand. Obtaining 5% electricity savings in homes means only 1.5% 
on a national basis. Typical peaks in electricity demand caused by 
switching on lights in the evening as well as cooking and entertain-
ment devices will never fully disappear. Smart ways of generating 
power are needed to solve the challenges arising from the variability 
in electricity demand and in output from renewable resources.

4.6 Smart power generation

The time is past where simply adding larger and larger generators was 
the best answer to satisfy growing demand for electric energy. Renew-
able energy sources, needed for creating independence from fossil 
fuels and reducing greenhouse-gas emissions, will show much growth 
in the coming decades. An unrestricted feed-in of the variable output 
of wind-based power and solar PV, with often short-term high peaks 
and prolonged times of no output at all, requires fast reacting flexible 
back-up capacity. Such back-up capacity should be able to deliver base 
load, intermediate load as well as peaking load, all depending upon 
the immediate need. Temporarily, the output of renewable sources 
can be so high that even base-load plants are pushed out of produc-
tion. When the base-load plants have to start up again because of a 
decrease in power output of the renewable sources, or because elec-
tricity demand increases, dynamic generating capacity is needed to 
temporarily assist the inherently slowly reacting base-load plants in 
meeting demand. 

The utilisation factor of fuel-based power plants that have to 
enable the functioning of renewable sources will unavoidably be lower 
than that of the power plants of the past. Therefore, their specific 
capital investment requires special attention. Positive qualifications 
for dynamic power plants are a short building time, minimum infra-
structural impact, quickly adapting of the installed power as well as 
a possibility to move the power plant to another site. A capability to 
run on renewable fuels such as liquid bio fuels and gas from biomass 
and waste will add to the benefits of back-up power plants. Maximum 
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availability and unsurpassed reliability are other key factors in a com-
petitive environment. The ideal power plant of the future is therefore 
a smart generator with inherently high fuel efficiency over a wide load 
range.

Any power plant engineer of the past would argue that such a 
smart power plant that meets all listed requirements does not exist, 
apart from hydroelectric power plants. Such engineers were used to 
long heating-up times, maintenance actions needing up to six months, 
a limited load range and an efficiency that rapidly declined with load. 
Actually, smart power generation plants have already been in opera-
tion at some locations for a couple of years. Evidence exists that they 
meet the requirements set for flexible generation. However, the smart 
power generation concept has not yet made it to most universities’ 
lecture rooms and engineers’ textbooks. 

4.6.1 Reliability and availability

The smart power generation goals can best be met with a number of 
high-performance generating units in parallel. Each individual gener-
ating unit must be able to run independently, so that e.g. failure of a 
single unit will not hamper the other units in carrying out their task. 
The only thing in common for the multiple units running parallel might 
be the fuel supply and the electrical grid into which the power plant 
supplies its output. Figure 4.20 illustrates this concept. Each generating 
unit can vary its output independently of the others. A problem with 
the fuel supply or the electricity grid is called a common-cause fault. 
Therefore, any element of a power plant that might be the reason of a 
common-cause fault should be of the highest possible quality. More-
over, the number of vulnerable elements in the common part should 
be as low as possible. Any problem arising with an individual unit is 
by definition a common-mode fault. The generating units in parallel 
should preferably be of an identical design. 

Properties of a smart generating plant:
• Fast starting
• Fast ramping up and down of load
• High fuel efficiency in a wide load range
• Fuel flexibility
• Minimum maintenance outage time
• Starting and stopping not affecting maintenance
• Remote control of output (frequency regulation)

• Black start capability
• Short building time
• Low spatial impact
• Easy adaptable capacity
• Low sensitivity to ambient conditions
• Minimum water use
• Low capital expenditure
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Power plants in a competitive environment should preferably be 
able to run whenever required. Investors prefer, therefore, to have a 
round-the-clock availability. As mentioned earlier, generating units, be 
they large or small, all need maintenance, reducing their operational 
availability to an average of around 96%. In addition to this, accidents 
sometimes occur, caused by failure or by human error, resulting in 
longer downtimes. This can result in serious loss of revenues. In the 
past, operators tried to schedule maintenance of power plants in the 
season where power demand was low. Nowadays, with much more 
uncertainties due to the variable output of renewable sources, a 
generator should preferably be always ready to run. The huge advan-
tage of a power plant consisting of multiple units in parallel is that 
scheduled maintenance can be carried out sequentially per unit. Most 
of the generating capacity is then still available around the clock. 

Scheduled and non-scheduled maintenance of a generator set 
might on average take up to 4% of the time. Consequently, with 10 
identical machines in parallel, the total average time in a year that 
maintenance is carried out equals 10  0.04  8760 = 3500 hours per 
year. This means that carrying out the work only during weekdays in 
just two shifts might be possible. Working in just two shifts not only 
reduces costs but also helps to improve the quality of maintenance 
because of the more relaxed and dedicated approach. If necessary, 
working in more shifts can shorten maintenance time, yielding a 
higher availability. Because of the inherent standardization of only 
identical machines in parallel, the maintenance crew can concentrate 

Figure 4.20: Schematic representation 
of a modular power plant designed for 
reliable generation.
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on the optimization of just one type of machinery. The learning 
process for and skills level of the crew is always much better when they 
can dedicate themselves to identical systems. Furthermore, common 
spare parts for the identical generator sets reduce costs and logistic 
delays. 

The reliability of individual electricity generating units, whatever 
the size or the type, can never reach a figure as high as 99.9%. The 
reason is that such machines consist of many interacting components, 
each with a finite life and with sensitivities to breaking down. Costs 
and technology prohibit the production of components of an infinitely 
high quality. That is why transmission system operators ensure that 
there is always spinning generating reserve available in the electricity 
supply system in order to be able to compensate for failing power 
plants. The larger the power capacity of individual power plants, 
the more spinning reserve has to be present since the spinning 
reserve must compensate for the loss of at least one big power plant. 
Consequently, in case of just a limited number of power plants, 
much capacity will have to run at low load and, therefore, at low fuel 
efficiency. With many smaller units running in parallel, considerably 
less spinning reserve is required. 

We can now calculate the reliability of a power plant consisting 
of 10 generating machines of each 20 MW in parallel. This combined 
reliability very much depends on the reliability of each single machine 
and the output level that has to be guaranteed. If we presume that 
out of the 10 units, one unit is not available due to maintenance, the 
maximum available output of the power plant is 9  20 = 180 MW. 
If the individual reliability of the machines is 99%, the probability 
P that exactly nine available units are running with a total output of 
180 MW is according to the earlier mentioned equation of Bernoulli: 

P (9 units running) = 91.3515%

This looks disappointingly low, but an even lower probability of 
all units running applies for nine large conventional power plants that 
are interconnected via high-voltage transmission lines. Such lines can 
also fail while their capital expenditure is quite high given their low 
utilisation factor. 

Of the nine generating units in operation, one unit, or in excep-
tional cases even more, can, of course, fail. Bernoulli’s binomial distri-
bution equation tells us that again for an individual unit reliability of 
99%, the probability that exactly 8 out of 9 units are running equals 
8.3047%. Consequently, the probability that at least eight units out 
of nine are running is 91.3515% + 8.3047% = 99.6562%. Therefore, 
the probability that the multi-unit power plant cannot deliver at least 
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160 MW is only 0.34%, or only 30 hours of the 8760 hours per year. 
Now, the probability that exactly two out of nine generating units 
fail is 0.3355%. That means that the probability of at least seven units 
out of nine running is 91.3515% + 8.3047% + 0.3355% = 99.9862%. 
Therefore, the probability that a power plant consisting of 10 modular 
units of each 20 MW capacity cannot deliver at least 140 MW is 
only 0.0138%, or 1.2 hours per year. This already includes the time 
required for maintenance of the power plant. Figure 4.21 illustrates 
graphically the low probability that many identical machines in a 
multi-unit power plant fail at the same time. It will be clear that such 
a power plant concept offers the owner excellent opportunities to 
guarantee a certain output to a transmission system operator. 

Reliability and availability further improve if one generating unit 
of the multiple units in parallel will act as a ‘fore runner’. In this 
concept, the control strategy of the power plant gives preference to 
one generating unit to make noticeably more running hours than the 
other units. Any typical time-related wear pattern or design imperfec-
tions will be revealed in that particular unit before it occurs in the 
other units. Consequently, operators and the equipment supplier can 
take timely measures in a concerted action to avoid breakdown of the 
remaining units. Another wise strategic action is to always have one 
unit available with a relatively low amount of running hours. This 
unit can act as the primary back-up machine in case of emergencies. 
In the past, operators were of the opinion that running equal hours 
with in-parallel machines yields the highest reliability, but that proved 
to be wrong. Ultimately, a power plant based on multiple identical 
generating units in parallel possesses an unsurpassable reliability and 
availability. 

Figure 4.21: Logarithmic representation 
of the low probability that multiple units 
in a modular power plant having nine 
units on line fail at the same time.
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4.6.2 Power variation in a large load range while maintaining fuel 
efficiency 

Another major advantage of multiple generating units in parallel is 
that the combined output can be varied depending upon demand by 
switching generating units on and off. The control strategy should 
naturally be such that the load level at which units are switched off is 
not the same as that at which they are commanded to come back on 
line. This avoids too frequent switching on and off of individual units. 
When nine out of ten units of 20 MW each are running in parallel, they 
supply 180 MW into the grid. If the required output reduces to say 150 
MW, due to higher production of renewable sources or a reduction in 
demand, one of the generating units can be switched off. That means 
that the remaining eight will be running at 150/(8  20) = 94% of 
nominal output which is still good for fuel efficiency. If an output of 
only 55 MW is required, three units of 20 MW each can easily carry the 
load and still have excellent fuel efficiency. It will be clear that only gen-
erator sets that can undergo fast stopping and starting are suitable for 
such a process. The switching on and off of generators depending upon 
power demand is called cascading. The generators that are not running 
can be offered for ancillary services such as fast back-up power, e.g. as 
non-spinning reserve. Next to the high fuel efficiency, benefits of cas-
cading are a much wider range in load as well as reduced maintenance 
costs compared with a power plant consisting of just one generator.

Before the large-scale introduction of renewable electricity 
sources, power plants did not really have to run for a prolonged time 

Figure 4.22: Fuel efficiency of a power 
plant of 10 generating units of each 20 
MW in parallel versus output (one in 
maintenance, 9 available, cascading 
mode) compared with that of one 180 
MW unit.
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at very low loads. Nowadays however, during times of high output of 
wind-based and solar-based resources, even a large part of base load 
often has not to be covered by power plants running on fuel. The 
need for turning down the output of power plants to very low levels 
is therefore becoming increasingly realistic. This is already a fact in 
areas with relatively much wind power. Figure 4.22 illustrates that 
cascading power plants can cover a wide load range while maintaining 
good fuel efficiency. Operating a single generating unit at loads below 
30% of their nominal load is generally not recommended. 

For power plants, the specific maintenance costs expressed in 
€cts/kWh are commonly considered as independent of the load. It is 
primarily running that causes the wear and tear. That means that the 
maintenance costs per kWh will double if a generator set is running 
at half load. With the cascading approach, individual generating sets 
run as close as possible to their nominal load. Cascading therefore 
keeps the specific maintenance costs at a low value if the output of the 
power plant is turned down. A prerequisite is of course that the indi-
vidual units of the cascading power plant do not suffer from excessive 
additional wear from starting and stopping. This does not apply for all 
commercially available generating technologies. Figure 4.23 illustrates 
the substantially lower specific maintenance costs (€cts/kWh) in the 
lower load region of a cascading power plant compared with a single 
generating unit. Below 30% load, the power plant based on a single 
generator experiences escalating specific maintenance costs. This is 
another example that cascading power plants based on multiple units 
in parallel are a smart way of generating electricity. 

Figure 4.23: Comparison of the specific 
maintenance costs of a cascading 
power plant and those of a power plant 
based on a single generating unit.
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The long lead-time of constructing large-scale power plants 
coupled with uncertainties in economic developments make it dif-
ficult to estimate the optimum capacity for a new power plant. This 
is especially the case in developing countries where an electricity 
infrastructure is gradually being built up. In developed countries, 
expansion of renewable sources of electricity might affect the amount 
of back-up power needed. With power plants based on multiple units 
in parallel, the lead-time can be very short. Additional capacity can 
quickly be added so that the total capacity of the power plants can be 
fine-tuned with demand (figure 4.24). In times of economic decline, 
it is even possible to move one or more units to a more profitable 

Figure 4.25: Artist impression of a power 
plant based on multiple modular units.

Figure 4.24: Smart adaptation of the 
capacity of a power plant.
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location. This is a much smarter approach than building a fully static 
large power plant in five years’ time that has no flexibility in adapting 
its capacity. 

4.7 Suitable prime movers for smart power generation 
plants based on multiple units

Many textbooks exist that explain the theoretical background and prac-
ticalities of power stations and their main prime movers, or generator-
drive machines, such as steam turbines and combustion turbines. The 
literature gives also much information about different types of fuel cells. 
This book will not repeat that, but rather focus on the properties that 
a prime mover needs in a smart power generation system. Key perfor-
mance indicators for such a prime mover are high fuel efficiency, quick 
starting and a fast response to load steps. Additional requirements can 
be an output that is practically independent of ambient conditions 
such as temperature, atmospheric pressure and air humidity. A net fuel 
efficiency of at least 45% without hidden negative items such as water 
pump drives and tolerances is needed in order to be competitive. Fuel 
flexibility and low water consumption are other positive assets. Trans-
mission Systems Operators are especially partial to generators that pro-
duce power within a few minutes of pushing the button. 

An example of a very fast and efficient prime mover is the modern 
gas engine. After a start command, it can deliver full output within 
5 minutes from standstill, as is shown in figure 4.26. After a stop 
command with this prime mover running at full output, the breaker 
between generator and the grid normally opens after one minute so 
that power supply can also quickly be reduced. The engine itself arrives 
at standstill some 2.5 minutes after the stop command. Generator sets 
driven by such engines in a simple cycle have a net fuel efficiency of 
almost 46%, use no water and perform practically independently of 
ambient conditions. Engines are generally associated with cars, trucks 
and ships. However, engines have always played a role in power genera-
tion. Extensive development during the past three decades has turned 
gas engines into competitive prime movers for power plants.  

The heat in the exhaust of engines can produce steam. If the 
steam cannot find direct application, it can drive a steam turbine 
producing extra power. With the extra power, electricity production 
reaches net fuel efficiency of 50%, including all auxiliary drives and 
with zero tolerance in fuel consumption. Still, 90% of the power 
capacity of such a system is available within 5 minutes after the start 
command while the steam-based part delivers full output after one 
hour. 
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 Clearly, smart power generation provides maximum reliability 
and flexibility. Gas as a fuel, natural gas as well as bio gas, offers pos-
sibilities for relatively low emissions and high fuel efficiency. In some 
special cases, an uninterrupted supply of gas cannot be guaranteed. 
Often, such as in Africa, there is an urgent need for new generating 
capacity while it takes a few years before the necessary gas pipeline 

Figure 4.26: Fast starting and loading for 
smart generation with gas engines for 
generator drive.

Figure 4.27: Picture of a modern gas 
engine.
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is completed. In such cases, so-called dual-fuel engines provide the 
solution. These engines have no spark plug; with gas as the main fuel, 
a small diesel pilot ignites the mixture of fuel gas and air resulting in 
stable combustion. The engines can also run on light fuel oil, heavy 
fuel oil or liquid bio fuel. In case a pipeline for gas is already available 
but its supply fails, the engine automatically switches over to running 
on liquid fuel that is stored close to the power plant. This option 
offers maximum security of electricity supply, especially in case of 
sensitive applications such as hospitals, data-handling centres and 
military sites. 

Figure 4.28: An engine-driven 
cogeneration plant serving a 
greenhouse in Denmark

4.8 The benefits of cogeneration 

Next to electricity, modern society requires much heat for industrial 
processes, for space heating and for hot water. Direct capturing of the 
needed heat from solar radiation via windows, with greenhouses and 
solar boilers, is always preferential if possible and economically feasible. 
Electrically driven heat pumps can also serve to heat up water and air. 
However, in most cases fuel-based boilers produce the required heat. 
Some large power plants have facilities that capture the heat released in 
connection with the production of electricity and supply it via district 
heating systems to customers. If the heat released by electricity produc-
tion is utilised, we define this as cogeneration. This is especially the case 
if the electricity generators are installed at the site where the heat is 
needed. Examples are found in hospitals, chemical industries, refineries, 
dairy factories, large greenhouse facilities and the already mentioned 
district heating. 
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The substantial fuel savings with cogeneration are easily explained 
with figure 4.29. To produce 1 kWh of electric energy, a generating 
unit with a fuel efficiency of 45% needs a fuel input of (1  3.6)/0.45 
= 8 MJ. 1 kWh is by definition equal to 3.6 MJ. If the combined fuel 
efficiency of the cogeneration system, including heat production, is 
85%, the heat production equals (85–45)/100  8 MJ = 3.2 MJ per 
kWh of electricity. If that 3.2 MJ of heat was not recovered, but had 
to be produced in a separate boiler with an efficiency of 90%, the con-
nected fuel required was 3.2/0.9 = 3.55 MJ. Consequently, not using 
the cogeneration option results in 3.55 MJ/8 MJ  100% = 44% extra 
fuel consumption. Cogeneration is therefore one of the best methods 
to reduce fuel use. 

Cogeneration not only drastically reduces fuel consumption, it 
also helps to decrease CO2 emissions. The generation of 3.2 MJ of 
heat with 90% efficiency in a boiler fuelled by natural gas produces 
3.2/0.9  56 g/MJ = 199 g of CO2. This is avoided with cogenera-
tion; the cogeneration facility in our example releases only 448 g 
of CO2 to produce 1 kWh of electricity and 3.2 MJ of heat. Since 
the heat is needed anyhow, one might use the approach to attribute 
199 g of the CO2 from the cogeneration process to the heat produced. 
Then, ultimately only 448 – 199 = 249 g of CO2 is released per kWh 
of electric energy. That is a factor 882/249 = 3.5 lower than that of a 
power plant using black coal without carbon capture (compare table 
4.3) and without district heating.

Figure 4.29: Cogeneration easily saves 
44% fuel, since the separate boiler is not 
needed.
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This chapter discusses the challenges for investors in new power 
plants and for policy makers charged with long-term decisions about 
power generation. The old days are over when fuel-based power plants, 
nuclear power plants and some hydroelectric power plants covered a 
very predictable power demand, consisting of base load, intermediate 
load and peak load. The introduction of substantial power generation 
capacity from renewable sources with its inherently varying output 
requires dynamic complementing power generating capacity. New key 
performance indicators define the properties with which such new 
power plants have to comply. Fast starting and stopping as well as 
much flexibility in output become imperative. Smart power generation 
is the new keyword. Smart power generation is flexible with respect 
to output and fuel type, responds fast to changes in demand, is very 
reliable and has high fuel efficiency. Fortunately, commercially available 
technologies now exist for smart power generation. Natural gas and 
biogas are  the obvious fuel for smart power generators.  

• Conventional steam-based power plants have difficulty in compensa ting 
for the fast variations in output of wind and solar-based generators.

• Large-scale introduction of wind and solar-based generators lowers the 
utilisation factor of the other power plants.

• Lower utilisation factors of power plants increase the capital costs per 
kWh.

• Running conventional fuel-based power plants at a low load drastically 
increases their fuel consumption per kWh and increases their CO2 
emission per kWh.

• Running conventional fuel-based power plants at a low load drastically 
increases their maintenance costs per kWh.

• Multiple generating units in parallel are needed to guarantee a high 
electricity supply reliability.

• Large-scale introduction of wind and solar-based generators increases 
the required ramping up and ramping down rate of the output of the 
other power plants.

• Large-scale introduction of renewable power forces the other power 
plants to have more stops and starts.

• Smart power generation with fast reacting cascading generating units 
in parallel lowers fuel consumption, increases output reliability and 
reduces the maintenance costs.

• Using the heat released with electricity production helps to reduce fuel 
consumption.

SummarySummarySummarySummary





This final chapter of the smart power generation 
book summarises the challenges that emerge 
from the rapid rise in global electricity demand 
and the large-scale introduction of renewable 
electricity sources. A major conclusion is that 
natural gas and bio gas have excellent properties 
for serving as a back-up energy source for 
renewables. Gas resources in combination 
with fast gas-based generators, can guarantee 
frequency and voltage stability in electricity 
networks. A consequence is that fuel-based 
generators will have a lower utilisation factor 
than in the past.

5
Discussion and 

conclusions
 by Jacob Klimstra
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Never plan the future by the past ( famous unknown guru)
 
When weather and relations turn sour, your reserves would better be in your 
own backyard ( famous Finnish guru Mats Östman)

It all depends. The expected steady growth in global demand for elec-
tricity is both very promising and very challenging for humankind, 
especially for the electricity sector. The ideal solution for a sustainable 
and reliable electricity supply in one country may be inappropriate 
in another, depending upon natural resources and typical boundary 
conditions, such as local climate. Think tanks such as the International 
Energy Agency and the US Energy Information Agency put a lot of 
effort into building scenarios for electricity supply for the next 50 years. 
The real future is, however, difficult to predict. One thing is certain: 
electric energy is not only nice to have but it is also a crucial ingredient 
for economic welfare. The price of electricity has an effect on almost 
every single element in the economy. Therefore, each solution aiming 
at securing a clean and efficient long-term electricity supply must be 
judged against its costs. Ultimately, choosing the optimum genera-
tion portfolio to cover power demand is a most interesting task for the 
involved specialists and decision makers. They have to weigh multiple 
technical, environmental, economical and social aspects.   

Simple examples from Europe already reveal differences between 
scenarios for generating electric energy. The scenario of Eurelectric for 
Europe and that of transmission grid operator National Grid for the 
United Kingdom, as depicted in figure 5.1, foresee a substantial role 
for nuclear power, but to different extents. National Grid predicts that 
natural gas will no longer play a noticeable role in the power sector in 
the UK in 2050. Wind power would then only cover 15% of electricity 
needs in the UK, while on the longer term playing a diminishing role 
because of its variability. Other renewable sources such as biomass 
and tidal energy will make up for the rest of the 33% electricity 
coverage by renewable in the UK. All coal-fired plants in the UK 
would have carbon capture and storage by 2050, while National Grid 
estimates the utilisation factor of these plants at only 42%. That is 
quite low for such an expensive and rather inflexible technology. The 
planned nuclear power plants are also inflexible by nature. Electrical 
vehicles and heat pumps will presumably help to smooth the daily 
peaks and valleys in demand in the UK. An interconnector with an 
estimated utilisation factor of only 11% will provide additional flex-
ibility for balancing electricity demand and production via imports 
and exports of energy. The UK will apparently then lay part of the 
balancing burden abroad. 

Figure 5.1: Two different electricity 
generation scenarios for 2050, one for 
the EU and one for the UK as revealed 
in 2010.
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In the Eurelectric scenario, wind power produces 20% of electricity 
needs in the EU and solar just 3%. Wind will cover 55% of the total 
renewable electricity production of 37%. Apparently, Eurelectric sees 
an important role for natural-gas-fired generating equipment, since this 
can provide the needed flexibility in output. Recently, the International 
Energy Agency mentioned a possible covering of up to half of global 
electricity needs by solar PV and by concentrated solar power by 2050. 
The European Commission aims at 10% solar power by the year 2020. 
Chapter 3 and 4 of this book have shown that such high amounts of 
solar PV create substantial challenges. Since the real future is difficult 
to predict, it is wise to leave space for flexibility. 

There is another certainty: from an economic as well as 
humanitarian long-term perspective, it is unwise to sacrifice precious 
resources for short-term profits or political gains. Humankind has 
a wonderful capacity for finding solutions for imminent problems. 
Exchange of scientific and technological knowledge and open discus-
sions can avoid decision makers taking megalomaniac approaches 

Figure 5.2:  Electric energy is not only 
nice to have but it is also a crucial 
ingredient for economic welfare.
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that fixate everything in a non-competitive, non-sustainable way. A 
single-minded promotion of only wind power, or only supergrids, 
or only nuclear power will not yield the desired solution. Good 
education combined with open communication will help society to 
reach the ultimate optimum in electricity supply. In real life, people 
sometimes decide to take an approach that is not always the optimum. 
Complexity of an issue or lack of proper knowledge could be one 
reason for this. Often, sometimes for commercial or for political 
reasons, real data are not available. For example, during the writing 
of this book, some utilities and transmission system operators refused 
to reveal their demand patterns and supply details when asked. Lobby 
groups, individual citizens, policy makers and leaders of organisations 
sometimes prefer the path of business as usual, as that serves them 
best at that moment. This applies for well meaning NGOs, companies, 
boards of management, politicians, researchers, civil servants as well 
as trade organisations. Changing direction consumes mental energy 
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and leads people out of their safe confinement. Sitting comfortably in a 
closed environment where everybody is preaching to the choir means 
that one’s vision is easily blurred. Moreover, deviating from business 
as usual implies that certain skills and experiences will no longer be 
needed, which can be threatening for the position of specialists. 

Single and simple solutions do not exist for securing a sustainable 
electricity supply for all people in the world. The high capital expen-
diture for nuclear power plants puts this technology in the category 
of generators that must run with a high utilisation factor, typically 
for covering base load. Safety issues, spent nuclear fuel and nuclear 
proliferation are still matters of concern. It is also questionable if 
many coal-fired power stations will be equipped with carbon capture 
and sequestration. This technology still has to be demonstrated as 
practical and economical in a full-scale application. In addition, one 
wonders if there will be enough geological space to securely store the 
CO2 produced during another century of extensive coal use.

A substantial amount of constant load for nuclear and coal-fired 
power plants, which suited them so well thus far, might not be 
available for them in the future. This is a consequence of the foreseen 
abundance of power generated from renewable sources such as wind, 

Figure 5.3:  Dispatch centre of a 
transmission system operator.
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solar PV, waves and tide flows. We have seen in chapter 3 that if wind 
power has to cover 25% of electricity consumption in a country, one 
has to install a power capacity of wind turbines equalling roughly 
125% of the average power demand. This is because the capacity 
factor of wind power is about 20%, and 20% of 125% yields the 
desired 25% averaged output. Because of the large amount of installed 
wind power, its output can easily exceed base load during times of 
high winds. That means that if the output of wind power sources 
is not curtailed, typical base-load power plants often have to cease 
production, especially during the night. Photovoltaic cells appeared 
to have a capacity factor of less than 10% in most parts of the world. 
That means that for covering 10% of electricity use with PV, one has 
to install at least 100% of the average power demand. Unlimited feed 
in from solar PV on sunny days can then push most other electricity 
sources from the grid during the daytime. 

Because of the high probability that both wind-based and solar-
based power will have no output at all over prolonged time spans, 
even if the units are spread out over a large area, much back-up gener-
ating capacity will still be required. That back-up capacity should be 
able to respond rapidly to the often unpredictable changes in output 
from renewable electricity sources. Hydropower has the properties 
needed for a rapid response, but hydropower is not available in 
many areas. The current, and even future, potential of hydropower 
has insufficient capacity to provide all the needed storage over the 
seasons. Run-of-the-river hydropower generally possesses no energy 
storage, in contrast with reservoir-based hydropower systems. Typical 
ancillary services such as frequency control, spinning reserve and 
back-up power will gain in importance and might obtain a completely 
different character in the future. Smart, fast-reacting, power genera-
tors should then provide spinning reserve and fast back-up capacity to 
ensure sufficient power capacity during both longer and shorter time 
spans. This is a part of the price we will have to pay for creating more 
sustainability in electricity supply. 

The difference in power demand from season to season has been 
shown to complicate the balancing of electricity demand and produc-
tion. In colder countries, electricity demand in winter can be much 
higher than in summer, especially in the evenings. In hot countries, 
air conditioning creates demand peaks during the daytime in summer. 
It is excessively expensive to store energy in batteries, in compressed 
air and even in pumped hydro to cover the extra electricity demands 
for a whole season. Optimum insulation of buildings is generally the 
cheapest and most effective solution for reducing variations in elec-
tricity demand from season to season. The often-suggested hydrogen 
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(H2) route, the so-called ‘hydrogen economy’, that would generate 
hydrogen gas with electricity from e.g. solar PV in summer for later 
use with e.g. fuel cells has a disappointingly low round-trip efficiency 
of less than 40%. Moreover, hydrogen, the smallest element in the 
periodic table, is much more difficult to store than hydrocarbons. 
Natural gas and biogas have excellent properties for long-term storage 
with negligible losses and high energetic efficiency. Technology has 
recently been developed that can convert all kinds of biomass and 
waste into almost pure methane. It would be unwise to quickly burn 
the current resources of natural gas, even with all the recent new dis-
coveries, in base-load plants. The best option would be to use natural 
gas and possibly biogas as a back-up fuel for supporting renewable 
sources and for covering seasonal peaks. 

Smart electric appliances can help balance electricity production 
and demand only on a short time basis. An example is the automatic 
switching off of laundry dryers and dishwashers during times of peak 
load. Heating systems based on electric heat pumps with hot-water 
storage tanks can be controlled to run only during times of low 
electricity demand, but such heat storage cannot cover time spans 
exceeding one day. This temporary switching off of electrical loads 
does, however, not reduce the end use of energy. Most central power 

Figure 5.4:  Hydrogen is the smallest 
element. 
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plants have better fuel efficiency, as well as lower specific capital costs, 
if they run at high steady loads. Therefore, it is advantageous to avoid 
peaks in electricity demand and to use electricity when renewable 
output is highly available. Smart meters allow remote reading and 
facilitate the use of variable tariffs. This is advantageous for an energy 
retail company. However, smart meters with the huge associated 
amount of data handling are not cheap and the final bill will always 
end up on the table of the customer. Moreover, smart meters and data 
handling also consume electric energy. Smart grids can optimise the 
use of cables and power lines and easily pinpoint faults in the grid. 
However, the most effective way to facilitate the integration of more 
renewable power is smart power generation. 

Huge electricity transmission grids, often advocated as the prime 
solution for securing supply, for accommodating renewables and for 
enabling free trade of energy do not offer the ultimate solution. Elec-
tricity grids cannot store energy. Next to that, the often-mentioned 
statistical smoothing effect of high local peaks in output from wind 
and solar-based power does generally not occur in practice. If the 
wind blows very hard, it does so in a wide area. In times of much 
sunshine, cloudless skies also cover a large area. Another fact is that 
it is orders of magnitude cheaper to transport energy as natural gas 
via pipelines than as electricity via high-voltage lines. The technical 
supply reliability of hydrocarbon gases via pipelines is an order of 
magnitude higher than that of high-voltage transmission lines. More-
over, the life of a gas pipeline can be more than a century. Conse-
quently, gas pipelines serve the free trade of energy between countries 
much better than sending large amounts of energy over wires. 

This book has shown that high output peaks from wind and solar 
power can better be curtailed than accepted via expensive grid expan-
sion. Capping wind-based electricity output in North-East Germany 
to 70% of the installed wind capacity reduces the energy production 
via wind by only 1.5%. The idea of putting electrical heating coils in 
hot-water boilers to utilise the high peaks in output from renewable 
electricity sources still requires much transmission capacity with only 
a very low utilisation factor. Such a solution is far from economic. 
Transmission grids are helpful for limited back-up purposes and for 
frequency stabilisation. However, self-sufficiency in local generating 
capacity reduces investments in transmission systems and guarantees 
a reliable supply. This applies especially in times of political turmoil or 
extreme weather situations. In addition, local generation reduces the 
risks of large-scale cyber attacks. 

Smart power generation with flexible power plants based on 
multiple, fast-reacting, modular units in parallel appears to have many 

Workers constructing 
natural gas pipeline
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advantages. Such power plants have proven to share low costs with 
high fuel efficiency and excellent reliability. They can run on the best 
buffer fuel available: hydrocarbon gas under pressure in pipelines and 
storage systems. They can even run on liquid fuels as back-up fuels or 
when gas pipelines are still under construction. Easy and quick exten-
sion of the installed generating capacity and low spatial impact make 
smart power generators suitable as a solution in uncertain demand 
situations. They can assist slower power plants in case fast ramping up 
of electricity production is needed. Using cogeneration of electricity, 
heat and chill is another possibility with smart power generation. 

The main intention of this book is to help the reader create an 
open mind in finding an optimum solution for a sustainable power 
supply, depending upon the local boundary conditions. Fortunately, 
humankind is endowed with creativity and the skills to find solutions 
for challenges. Smart power generation as one of the enablers of 
renewable energy sources is an interesting result of that creativity and 
skill.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of capital 
expenditure for a gas pipeline and for a 
high-voltage transmission line: pipelines 
are a factor 5 to 25 cheaper per GW. 

Gas pipeline 25 GW
Pipeline capacity 25 times 
higher than HV line

Pipeline investiment per GW
five to 25 times lower than HV
line depending upon terrain

High Voltage line 1 GW

Gas pipeline after 
construction
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Some ‘general truths’:
• More people want to consume more natural resources that are finite 

by definition
• Energy saving works best with maximum building insulation and with 

optimisation of applications
• Fossil fuel resources are ultimately finite
• Electrification of part of transportation is unavoidable with scarcer 

liquid fuels
• Electric heat pumps with hot water storage will increasingly be used 

to heat buildings
• Transmission grids for electricity, even huge ones, cannot store energy
• Gas, in the future increasingly gas from biomass and waste, is an 

excellent long-term energy buffer
• Compressed natural gas has a factor 86 higher energy density than 

compressed air
• Natural gas is much more suitable for long-distance energy transport 

than electricity
• Much wind and solar-based power reduces the utilisation factor of the 

other power plants
• Much back-up power is needed for wind turbines and solar PV
• Very flexible electricity generation is needed in the future
• Curtailing the output peaks from wind turbines and solar PV saves 

much money
• Smart meters primarily serve energy retailers
• Smart appliances only help to smooth short-term electricity demand
• It is better to support dedicated research than subsidise sales of 

immature technologies
• For power supply, a good neighbour is better than a distant friend
• Smart power plants based on multiple units in parallel have maximum 

flexibility and reliability as well as high fuel efficiency

SummarySummarySummarySummary
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Glossary

Adiabatic – a process where no 
heat exchange between a pro-
cess and its environment takes 
place.

Ancillary services – services 
of electricity generators to 
transmission system opera-
tors (TSOs) other than direct 
electricity production, such 
as frequency control, back-up 
capacity and spinning reserve.

Assimilation lighting – artificial 
light with electricity as the 
energy source intended to 
stimulate plant growth, pri-
marily applied in glasshouses.

Availability – a condition in 
which a machine is ready to 
perform the duty for which it 
is intended.

Balancing – controlling elec-
tricity production so that 
it fully matches electricity 
demand.

Base load – a constant demand 
level for electric energy that 
is present during a prolonged 
time period.

Bio oil – oil of biological origin 
that can be used as an energy 
source.

Black start capability – the capa-
bility of a generating unit to 
start up without support from 
an external electricity source 
such as the electricity grid.

Capacity factor – the ratio of 
actual electric energy that a 
generating set produces in 
a certain time span and the 
amount of electric energy that 

it could produce if running at 
full output during that time 
span. 

Carbon capture and storage – 
a process of capturing the 
carbon dioxide emission that 
is connected with the use of 
fuels and storing it indefinitely 
in e.g. geological formations. 

Cascading – a method for an 
array of electricity generators 
in parallel to run individual 
generators only close to max-
imum load, thus ensuring high 
fuel efficiency and low mainte-
nance costs.

Coefficient of performance – the 
ratio of the amount of heat or 
cold produced by a heat pump 
and the amount of energy 
needed to drive the heat 
pump. 

Cogeneration – an effective 
method to utilise the heat 
released during the produc-
tion of electric energy for 
process heating, space heating 
orcooling.

Combined cycle – a process 
where the heat released by a 
gas engine or a gas turbine 
is recovered and turned into 
steam for a steam turbine 
driving an additional gen-
erator.

Common cause fault – a fault in 
a process that negatively affects 
the whole process.

Common mode fault – a fault 
in a process that affects only 
one unit in a process with sev-
eral identical units in parallel 
without affecting the others. 

Compressed air energy storage 
– a system that uses electric 
energy to drive an air com-
pressor to store compressed 
air in a cavity for later use with 
an expander-generator com-
bination during times of peak 
electricity demand  or for bal-
ancing electricity supply and 
demand.

Compression heat pump – a 
machine that uses a motor-
driven compression and 
expansion process to bring 
heat from one temperature 
level to another, for heating or 
for cooling.

Contingency – an abnormal con-
dition or situation leading to 
adding or removing generating 
power.

Crest factor – the ratio of the 
peak value of a variable quan-
tity and its average value.

Demand management – a 
method to decrease electricity 
demand by switching of part 
of electricity consumption.

Depth of discharge – the ratio 
of the amount of energy that 
can be taken from an energy 
storage device and the stored 
energy in that device, without 
damaging the storage device.

Discount rate – the fraction of an 
invested capital that is desired 
as an annual yield.

Dispatchability – the capacity 
of a generating unit to deliver 
a certain performance as 
required by the generator 
operator or transmission 
system operator.
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Distribution grid – the system 
that distributes electricity or 
gas to households, commercial 
users and small industries.

Electricity demand pattern 
– the hourly, daily, weekly, 
monthly or annual pattern of 
electricity use, including base 
load, intermediate load and 
peak load. 

Electricity highway – a recent 
buzzword for a high-capacity 
system used for transporting 
electric energy over longer 
distances.

Electricity intensity – the 
amount of electric energy 
needed to create a certain 
gross domestic product, often 
expressed in kWh/€ of kWh/$

Energy – amount of physical 
work stored or delivered to a 
process

Energy storage – storage of 
energy for later use, often in 
pumped hydro, batteries, fly-
wheels, and compressed air 
but primarily in fuels

Final energy use – energy use by 
the consumers, such as indus-
tries, commercials and house-
holds. It does not include the 
energy consumption needed 
for processing fuels and the 
energy losses of power plants

Fixed charge rate – the rate of 
capital costs resulting from a 
given discount rate and the 
given life of an installation 

Frequency – the number of 
repetitive cycles of a process 
per second, with unit Hz 
(hertz).

Gas engine – a machine that 
converts the chemical energy 
stored in fuel gas into mechan-
ical energy.

Gas turbine combined cycle – 
the combination of a turbine 
using gas or oil as a fuel and a 
steam turbine using the heat 
from the exhaust gas of the gas 
turbine to generate heat for a 
steam turbine.

Generating portfolio – the com-
bination of all power plants 
in a given area, such a nuclear 
plants, coal-fired plants, gas-
fired plants, hydropower and 
renewable electricity genera-
tors. 

Gross domestic product (GDP) 
– the total monetary value 
of the amount of goods and 
services produced per year 
in a country. Often, the GDP 
is expressed in the local pur-
chasing power parity (PPP) 
of the US$, since the buying 
power of the US$ differs from 
country to country.

High-voltage AC – a three-
wire system for transporting 
electri c energy at high voltage 
(> 35 kV) as alternating 
curren t.

High-voltage DC – a two-wire 
system for transporting 
electri c energy at high voltage 
(> 300 kV) as direct current. 

HVAC – common acronym for 
heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning.

Hydrogen economy – the idea 
that hydrogen serves as a major 
energy carrier in the world.

Intermediate load – the electric 
load that is present only during 
10 to 18 hours per day, due to 
increased demand by industry, 
commercials and households.

Isothermal – a process at a 
constan t temperature

Key performance indicators – 
important numbers indicating 
performance of machinery, 
such as  specific fuel con-
sumption (MJ/kWh), specific 
investment costs (€/kW) and 
availability (%). 

Load shedding – Switching off 
electricity users or appliances 
in order to balance electricity 
production and demand.

Logistic delay – the time 
required to bring machinery 
parts needed for maintenance 
and repairs to a site.

Micro cogeneration – a cogene-
ration installation intended for 
homes with an electric output 
of up to a few kW where the 
heat released is utilised for 
heating the building and sani-
tary water. 

Mineral oil – oil from oil wells of 
fossil origin.

NGO – a non-governmental orga-
nisation, such as Greenpeace 
and the World Wildlife Fund.

O&M – operation and mainte-
nance.

Olivine – an abundantly available 
mineral that can capture CO2.

Operational availability – the 
time that a machine is avail-
able after maintenance time 
and logistic delay have been 
taken into account.
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Peak factor – see crest factor.
Peak load – Either the load that 

occurs above intermediate 
load, or the maximum load 
that occurs.

Photovoltaics – dc electricity 
generation directly from solar 
irradiation with light-sensitive 
elements.

Plateau load – see intermediate 
load.

Power – the capacity to perform 
work in a certain time span 
(joule/second = watt).

Power capacity – the name-plate 
power output or consumption 
of a machine.

Primary energy supply – energy 
supply based on fuels, nuclear 
power, renewables but not yet 
converted into e.g. electricity 
of treated such as mineral oil 
into petrol.

Prime mover – a machine that 
can drive a process.

Purchasing power parity – PPP, 
the buying capacity of the US$ 
is a certain country. 

Ramping up rate – the speed 
with which a generator of 
prime mover can increase its 
power output (e.g. MW/s).

Reliability – the probability, 
often expressed in the per-
centage of time, that a machine 
can statistically perform its 
duty. 

Renewable energy – energy not 
resulting from fossil fuels or 
nuclear fuel. 

Round-trip efficiency – the 
energy efficiency of processes, 
where the energy ultimately 

ends up in the same shape as 
it started, e.g. electricity from 
a battery. 

Shoulder load – see intermediate 
load.

Simple cycle – a thermodynamic 
process where fuel energy is 
converted into mechanical or 
electrical energy in a single 
process.  

Single cycle – see simple cycle.
Solar irradiation – radiation 

received from the sun at a cer-
tain location at a certain time.

Spatial impact – the space 
(volume and area) needed for 
installations such as a power 
plant.

Specific capital costs – the cap-
ital costs per unit of produced 
product, such as €/MWh.

Specific fuel costs – the capital 
costs per unit of fuel energy, 
such as €/GJ.

Specific maintenance costs – 
the capital costs of carrying 
out maintenance per unit of 
product, such as €/kWh. 

Spinning reserve – Generating 
capacity, generally expressed in 
MW, that is synchronised with 
the grid and ready to produce 
electricity when needed.   

Supergrid – see electricity 
highway.

Synchronisation – the process 
of ensuring that a generator 
has the same frequency of 
the electricity grid, while the 
valleys and crests of the sine 
waves of the generator and 
grid coincide. 

Torrefaction – treatment of bio-

mass to remove moisture and 
increase the energy density, 
resulting in a crispy material. 

Transmission grid – the high 
voltage grid connecting gen-
erators with large consumers 
and with distribution grids, 
also for cross-border exchange 
of electricity.

Turn-around efficiency – see 
round trip efficiency.

Utilisation factor – the fraction 
of use of the nameplate power 
capacity of machinery during a 
certain time span.

Some frequently used units 
with conversion factors and SI 
prefixes:

 k = 103 
 M = 106

 G = 109

 T = 1012

 P = 1015

 E = 1018

1 joule ( J) = 1 kg m2/s2

1 tonne = 1000 kg
1 toe = 41.868 GJ (toe = tonne 

oil equivalent)
1 Btu = 1055.056 J
1 MMBtu = 1055.056 MJ  

(MM= 1 million)
1 quad = 1.0551 EJ
1 calorie = 4.1868 J
1 kWh = 3.6 MJ
1 watt (W) = 1 joule/second 

( J/s)
1 gallon (US) = 3.785 l
1 ft3 = 28.3 l
1 pound (lb) = 0.454 kg
1 barrel of oil = 159 liter ≈ 5.5 GJ 
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